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Preface

The origins of and the reasons for the United States' involvement in
Vietnam are still among the most controversial and least understood aspects of
recent American history.

The questions of why the United States went into

Vietnam and why it invested so much of its blood and treasure seem little
better understood even now after more than twelve years since American
involvement ended there.
One of my hopes in engaging in this study was to give me an
understanding of the assumptions of the men who in the mid-1950s urged a
greater American involvement in Vietnam. By promoting the leadership of Ngo
Dinh Diem they hoped to galvanize a Third Force of independent Vietnamese
nationalism as the key to nation building and establishing a showcase of
democracy in Southeast Asia. By the mid to late 1960s most of these early
hopes and assumptions had either been forgotten or subsumed under the newer
and more urgent priority of simply not losing the war.
The events of 1954 through 1960 form the basis of a major turning point
in the nature of American involvement in Vietnam; yet as the debates continue
over the lessons of Vietnam, little attention is paid to those watershed events
or to the men who played key roles in those events. Most of the debate focuses
on what went wrong with the American mission in Southeast Asia; however, it
may be more fruitful to ask whether there was something wrong with the very
basic assumptions of that mission from the beginning. Looking at the designs
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and assumptions of the men who eagerly and enthusiastically promoted
American involvement in the formation of the Diem regime and the creation of
the nation of South Vietnam may be a way of reaching a better understanding
of the nature of the U.S. mission. Diem's American friends represented no
cabal or conspiracy to redirect United States foreign policy, for the most part
their designs were in full accord with U.S. foreign policy goals for the region.
It is their very compatibility with governmental policy that makes them worthy
of investigation.
I am most grateful to Paul Carter, Juan Garcia, and Michael Hunt for
their suggestions, comments and corrections. I am most deeply indebted to
Michael Schaller for his insight, guidance, criticism, encouragement and
support.

He has been an inspiring teacher and exemplary mentor.

All

shortcomings, limits of vision, and errors are mine alone. None of my work •
would have been possible without the love and support I have received from all
my family. They have helped me in innumerable ways from the mundane to the
sublime. I am very grateful to Nikki Matz for excellent work in typing my
manuscript and for her help in many other ways. I owe a very special debt to
Laura for all her help and support and her belief in me when it counted.
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ABSTRACT
Between 1954 and 1960, a group of influential American political,
academic, and religious leaders (mainly Roman Catholics and Cold War
liberals) lobbied to promote and protect Ngo Dinh Diem as the leader of South
Vietnam. They influenced U.S. foreign policy toward securing backing for
Diem and reinforced that decision at critical junctures in 1954 and 1955
thereby limiting the range of American policy options in Vietnam to the
parameters of the success and survival of the Diem regime.
Working with groups as diverse as the CIA and Catholic Relief Services,
Diem's American lobby helped consolidate his political power and eliminate
his opposition. Within the U.S. their public relations program helped mold a
favorable public impression of Diem's regime. Although the lobbyists believed
they were serving the best interests of both the Americans and the
Vietnamese, their efforts narrowed political choices, distorted the issues, and
hampered attempts at resolving conflicts within Vietnam.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

Americans who observed the events in Indo-China after the end Of World
War II saw them in terms of the Cold War conflict rather than in terms of an
indigenous struggle for independence or national liberation. Most Westerners
had pre-conceived ideas regarding what the conflict in Indo-China was about
and what was best for the Third World in general. Everything they saw was
filtered through and made to fit these pre-conceived notions. What didn't fit
was either ignored or reinterpreted in a way that would seem consistent with
their vision. The processes of selective vision and cognitive dissonance were
active in shaping impressions about Vietnam.

One of the most prevalent

articles of faith shared by nearly every American writing about or involved in
Vietnam between the end of the Second V'orld War and the mid-1950s was the
belief in the Third Force of independent nationalists in Vietnam, neither aligned
with Ho Chi Minh's Communism nor compromised by collaboration with French
colonialism.

The Third Force
The idea of a Third Force was not limited exclusively to Vietnam, it
showed up in most American discussion about Third World nationalism. In the
American Vietnam experience, the theme of the Third Force played such a
dominant role that it bears close examination. The theme of the Third Force
shows up repeatedly in the reporting, and commentary about Vietnam; it even
1
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plays a principal role in the two novels written during and about this period.*
In Graham Greene's novel, The Quiet American, the title character, Alden
Pyle, comes to Vietnam hoping to awaken and direct the Third Force in
Vietnam. When the character of Pyle is asked about the French chances of
defeating the Viet Minh, he answered, "a Third Force could do it. There was
always a Third Force to be found, free from communism and the taint of
colonialism—national democracy . . . you only had to find a leader and keep him
safe from the old colonial powers."2

In many ways, Pyle's attitude and

experience typified the American experience in Indo-China.

Pyle was a

character full of optimism, good intentions, and certainty about what the
Vietnamese needed, whether they knew it or not.

U.S. Cold War Foreign Policy and Domestic Politics
At the end of World War II United States foreign policy began to change
in some rather fundamental ways. Even lip service to the former ideological
tenets of isolationism and anti-colonialism gave way under the weight of the
new imperative of global anti-Communism. Old school isolationists, such as
Senator Arthur Vandenberg, had become internationalists.^

Henry Luce had

dubbed this era the opening of the "American Century," and called on all

1. Graham Green, The Quiet American (New York: Viking Press, 1955),
passim; hereafter cited as Greene, Quiet American; also see Robert Shaplen, A
Forest of Tigers (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1956), passim; and Graham
Greene, Ways of Escape (London: The Bodley Head, 1980), pp. 160-165.
2. Greene, Quiet American, p. 161.
3. Alexander Kendrick, The Wound Within (Boston: Little, Brown, &
Co., 1974), p. 48
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Americans to "accept whole-heartedly our duty and opportunity as the most
powerful nation in the world and in consequence to exert upon the world the
full impact of our influence, for such purposes as we see fit and by such means
as we see fit."**
A new Cold War consensus, shared by President Truman and the
Democrats, the loyal Republican opposition, and the American public, was being
shaped that saw the world in bi-polar terms. Shades of gray increasingly gave
way to visions of a cataclysmic struggle between the forces of light and dark,
between good and evil. Political reputations and careers were made on the
strength of a person's credentials as an anti-Communist. Between 1945 and
1955 this tendency increased in American political life with the so-called loss of
China, the Korean stalemate, and the impact of McCarthyism. These legacies
all made their impact on U.S. policy toward Vietnam.
On the home front, American politics were in large measure shaped by
the impact of those events. The Democratic party had been blamed for the
loss of China, and the Department of State in an attempt to weed out any
disloyal or potentially disloyal civil servants purged their East Asian section of
anyone with any knowledge of Asian affairs.^

Pepublicans in 1950 were

campaigning hard against their Democratic opponents, charging them with
being soft on Communism and with responsibility for the loss of China.^

4. Henry Luce, "The American Century," Life. February 17, 1941, p. 63.
5. Michael Schaller, The United States and China in the Twentieth
Century (New York: Oxford University Press, 1979), pp. 130-131; hereafter cited
as Schaller, U.S. & China.
6. Schaller, U.S. & China, pp. 125-139; also see Kendrick, p. 58.

Recently elected Congressmen John Kennedy and Richard Nixon were making
speeches nearly identical in tone and language, strongly attacking the world
wide Communist conspiracy and its manifestations here in the United States.?
To combat the Communist conspiracy, Nixon joined the House Un-American
Activities Committee, while John Kennedy's brother, Pobert, served as counsel
to Senator McCarthy's Red-hunting Committee. Running for the U.S. Senate in
1952 against Henry Cabot Lodge, John Kennedy charged that Republican foreign
policy was not anti-Communist enough.^
Democrats were eager to find a cause with which they could prove to
the electorate that they were just as tough on the Communists as the
Republicans.^

To some extent this explains why Robert Kennedy would serve

on the McCarthy Committee and why John Kennedy was the only Democrat not
to vote against the censure of McCarthy in 1954.10

While many liberals and

Democrats railed against McCarthy's methods, they nonetheless approved of his
goals in fighting against the insidious Communist conspiracy. More importantly,
however, this desire to show toughness against Communism overseas, led many
American liberals such as Kennedy to look with such interest at Vietnam.
There would be no way to recapture China or roll back either the Iron or

7. Kendrick, p. 46.
8. Kendrick, p. 66.
9. Kendrick, p. 58.
10. Kendrick, pp. 83, 66.

Bamboo Curtain, but by supporting the cause of Vietnamese nationalism, it
appeared they could gain much, at least in terms of propaganda and campaign
slogans, at a relatively low cost and with apparently little risk.
By 1950, the U.S. was engaged in the policy of active containment in
Asia as well as Europe. Although its primary focus was still Europe first, the
nature of the U.S. commitment to the containment of Communism was global.^
Under the aegis of the Truman Doctrine, the U.S. had committed itself to the
policy that "it must support free peoples who are resisting subjection by armed
minorities or outside pressures." 12

in these rather sweeping terms, Truman

set as the U.S. agenda, the outlawing of any revolutions that were Communist
led or supported by Communists.
Although the United States had been rather reluctant to support
France's bid to return to Indo-China as a colonial power at the end of World
War II, in the end it succumbed to the pressures of needing to win French
support for American post-war European policies.^

Initially, some interest

had been shown in supporting Ho Chi Minh's nationalist forces, for although Ho

11. Robert M. Blum, Drawing the Line (New York: W. W. Norton, 1982),
pp. 198-213.
12. Quoted in D. F. Flemming, America's RoJe in Asia (New York:
Funk & Wagnalls, 1969), p. 55.
13. Robert 3. Donovan, Conflict and Crisis (W. W. Norton, Inc., 1977),
pp. 252-253; also see George Herring, America's Longest War (New York:
John Wiley & Sons, 1979), pp. 6-11; hereafter cited as Herring, Longest War;
Kendrick, pp. 317-39; Gary R. Hess, "Franklin Roosevelt and Indochina," Journal
of American History, 59, No. 2 (September 1972), pp. 353-368; Walter LaFeber,
"Roosevelt, Churchill, and Indochina: 19^2-45," American Historical Review 80,
No. 5 (December 1975), pp. 1277-1295; and George C. Herring, "The Truman
Administration and the Restoration of French Sovereignty in Indochina,"
Diplomatic History 1, No. 2 (Spring 1977), pp. 97-117.

was nominally a Communist, he showed strong interest in maintaining good
relations with the United States and not becoming entirely dependent on the
Soviet Union as his only ally.^

This interest, however, was quickly abandoned

under the exigencies of the global-anti-Communist

crusade.^

The U.S. and Vietnam
The U.S. acknowledged that Ho's popularity was due to his strength as
nationalist leader of a movement for national liberation that had wide-spread
support among the people.^

Only a small percentage of Ho's Viet Minh were

members of the Communist party, and the Americans hoped that if a nonCommunist leader could be brought forward, there would be a good chance of
splitting the non-Communist nationalists away from the Viet Minh.

The

Americans realized that colonialism was a force of the past and that if the
West was to retain an influence in Asia it would have to ally itself on the side

14. Archimedes L. Patti, Why Vietnam? Prelude to America's Albatross
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1980), passim; also see Herring,
Longest War, pp. 1-3; and Kendrick, p. 37.
15. Norman A. Graebner, The Age of Global Power: The United States
Since 1939 (New York: John Wiley <5c Sons, 1979), pp. 95-113.
16. Michael Clark, "Behind the Vietnam Revolt," Nation, May 17, 1947,
pp. 565-566; also see Andrew Roth, "Last Act in Indo-China," Nation, January
8, 1949, pp. 43-44; Andrew Roth, "Asia's Tito?", Nation, September 10, 1949, p.
244; Peggy Durdin, "Why Ho Chi Minh Can Win," Nation, November 11, 1950,
pp. 436-437; Ketut Tantri, "A Dreamer Who Made a Nation," New Republic,
February 28, 1949, pp. 14-15; "Struggle in Indo-China," New Republic, February
13, 1950, p. 9; Harold Isaacs, '"A Thing Is Good or Bad'," Newsweek, April 25,
1949, p. 44; "Did I Hear a Call?", Time, October 6, 1947, pp. 34 passim; Wilson
Fielder, "Mosquitoes and the Sledge Hammer," Time, April 10, 1950, pp. 26-27;
and Robert Shaplen, "The Enigma of Ho Chi Minh," Reporter, January 17, 1954,
pp. 11-19.

of the movements of national liberation.^

Therefore, the U.S. pressured

France to make reforms in its Indo-China policy toward granting the
Vietnamese greater autonomy and independence.

In 1949, responding to

American coaxing, the French, in their inimitable way, developed the Bao Dai
solution.
Bao Dai, the former emperor, who had abdicated in 1945 in favor of a
republic led by Ho, was returned to Vietnam with the title of Chief of State in
hopes that he would be able to provide a symbol of leadership to the nonCommunists in the Viet Minh.^

The U.S. was not favorably impressed with

this playboy emperor, who had more interest in hunting tigers than fighting
Communists.

However, by 1950 events such as the Communist victory in

China, the outbreak of the Korean War, and the Soviet Union's recognition of
Ho Chi Minh's Democratic Republic of Vietnam (DRV) all contributed to the

17. Theodore White, "Indo-China—The Long Trail of Error," Reporter,
June 22, 1954, pp. 13-15; also see Sol Sanders, "Why They Fight in Vietnam,"
New Leader, November 27, 1950, pp. 8-10; hereafter cited as Sanders, "Why
They Fight"; Sol Sanders, "Vietnam Has a Third Force," New Republic, July 30,
1951, pp. 14-15; hereafter cited as Sanders, "Third Force"; and Sol Sanders,
"One Way to Save Indo-China," New Leader, August 27, 1951, pp. 8-9.
18. Robert Shaplen, The Lost Revolution (New York; Harper & Pow,
1965), pp. 57-63; hereafter cited as Shaplen, Lost Revolution; also see White,
pp. 12-13; "The New Frontier," Time, May 29, 1950, pp. 24-27; Alexander
Werth, "Showdown in Viet Nam," May 13, 1950, pp. 445-446; and "What
Conditions for Aid to Bao Dai?", p. 484.
19. "Will We Aid the French Puppet," Christian Century, January 18,
1950, p. 69; also see "Bao Dai: The Case of the Absentee Emperor," Collier's,
September 30, 1955, pp 42-44 plus; "Dilemma about Bao Dai," Commonweal,
February 10, 1950, p. 477; "Indo-China," Life, March 7, 1949, pp. 97-106; and
"Saving French Face," Newsweek, March 21, 1949, p. 39.
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U.S. recognition of Bao Dai's government.^®

Moreover, the U.S. realized that

the Bao Dai solution was the best that they could hope for while the French
were running the show in Indo-China.
After the events of late 1949 and 1950, the conflict in Indo-China took
on greater significance, and Americans began describing the war there in much
different terms. The French War against the Viet Minh suddenly lost all
connotation of a colonial war and became part of the same crusade against
Communism that the Americans were involved in in Korea.^1

The French

made a conscious effort to portray the war in Vietnam as the second front of
the global conflict being waged by the forces of civilization against the forces
of tyranny. The Americans became partners in the fight against the Viet Minh
and by 1954, they were paying 78 per cent of the cost of the French war effort.

20. Gary R. Hess, "The First American Commitment in Indo-China:
The Acceptance of the 'Bao Dai Solution,' 1950," Diplomatic History, 2, No. 4
(Fall 1978), pp. 331-350; also see Shaplen, Lost Revolution, pp. 63-69; "Cold
War's Center," New Republic, April 24, 1950, p. 6; and U.S. Senate Committee
on Foreign Relations, The U.S. Government and the Vietnam War, Part 1,
1945-1961 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1984), p. 261;
hereafter cited as USG&VN.
21. Jean de Lattre de Tassingny, "French Position in the Far East: In
Indochina and Korea, The Same War Is Being Fought," Vital Speeches, pp. 21-24;
also see "U.S. Draws the Line Against Reds," Business Week, February 18, 1950,
pp. 128-131; "Indo-China, Key to Southeast Asia," Commonweal, February 24,
1950, p. 523; Woodrow Wyatt, "Of Equal Importance—Asia's Second Front,"
New York Times Magazine, 3uly 26, 1953, pp. 5 plus; "Show of Force," Time,
March 27, 1950, pp. 27-28; and "Indo-China: 'Greece' of 1950," U.S. News &
World Report, February 24, 1950, p. 16.
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Americans still kept hoping that the Third Force in Vietnam could be
aroused to fight against the Communist threat.

They hoped that with the

proper concessions from France toward eventual independence and with the
right native leadership, the Vietnamese would join in the fight against the
Communists.22

There was a large group of Vietnamese intellectuals and

nationalists, known as the attentistes (the waiting ones), who were in fact
sitting on the side lines unwilling to side with either the Viet Minh or the
French. Routinely, groups of intellectuals were interviewed about why they
remained sitting on the fence. They typically replied that they wanted to know
who would come out on top, Ho or Bao Dai before they placed their bets.

l\.~ost

of this reporting noted that Vietnam's national leaders were recruited from a
tiny percentage of the intellectuals and that 85 per cent of the country was
illiterate. It was suggested that the important battle was for the loyalty of the
intellectuals as the nation's leaders, and these men were bitterly anti-French
and confused about Communism.23

Time Magazine noting that Bao Dai was

22. Sanders, "Why They Fight," pp. 8-10; also see Sanders, "Third
Force," pp. 14-15; USG&VN, pp. 89-91; "'hite, pp. 12-13; William 0. Douglas,
"Indo-China Near Disaster," Look, pp. 55-64; "Can Native Troops Halt the
Reds in Indo-China?", Newsw~May 4, 1953, pp. 48 plus; Roger Pinto, "Duel
for Indochina," U.N. World, April, 1950, pp. 15-18; and Edward Lansdale, In the
Midst of V.'ars (New York: Harper & Row, 1972), p. 111; hereafter cited as
Lansdale, Wars.
23. Sol Sanders, "My Friend Nguyen," New Leader, July 26, 1954, pp. 1112; also see "Gamble in Indo-China," Life, August 28, 1950; White, p. 13;
Fielder, p. 26-27; and Raymond Aron, "France and Indo-China," New Leader,
January 4, 19 54, p. 15.

no Chiang Kai-shek, reported: "Indo-China's intellectual youth is Isicl refusing
to rally to Bao Dai's support.

Many businessmen, administrators, and

politicians either work actively for the Viet Minh or simply aid it by refusing to
accept places of responsibility in Bao Dai's regime."24

It also indirectly

created the image of an inert and mindless peasantry. The reports about
Vietnam paid almost no attention to the peasant masses who made up the
majority of the country, which seems like a curious oversight, coming so shortly
on the heels of Mao's victory in China by means of mobilization of the
peasants.
The only other group of Vietnamese that received significant coverage
in the American press were the Vietnamese Catholics. The Catholic press in
the United States had a strong interest in the fate of the 10 percent of the
Vietnamese population who shared their faith and many Catholic writers in the
U.S. identified the Poman Catholics in Vietnam with the Third

Force.25

Certainly, the Vietnamese Catholics were devoutly anti-Communist and
maintained their own militia. Catholic Bishop Le Huu Tu of Phat Diem, while
nominally supporting the Bao Dai government, acted quite autonomously.

24. Fielder, p. 26.
25. "Vietnam's Refugees," America, August 21, 1954, p. 493; also see
John B. Sherrin, "Who's Next After Indochina?", Catholic World, September,
1954, pp. 401-403; 'The Church in Vietnam," Commonweal, May 13, 1949, p. 120;
and Paul Rodeur, "Indochinese Catholics," Commonweal, August 20, 1954, pp.
486-487.
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Bishop Le, described by Time as a courageous freedom fighter, was quoted as
saying "Any Catholic in this country betrays his faith who is not a soldier. . . .
To compromise with Communism is treachery. You must fight — it's the only
Christian solution."26
Most Americans writing about Vietnam at the time blamed French
imperial policies for the fact that the Communists were winning the nationalist
cause in Vietnam. They seemed to believe that if the French had been more
benign and enlightened in their policies toward Indo-China, then more moderate
Vietnamese would have been able to effectively challenge Ho for the leadership
of the nationalist

cause.27

Certainly France's policy of outlawing all

Vietnamese nationalist parties had driven many non-Communists into alliance
with the Viet Minh. The reporting of events in Vietnam up until at least 1957
shared the common theme of an American belief that there was still sufficient
non-aligned nationalist strength among the attentistes to counter Ho's strength
of arms and popularity.
It is not too difficult to understand how the Americans were able to
make the shift for themselves from viewing the War in Indo-China as a colonial
war to seeing it as part of their own anti-Communist crusade. However, none
of the commentators really made it clear why the Vietnamese themselves
would see any reason for transforming a struggle for national liberation into
part of a world wide crusade against Communists; after all, the Communists in
Vietnam had all along been the leading activists in the fight for independence.

26. Quoted in "The Bishop's Soldiers," Time, p. 66.
27. William C. Bullitt, "The Saddest War," Life, December 29, 1947, pp.
64-69.
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Why should the attentistes or the non-Communist Viet Minh take up arms
against Ho Chi Minh? What would be their grievance with him? Furthermore,
if the non-Communist nationalists did hold control over an independent
Vietnam, then Ho's Communists would simply become a small minority faction,
one of many competing interests.
One of the things that seemed to exasperate these Western observers
and pundits was that the Vietnamese did not seem to share their sense of fear
about the dangers of Communism. They dismissed the Vietnamese acceptance
of Ho as a national hero as foolish and dangerous naivete; wiser people would
have to protect their best interests if they could not do it for themselves.28
Moreover, for the United States, more than Vietnam was at stake; the fate of
all Asia and the Pacific hung in the balance.
After the setbacks to the crusade for freedom at Dien Bien Phu and the
Geneva Peace Conference, most writers foretold of very gloomy prospects
ahead for Indo-China. A few Americans, however, saw a few rays of hope in
the fact that at least now the Vietnamese would have a chance at creating
their own independent government.

Moreover they believed that America

should give every possible aid to the Vietnamese effort to be sure that it
developed in a way congenial to American interests in the region. Secretary of
State Dulles claimed that the United States could now begin aiding Vietnam
without the taint of any vestiges of

colonialism.29

That aid would begin with

U.S. assistance in the selection of the new prime minister of Vietnam.

28. Fielder, p. 27; see Arnard de Borchgrave, "More Freedom Wanted,"
Newsweek, July 27, 1953, p. 34; and Bullitt, pp. 64-69.
29. Townsend Hoopes, The Devil and John Foster Dulles (Boston:
Atlantic Monthly Press, 1973), p. 252.

If Vietnam were to have a chance at surviving as a free country and
avoid being swept under the Red Tide, its best hope lay in being able to
galvanize the latent Third Force. Although action on behalf of the Bao Dai
government on the part of the attentistes had failed to materialize, it was
hoped that the Third Force would rally to the banner of a nationalist who had
not collaborated with the French and who had not compromised with the Viet
Minh.

Ngo Dinh Diem enjoyed a reputation as a man of uncompromising

integrity and passionate nationalism among the intellectual nationalists and the
Catholic population in Vietnam, and these were precisely the elements of
Vietnamese society with whom the Americans were most familiar.

The American View of Ngo Dinh' Diem
The Ngos, an aristocratic mandarin family from Annam, were among the
earliest converts to Roman Catholicism in Indo-China.^0

Around 1870 they

acquired a degree of martyrdom when an anti-Catholic mob attacked the
family home and almost destroyed the entire clan. Diem's father, Ngo Dinh
Kha, studying abroad at the time, survived the attack, and later entered the
Imperial Service at Hue. When the French deposed the Emperor Thanh Thai in
1907, the year of Diem's birth, Ngo Dinh Kha retired from government service
with a lasting animosity toward the French.

His ardent nationalism was a

legacy that he passed onto his sons. Coming from a position of privilege, it

30. For background on Ngo Dinh Diem see Joseph Buttinger, Vietnam
At War, Vol. II of Vietnam: A Dragon Embattled (New York: Frederick A.
Praeger, Publishers, 1967), pp. 1253-1257; hereafter cited as Buttinger, Dragon
Embattled; Robert Shaplen, Lost Revolution, pp,. 100-113; Frances Fitzgerald,
Fire in the Lake (Boston: Atlantic Monthly Press, 1972), pp. 72-101; and Denis
Warner, The Last Confucian (Sydney, Australia: Angus & Robertson, 1963), pp.
84-92; hereafter cited as Warner, Last Confucian.
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was natural that the father taught his sons that essential reforms had to be
brought about by an educated elite. Not surprisingly, Kha sent his son to the
Lycee Quoc Hoc at Hue, a school founded by Kha to provide Western education
to the Vietnamese elite free from excessive French influence. Ironically, it
was the same school attended by Ho Chi Minh, Vo Nguyen Giap, and Pham Van
Dong.
For a brief period in his teens, Diem entered a seminary to study for the
priesthood. While in seminary, Diem developed some habits and disciplines that
he would carry with him his entire life; he made a life-long vow of celibacy,
and kept a period of his day devoted to prayer. However, he left to enter the
French-run school for Law and Administration in Hanoi, where he graduated at
the head of his class in 1921. It has been suggested that Diem found the
priesthood too worldly and too pliant for his unbending sense of moral probity
and rectitude. As Denis Warner noted in an interview with a Vietnamese
citizen, "A priest at least learns of the world through the confessional. Diem is
a monk living behind stone walls."31
Diem enjoyed a meteoric rise in government service, and within a few
years he had become the Governor of the Phan Thiet Province in Annam. Diem
earned a reputation as a tough persecutor of Communists and other
revolutionaries. By 1933, he had won appointment as Minister of the Interior
under Bao Dai. It was, however, to be a short-lived appointment. Frustrated by

31. Warner, Last Confucian, pp. 90-91.
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his inability to initiate legislative reforms he believed were necessary, and by
the French reluctance to appoint more Vietnamese to positions of real
authority, he resigned his post and accused Bao Dai of being a puppet of the
French.

Diem spent the next several years meeting with anti-French

nationalists, such as Phan Boi Chau in Hanoi and Cuong De in Japan. He was
known to favor Vietnamese independence coming through a process along the
lines of the American rather than the French Revolution, i.e., national
liberation rather than class struggle.
Between 1933 and 1954, Diem held no governmental position and refused
all offers to participate in the governments headed by Bao Dai, the French, the
Japanese, and the Viet Minh alike. He would not be part of any government
unless it could promise to guarantee complete independence for Vietnam. In
1946, the Viet Minh executed Diem's older brother, Ngo Dinh Khoi, and in the
spring of 1950, when he learned that the Viet Minh had sentenced him to death
in absentia, and the French refused to provide him with protection, Diem
embarked on a world tour that eventually brought him to the United States and
into contact with many influential Americans.
On the surface at least, Ngo Dinh Diem seemed to possess the qualities
that the Americans were looking for in a candidate to rally the Third Force in
Vietnam. He seemed to fit right into the mold of what the Third Force was all
about. He was as militantly anti-Communist as any American cold warrior, and
he had scrupulously avoided the taint of collaboration with any colonial or other
occupation force. Moreover, American Catholics, who would provide Diem with
his largest American constituency, saw Diem as a member of their own faith,

and as a man who reflected values with which they could readily identify. The
Americans who supported Ngo Dinh Diem were able to see in him what they
wanted to see; anti-communism, quasi-democratic political values, economic
development in cooperation with the West rather than social and economic
revolution, and Christian religious values. The Americans failed to see or were
unable to assess that their candidate for rallying the Third Force might have an
altogether different political agenda once in power, or that once they had
ensconced him as the head of state he might no longer be so amenable to
following the plan that they had intended for Vietnam's development.

CHAPTER TWO
THE AMERICAN FRIENDS OF NGO DINH DIEM
Ngo Dinh I:'iem
Assessing the impact and influence of Ngo Dinh Diem's American
friends, the "American Vietnam Lobby," remains one of the most controversial
aspects of the early United States involvement with Vietnam.

In using the

term "Vietnam Lobby," one runs the risk of summoning images of a tightly
connected, cohesive, if not quasi-conspiratorial group united for a specific goal.
In referring to Diem's American friends as a lobby, I use the term less
formally. There were a number of people in the United States in the early
1950s in academic, religious, political, and intelligence circles, and among the
press, who sought to influence American foreign policy and public opinion in
favor of supporting Ngo Dinh Diem.

These people operated with diverse

motives and means, often without a coordinated or unified plan. It was not
until ['ecember 1955 that many of them formed an official organization, the
American Friends of Vietnam. This official lobby, while not having the backing
or resources of the China Lobby or China Bloc of ·the 1940s, nevertheless was
extremely well connected to American political power; however, its main work
concentrated on public relations for Diem in the United States. Paradoxically,
the total influence of the American Friends of Vietnam added up to less than
that of the sum of its parts.

The · important work on behalf of Diem was

carried out by individuals working independently among their respective
constituencies.

Therefore, references to the Vietnam Lobby or Diem's
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American friends are meant to connote the more general groups or individuals
who worked in support of Diem. The official lobby group will be referred to
specifically as the American Friends of Vietnam (AFVN).

Wesley Fishel
Ngo Dinh Diem received permission from the French to leave Vietnam
in August 1950, ostensibly for a pilgrimage to Rome for the Holy Year
celebration. His route to Rome was most circuitous.

He and his brother,

Bishop Ngo Dinh Thuc, first stopped in Japan, where they "conferred with and
paid homage to the old conservative nationalist, Prince Cuong De, in exile since
1906."!

While in Tokyo, Diem sought out any Americans who could advise him

on making contacts in Washington. Although snubbed by General MacArthur, he
made one very fateful connection, Dr. Wesley Fishel.2

Fishel, who had left

UCLA after writing a dissertation on Chinese extraterritoriality, was about to
accept a position at Michigan State University^
meeting, worked for and/or with the CIA.^

and, at the time of their

The young academic was looking

for an angle and was most impressed with Diem's personal and political views

1. Buttinger, Dragon- Embattled, p. 846; also see Shaplen, p. 112.
2. Buttinger, Dragon Embattled, p. 1096.
3. Robert Scheer, Warren Hinckle, and Sol Stern, "The University on
the Make fcr how MSU helped arm Madame NhuJ," Ramparts, April 1966, p. 55,
hereafter cited as Scheer, "MSU."
4. USG&VN, p. 90; also see Richard Barnet, intervention and
Revolution (NewfYorE: World Publishing Co., 1968), p. 200.
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on independent nationalism, anti-Communism, and social reform.^

Diem's case

was based on a simplistic yet compelling logic that appealed to conservatives
and liberals alike";^ that "if colonialism were brought to an end and Vietnam
Cwasl to receive a truly nationalist government, the Vietminh could be quickly
defeated."? Diem later told Robert Shaplen in an interview, "If we had been
responsible for prosecution of the war, we would have won."8 Ngo'Dinh Diem
seemed to represent true nationalism.
Fishel encouraged Diem to seek further support for his cause in the
United States, and arranged for Michigan State University to sponsor his trip.9
The two men became close friends, Fishel being one of the few people outside
of his immediate family that Diem trusted. As their relationship developed by
extensive correspondence over the next year, Fishel had his friend appointed
consultant to Michigan State's Governmental Research Bureau.'®

It was a

favor that Diem was able to reciprocate many times over within a few years.

5. Robert Scheer and Warren Hinckle, "The Vietnam Lobby,"
Ramparts, July 1965, p. 18; hereafter cited as Scheer, "Lobby."
6. Stanley Karnow, Vietnam: A History (New York: Viking Press,
1983), p. 217.
7. Buttinger, Dragon Embattled, p. 846.
8. Shaplen, Lost Revolution, p. 112.
9. Robert Scheer, How the United States-Got Involved in Vietnam
(Santa Barbara: Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions, 1965), p. 14,
hereafter cited as Scheer, How the U.S; Got Involved; also see Scheer,
"Lobby," p. 18.
10. Scheer, "MSU," p. 55.

Fishel first went to work for Diem in the summer of 1954 as an "advisor on
governmental reorganization," and also was on the personal staff of U.S.
Special Ambassador Collins. "I was the only contact that he ICollinsJ had with
Diem that was at all effective for many months. . . .

After two years I

resurfaced—to use a CIA term— to become head of the MSU program."^

The

real life identity of Graham Greene's character Alden Pyle, in the novel The
Quiet American, has been the focus of a great deal of speculation, almost all of
it centering on Edward Lansdale. However, a reasonable case could be made
for Wesley Fishel having inspired the persona of Pyle or at least Pyle's
academic mentor, York Harding.

Francis Cardinal Spellman
In September and October 1950, Diem visited the United States with his
brother Bishop Thuc. During this period they were able to meet with Francis
Cardinal Spellman, Archbishop of the Catholic Diocese of New York, whom
they had met on a previous Spellman visit to

IndochinaJ2

Connections made

through his brother and Spellman allowed Diem to live in Maryknoll seminaries
in Lakewood, New Jersey, and Ossining, New York, while he resided in the
United States.^

The brothers eventually did move on to Rome late in 1950 for

11. Quoted in Robert Scheer, "The Genesis of United States Support
for Ngo Dinh Diem," in Vietnam, Marvin E. Gettleman, ed., (New York:
Fawcett Crest Books, 1965), p. 249, hereafter cited as Scheer, "Genesis."
12. U.S. Department of State, Foreign Relations of- the United States,
1950, Vol. VI, East Asia and the Pacific (Avasnington, D.C.: U.S.1 Government"
Printing Office, 1976), pp. 830-831; hereafter cited as FPUS 1950, VI.
13. Scheer, How the U*S. Got Involved, p. 14.
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an audience with Pope Pius XII.^

Diem conferred with Vietnamese exiles

living in Switzerland, France, and Belgium before returning to the United
States in January 1951.
During the next two and a half years, Ngo Dinh Diem lived as a ward of
Spellman's diocese in the Maryknoll seminaries, washing dishes, scrubbing
floors, and praying like any of the other novitiates.

Father John Keegan

recalled,
We were impressed with his devoutness. As seminarians, we were up
at five-thirty in the morning, and Diem would already be in a pew
meditating, reflecting. He would attend mass every morning, you
know, quite devoutly, as far as we could see, and stay afterwards
and pray. It was almost as though he were living the life of a
monk.15
More importantly, Diem established a close relationship with and won the
support of Cardinal Spellman. As Robert Scheer has noted, "This support was
crucial, for, among other things, it certified Diem as an important antiCommunist—no small matter during the McCarthy period."^
In the early and mid-1950s, Francis Cardinal Spellman was
unquestionably the most visible and vocal political leader of Catholic antiCommunists in the United States.^

The relationship between Catholicism and

14. Anthony Bouscaren, The Last of the Mandarins: Diem of Vietnam
(Pittsburgh: Dusquesne University Press, 1965), p. 30.
15. "America's Mandarin (1954-1963)," Vietnam: A Television History
(Boston: WGBH Transcripts, 1983), p. 2; hereafter cited as Television History.
16. Scheer, How the U.S. Got Involved, p. 14.
17. Donald F. Crosby, God. Church and Flags Senator Joseph R.
McCarthy and the Catholic ChurcTT, 1950-1957 (Chapel Hill:' University of North
Carolina Press, 1978), p. 13.

anti-Communism has long historic roots which have been detailed in God,
Church, and Flag by Donald Crosby, S.J.^

The fate of Catholics in Eastern

Europe, especially in Poland, inflamed the issue in the post-World War II years.
The News Service of the National Catholic Welfare Conference poured out "an
unending stream of dispatches, sensationally reporting Communistic acts of
barbarism against the Church.

Without question this contributed to the

continuing hatred of Catholics for Communism and may well have helped
create a climate conducive to McCarthyism among Catholics."^

Spellman

simply believed that "Communism was evil; Catholicism and America were
good; therefore Catholicism and America should join together to combat
atheistic Communism."20

Spellman took every opportunity to exhort the

gospel of anti-Communist Americanism to the point of obsession.

He even

believed that anti-Catholic bigotry in the United States came from the
Communists, and that America would only be safe when every Communist was
removed from influence in America.21

18. Crosby, passim.
19. Crosby, p. 13.
20. Crosby, p. 13.
21. New York Times, September 25, 1948, p. 32; also see Crosby, p.
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Cardinal Spellman repeatedly came out publicly for Senator Joseph
McCarthy, a fellow Catholic.

In 1953, responding to reporters' questions

concerning his feelings about McCarthy, Spellman replied, "He is against
Communism and he has done something about it."22
Vietnam became an area of prime concern to Cardinal Spellman during
this period as well. His first trip to Saigon was in 1948, when he stopped off
enroute to Australia and helped demonstrate against the massacre of eight
priests by the

Vietminh

.23

Spellman already knew Diem's brother Bishop Ngo

Dinh Thuc quite well; they had studied together at the Collegium Augustinium
in Rome.2^

The war in Indochina was yet another arena for the struggle

between the forces of darkness and light, between Communism and freedom.
Vietnam held particular interest for the Catholic prelate because of its
considerable Catholic minority.

Spellman said that if the 1954 Geneva

Conference meant anything, it meant:
Taps for the buried hopes of freedom in Southeast Asia! Taps for
the newly betrayed millions of Indochinese who must learn the
awful facts of slavery from their eager Communist masters . . . .
We are appalled at their enslavement but our sorrow is as nothing
compared to the infamies and agonies inflicted upon the hapless
victims of Red Russia's bestial tyranny .... How can there be
peaceful coexistence between two parties if one of them is

22. Crosby, pp. 13-14; also see Francis Cardinal Spellman,
"Communism Is Un-American," American- Magazine, July 1946, pp,. 26-28; and
"Cardinal Spellman Talks to Europeans about McCarthyism," U.S.-News & World
Report, November 6, 1953, pp. 126-127.
23. Alexander Kendrick, The Wound Within; America in the Vietnam
Years,-1945-1974 (Boston: Little Brown, and Co., 1974), p., 105.
24. Kendrick, p. 105.
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continually clawing at the throat of the other, continually
threatening, continually committing actions, which are designed to
destroy life in the other party? We Americans need remember . . .
how definite a sentence of death has been passed upon us by the
very power with whom we have been asked to peacefully coexist.25
Francis Cardinal Spellman was the most militantly minded and
politically active of any American prelate; his Christianity was a militant
faith. Since 1939, he had served as Military Vicar of the U.S. Armed Forces
(i.e., Bishop of Army and Navy Chaplains).

Wearing an officer's uniform,

Spellman visited American troops around the world, going to Korea at
Christmas in 1951, 1952, and 1953, and actively opposed the Panmunjon armistice
talks.26

After all, how could one strike a deal or compromise with the very

forces of evil?

Vietnam historian Alexander Kendrick commented, "If they

[American troops! were not yet in Vietnam, he ISpellmanl would be happy to
assist in getting them there," and that the Cardinal conducted himself "as a
temporal rather than spiritual leader, from his ecclesiastical 'powerhouse'
behind St. Patrick's Cathedral, 'plugged in' to banks, boardrooms, and other
inner circles of

command."27

In early January 1955, Spellman flew to Saigon to deliver a check for
$100,000 for refugee relief in South Vietnam, and to confer with religious and
political leaders there.28

The American Catholic Church actively raised funds

for Vietnamese refugee relief, and even produced the documentary film,

25. New York Times, August 31, 195*f, p. 12.
26. Kendrick, pp. 10^-105.
27. Kendrick, p. 105.
28. New York Times, January 6, 1955, p. 2.
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Pilgrimage of Grace, depicting the evacuation and resettlement of Vietnamese
refugees.29

Furthermore, Catholic Relief Services was active in the actual

administration of refugee resettlement.^

Spellman and the American

Catholic relief agencies were stirred to action to help these Vietnamese, at
least in part, by the fact that the vast majority of the refugees were also
Catholic.

(The refugee resettlement, and the roles played by the Catholic

Church, the International Rescue Committee, the CIA, and Dr. Tom Dooley will
be discussed in Chapter Six.)
Under the circumstances of another country imminently being lost to
satanic Communism, a situation which Spellman viewed as paralleling Poland
and Eastern Europe,^ the Cardinal saw Diem as a champion and a remedy. As
a fervent nationalist, uncompromising anti-Communist, and deeply devout
Catholic, Diem was the ideal candidate for a Spellman crusade. During Diem's
stay with the Maryknolls, Spellman saw to it that he was introduced to the
circles of American political power including Supreme Court Justice William O.
Douglas, Senators Mike Mansfield and John F. Kennedy, and to State

29. New York Times, August 25, 1955, p. 19.
30. Richard J. Harnett, "The Work of the Roman Catholic Groups," in
Viet-Nam: The First Five Years (East Lansing: Michigan State University
Press, 1959), pp. ^7-103; hereafter cited as First Five Years.
31. New York Times, August 31, 1954, p. 2.
32. Marvin Kalb and Elie Able, Roots of Involvement (New York: W.
W. Norton, 1971), p. 95; also see Buttinger, Dragon Embattled, p. 847;
"Beleaguered Man," Time, April 4, 1955, p. 24; "anaBernard 6. Fall, The Two
Vietnams (New YorlTT Frederick A. Praegers, Publishers, 1967), p. 243;
hereafter cited as Fall, Two Vietnams.
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Department and White House

officials.^

Not incidentally, all those men

shared the Roman Catholic faith. David Halberstam has noted that Diem was
the hope of many Catholic Americans of sponsoring a politically liberal,
Catholic regime in Saigon .33
While in the United States, Diem engaged in an energetic speaking tour
mainly at Eastern and Midwestern universities.

He pressed the theme that

anti-Communism was not enough, which was the main reason why the French
could not have won; only Vietnamese nationalism, independent of French
control, could succeed in Indochina.
Speaking in intense, rapid fire French, Diem warned his
impressionable audience as late as February, 1953. . .that France was
ready to unleash the third world war for the sake of holding on to
her Far Eastern domain. Ironically, another Vietnamese nationalist
leader, Phan Quang Dan, who, from 1960 onward, was to be confined
in Diem's prisons, was making those same points from his refuge at
Harvard University, where he was completing a doctoral thesis on
public health.^

William O. Douglas
One of Ngo Dinh Diem's earliest and most influential American friends
was Justice William O. Douglas. Douglas had travelled extensively throughout
Southeast Asia in the early 1950s, and recorded his impressions in North from
Malaya.

35

He was clearly among those Americans who believed in the

potential of the Third Force latent in Vietnamese nationalism. Justice Douglas

33. David Halberstam, The Best and the Brightest (New York:
Random House, 1969);, p. 208; hereafter cited as Halberstam, Best.
34. Fall, Two Vietnams, p. 243.
35. William O. Douglas, North from Malaya: Adventure on Five
Points (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday and Co., 195$, passim; hereafter cited
as Douglas, North.
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saw the struggle against communism being lost by French intransigence at
giving the Vietnamese any real independence, and by Bao Dai's seeming
subservience and ineptness. He described these nationalists who had defected
from the Viet Minh as "mostly passive, waiting the turn of e v e n t s , ' a n d
usually unwilling to take sides.

Although they knew the severe bite of

Communism, some of them "wonder whether that condition is any worse than
Vietnam under the French and Bao Dai."37

One of the groups Douglas viewed

as a potential for active resistance to the Vietminh were the Catholic
communities, some of whom had organized their own militias^

and who stood

in sharp contrast to the Buddhist Church of Vietnam, which he described as a
"passive institution. It teaches very little social or community responsibility. .
. . and lisl remote from the struggles of the people and the country."^

Mot

surprisingly, Justice Douglas described Ngo Dinh Diem as a "hero in Central and
North Vietnam, with a considerable following in the south too/'^O

Douglas was

impressed by Diem's strong sense of nationalism and that his plan for forming a
government would admit only those members of the resistance who stood in

36. Douglas, North, p. 184; also see p. 180.
37. Douglas, North, p. 185.
38. Douglas, North, p. 186.
39. Douglas, North, p. 188.
40. Douglas, North, p. 180.
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"accordance with democratic criteria Cthus excluding Communists!
moreover, "Ngo Dinh Diem is revered by the Vietnamese because he is honest
and independent and stood firm against the French influence."^
Back from his travels, Douglas did his best to promote Diem's cause
among his influential friends in Washington. He sponsored a luncheon at the
Supreme Court on May 7, 1953, attended by Senators Kennedy and Mansfield,
Mr. Newton of the American Friends Service Committee, Mr. Costello of the
Columbia Broadcasting System, Mr. Edmund Guillion of the Department of
state, Mr. Gene Gregory, also from the State Department (who would later
become one of the founding members of the American Friends of Vietnam), and
another Vietnamese whose name has been deleted from the published
memorandum.*^

ja 1984 U.S. Senate report reported, "in all probability that

person was Diem's brother, Bishop Ngo Dinh Thuc."^3

Diem told his listeners

that nothing less than immediate "dominion status will satisfy the Vietnamese
populations that they have something to fight for in Indochina."

Diem

acknowledged that the French were "now showing a tendency to grant more
concessions but these were 'too little and too late'." Furthermore, the problem
in Vietnam at the time was "that there was no rallying point in between the

41. Douglas, North, p. 181.
42. Douglas, North, p. 181.
43. U.S. Department of State, Foreign Relations of the United States,
1952-1954, Volume XIII, Indo-China, part 2 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1982), p. 554, hereafter cited as FRUS 1952«-54t XIII.
44. USG&VN, p. 35.
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Communists and the French." Diem concluded by telling his American friends
that "the French could not beat the Communists and would have to rely on the
Vietnamese to do it. They could not get the Vietnamese to undertake that
task, however, unless the Viets had more

freedom."^

Douglas continued his lobbying on behalf of Diem, introducing him to
John McCormick, then Democratic whip and later majority leader and Speaker
of the House, and Clement Zablocki, a leading member and later chairman of
the House Foreign Affairs Committee.^6

The Justice was also effective in

making Diem known to the Central Intelligence Agency (see Chapter Three, p.
62). In later years, Douglas wrote:

I had introduced Ngo Dinh Diem to Jack 0<ennedy3, and my
continuing visits to Vietnam had given me an emotional and
intellectual tie to its problems. I saw that Jack was becoming more
and more military minded in his approach to Vietnam's problems;
and, I detected a growing doubt or suspicion about Ngo Dinh Diem.
Jack was responsible, at least by default, for Diem's
assassination. . . . Diem was not sufficiently servile to Pentagon
demands; he was committed to rejection of any foreign
expeditionary force. So he had to go. Jack's acquiescence was a
terrible dereliction. Diem was the one barrier protecting America
against the designs of the Pentagon.^

FRUS 1952Q4, XIII, pp. 553-554.
46. USC&VN, p. 93.
47. William O. Douglas, The Court Years (New Yorks Random House,
1980), p. 304; hereafter cited as Douglas, Court Years.
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To the end, Justice Douglas remained a true believer in the idea that not only
was Ngo Dinh Diem the right man for the South Vietnamese, but the right man
for America's interests there as well. Douglas called Diem "the kind of Asian
we can live with."^^

Mike Mansfield
Senator Mike Mansfield of Montana, usually best known for his
opposition to Presidents Johnson's and Nixon's Vietnam policies, ironically
enjoyed a different reputation in the 1950s, that of "Godfather of Ngo Dinh
Diem."^

Mansfield, along with John Kennedy, had been a staunch critic of

Eisenhower's policy of supporting the French effort in Indochina, and "had
called for an independent nationalist alternative. To them Diem appeared as
that alternative."^

Mansfield in particular seemed especially impressed with

Diem as a result of their meeting arranged by Justice Douglas.^

Mansfield's

support of Diem became crucial when Diem was facing serious challenges to his
position as Prime Minister in late 1954 and early 1955. Using his influence as a
member of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, Mansfield warned that if
Diem should be removed as Prime Minister, U.S. aid would be immediately

48. Halberstam, Best, p. 147.
49. Fall, Two Vietnams, p. 147.
50. Scheer, How the U.S. Got Involved.
51. Mike Mansfield, "Reprieve in Viet Nam," Harper's, July 1956, p. 47.
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suspended.^

Mansfield was instrumental in helping Wesley Fishel gain greater

support and influence within the American Mission in Saigon, suggesting that
Dr. Fishel was the best man to work with Diem. The State Department
reported that, "It was clear that the Senator had great confidence in Dr. Fishel.
He hoped that the Department and the Embassy would give the latter full
leeway and Isicl since he appears to have the complete confidence of
Diem."5-'
Senator Mansfield defended Ngo Dinh Diem on the grounds that Diem
had "a reputation throughout Vietnam for intense nationalism and equally
intense incorruptibility."5^

Although in December 1954, even Mansfield saw

Diem's situation in Saigon as quite bleak; he very simply saw "no alternative"
to Diem, and that his program represented "genuine nationalism."55

The

United States thus faced the prospect of either backing Dtem or backing out of
Vietnam.56
Mansfield believed that Diem could mold South Vietnam, and eventually
a unified Vietnam, into a bastion of freedom and democracy, not just of antiCommunism. In a 1956 article for Harper's, he wrote that in Asian nations,

52. New York Times, April 30, 1955, p. 1; also see Philippe Devillers
and Jean Lacouture, End of a War (New York: Frederick A. Praeger,
Publishers, 1969), p. 348.
53.

FRUS 1952-54, XIII, p. 2352.
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leaders were the molders of social forces. The newly independent nations were
"turning on a kind of giant potter's wheel.

The fingers which shape them

before the clay hardens will have much to do with their ultimate forms.

If

Vietnam has not been set in the Communist m ~~t is due in large part to
Diem.''5?

Similarly, he reported to the Senat~ in October 1956, that,

The tide of totalitarianism has slackEined.\ A yeJ ago it was on the
verge of overrunning the entire country and mudh of the rest of
South-east Asia. That threat has been redu-Ged. There is today a
reasonable chance at survival and developme? t of a free Vietnam ••••
It has been gained through the dedication anr cowrage of Ngo Dinh
Diem.58
(
(
In the Diem government there now exists for the first time a
genuine alternative to the authoritarian regime of Ho Chi Minh.59
John F. Kennedy
John F. Kennedy shared with Mansfield many of those same assumptions
about the French in Vietnam. As early as November 1951, Kennedy, then a
member of the House, had visited Vietnam and on his return reported on NBC's
Meet the Press,
In Indochina we have allied ourselves to the desperate effort of a
French regime to hang on to the remnants of empire. There is no
broad, general support of the native Vietnamese Government among
the people of that area • • • The task is ••• to build strong native
non-Communist sentiment within these areas•••• To do this apart
from and in defiance of innately nationalistic aims spells foredoomed

57. Mansfield, p. 47.
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59. USG&VN, p. 300.
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These statements not only indicate Kennedy's opposition to colonialism but also
indicate his desire to promote stronger leadership of native nationalism, part of
the Third Force independent of Communism and colonialism. Kennedy was not
alone in his belief that Bao Dai was the wrong man to galvanize this force and
ought to be replaced.

On August 8, 1951, Democratic Congresswoman Edna

Kelly, also a member of the Foreign Affairs Committee, and later a member of
the American Friends of Vietnam, met with Livingston Merchant, the Deputy
Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs in Washington. Merchant
reported, "She has been sold on the idea that Bao Dai is completely worthless
• • • • Among other sources of information, Mrs. Kelly has been talking to and
impressed by Ngo Dinh Diem."61
John Kennedy continued to believe in the strength of this Third Force
in native nationalism. In a 1953 speech to the Senate in a debate over aid to
the French effort in Indochina he said,
The war would never be successful unless large numbers of the
Vietnamese people were won over from their sullen neutrality and
open hostility. This can never be done unless they were assured
beyond doubt that complete independence will be theirs at the
conclusion of the war.62
.
What is important to note here is how very similar Kennedy's ideas, rhetoric,
and even language are to those of Ngo Dinh Diem's as reported in the May 7,
1953 meeting arranged by Justice Douglas.

The following April, Senator

Kennedy warned against U.S. military intervention to aid the French, saying,

61. U.S. Department of State, Fore· n Relations· cf M
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"No amount of military assistance in Indochina can conquer an enemy which is
everywhere and at the same time nowhere, 'an enemy of the people' which has
the sympathy and covert support of the people."63

Yet he still believed that

those people could be won away from the enemy and galvanized by a truly
independent nationalist leader, such as Ngo Dinh Diem. In December 1955, John
F. Kennedy becarr.e a founding member of Diem's official lobby, the American
Friends of Vietnam.
Speaking to this group's June 1956 conference on "America's Stake in
Vietnam," Kennedy emphasized four crucial points.
First, Vietnam represents the cornerstone of the Free " /orld in
Southeast Asia, the keystone of the arch, the finger in the dike •••• The
fundamental tenets of this nation's foreign policy ••• depend in
considerable measure upon a strong and free Vietnam nation.
Second, Vietnam represents a proving ground of democracy in Asia
•••• Vietnam represents the alternative to Communist dictatorship •••• The United States is directly responsible for this experiment
- it is playing an important role in the laboratory where it is
conducted.
Third, ••• Vietnam represents a test of American responsibility and
determination in Asia. If we are not the parents of little Vietnam,
then surely we are its godparents. VIe presided at its birth, gave
assistance to its life, we have helped shape its future. This is our
offspring - we cannot abandon it, we cannot ignore its needs. And if
it falls victim to any of the perils that threaten its existence ·
then the United States, with some justification, will be held
responsible; and our prestige in Asia will sink to a new low.

63. USG&VN, p,. 204.

Fourth, and finally, America's stake in Vietnam, ... is a very
selfish one — for it can be measured in the last analysis, in terms of
American lives and American dollars. It is now well known that we
were at one time on the brink of war in Indochina. . . . The threat of
such war is not now altogether removed from the horizon. Military
weakness, political instability or economic failure in the new state of
Vietnam could change almost overnight the apparent security which
has increasingly characterized that area under the leadership of
President Diem.^
What should be noted here is not just Kennedy's inflated sense of the strategic
importance of Vietnam to the United States' national security; that can be
understood within the context of the rhetoric of Cold War hyperbole.

This

speech is notable for its articulated expression of the foreign policy doctrine of
Credibility, and most importantly, the third point, that Vietnam represented a
test of America's responsibility and determination in Asia because the U.S. was
that country's "godparent" and had "presided at its birth," and "gave assistance
to its life." This language seems indicative of Kennedy's and Diem's other
American friends' attitude toward Vietnam, a sense of paternalism. Despite lip
service that was paid to Vietnam's sovereignty, there was an acknowledgement
that South Vietnam was America's "offspring," and that South Vietnam's fate
was really a test of the United States. They saw the country of Vietnam as a
laboratory for the experiment of testing Western democracy as an alternative
to Communism in Asia. The danger inherent in this attitude of regarding a
nation, carved out of half of a country, as a laboratory is that it follows that
the people of that nation would be regarded as sociological or political guinea
pigs that would be assessed on how well they adapted to the experiment.
Furthermore, it loses track of the indigenous cultural values of those people,

6ft. John F. Kennedy, "America's Stake in Vietnam," in The American
Friends of Vietnam, America's Stake in-Vietnam (New York: Carnegie Press,
1956), pp. 9-10; hereafter cited as America's Stake.

and their right to determine the shape and direction of their country
independent of the American model. Kennedy's rhetoric in this case is quite
similar to Mike Mansfields's analogy of the nations turning on a potter's wheel
needing the right fingers to shape them into the proper form.
It should also be noted that Kennedy pleaded here that "the United
States never gave its approval to the early nationwide election called for by
the Geneva Agreement of 1954." ^

Since neither the U.S. nor "Free" Vietnam

had signed those accords, neither should be bound to honor them or be "party to
an election obviously stacked and subverted in advance."^
Kennedy concluded that same speech saying,
What we offer the Vietnamese is a revolution — a political,
economic and social revolution far superior to anything the
Communists can offer — far more peaceful, far more democratic
and far more locally controlled. . . .
This is the revolution we can, we should, we must offer to the
people of Vietnam ... a revolution of their own making.^
It is curious, if not contradictory, that what the U.S. was to offer to the
Vietnamese was also to be of their own making.

Inherent within that

contradiction is the terrible irony that the United States would spend the next
seventeen years fighting to repress the revolution that the Vietnamese chose to
make themselves. This contradiction was not apparent to Kennedy. In 1960 he
wrote, "despite the chaos, despite the universal doubts, a determined band of

65. Kennedy, America's Stake, p,. 13.
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Vietnamese around one man of faith, Pres. Diem, began to release and harness
the latent power of nationalism to create an independent, anti-Communist
Vietnam."^

Kennedy clearly believed in the latent power of this Third Force

nationalism, but to exploit its full potential, it would have to be guided by the
hands of its American godparents.

Leo Cherne and Joseph Buttinger
Leo Cherne, in 1954, was both executive director of the Research
Institute of America and Chairman of the International Rescue Committee
(IRC). The Research Institute was a business consulting firm that advised its
30,000 clients on investments, especially with regard to governmental policy
and business trends.^

The IRC, originally founded during World War II to help

the "escape and resettlement of intellectuals from Nazi Germany," became
involved in the resettlement of Vietnamese refugees in 19Cherne arrived
in Saigon in early August to discuss a possible assistance program with U.S.
Ambassador Donald Heath, but found the Ambassador's attitude "distinctly
discouraging."^

Heath believed that the refugees were the French

responsibility, and that the Diem government

was

only a "temporary and
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transitional one, and therefore, the United States, officially and unofficially,
should make no commitments to or investments in Diem."^^

However,

Cherne's visit to Saigon had come to the attention of Wesley Fishel, also in
Saigon as a consultant to the American Aid Mission. Through Fishel, Cherne
was able to meet with Prime Minister Diem.^
Diem was greatly encouraged by Cherne's visit.^

The IRC's concern

over the refugees was the first evidence of any American interest, except
Lansdale's (see Chapter Six), in his regime since he had taken office. After his
visit with Diem, Cherne came away convinced that if Diem could survive the
first several months of French and local opposition and U.S. indifference, he
would be an effective leader.^
Cherne wired a telegram to the Research Institute for distribution to its
clients reporting,

72. Cooper, p. 131.
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... Success of effort to hold Vietnam from Communists depends on
whether all non-Communist Vietnam can unite for struggle. .
. .Political and financial instability must follow unless Vietnamese
government can organize important forces and U.S. continues pouring
in substantial help and money. . . .If free elections held today, all agree
privately Communist would win. . . .Situation not hopeless. There is
danger, but not paralysis. Future depends on organizing all resources
to resettle refugees, sustain near bankrupt government, give people
something to fight for and unite them to resist Communism. . . .
Cherne hoped that the nearly one million refugees from the North, "would add
to the reservoir of leadership and administrative skills sorely needed by the new
government."77
Leo Cherne returned to New York in September to report his findings
to the IRC.

He selected IRC vice-Chairman Joseph Buttinger (a former

member of the underground Social Democratic Party in Austria in the 1930s), to
administer the program in Saigon. Buttinger was in Vietnam only four days
when he was introduced to Diem through Edward Lansdale.7^

Buttinger took

to Diem with what has been described as "the enthusiasm that can only be
mustered by an ex-radical Dn Austrial who, once again, has something to
believe in."79

The CIA's Col. Lansdale "took Buttinger under his wing and

introduced him to the top security people in Diem's government and the
Vietnamese Army."80

Like Cherne, Buttinger became convinced that Diem

76. Cooper, p. 131; also see Scheer, How the U.S. Got Involved, p. 23.
77. Levenstein, p. 204.
78. USG&VN, p. 301; also see Scheer, How the U.S. Got Involved, p.
32; and Scheer, "Lobby," p. 20.
79. Scheer, "Lobby," p. 20.
80. Scheer, "Lobby," p. 20.

had the strength to remain in power only if the U.S. gave him complete
support, and that Ngo Dinh Diem represented the best, if not only hope for a
non-Communist Southeast Asia.^'
Buttinger returned to the U.S. in early 1955 dismayed by the American
Embassy's tepid support for Diem.
The chief reason why I became ... "a one man lobby for Diem" was
simple and compelling. . . .Only a truly anti-colonial regime in the
South, headed by a man who had never collaborated with the French,
could offer a new choice to the people of South Vietnam.
I came to realize that the information about the hopelesness of
the Vietnamese was of French origin. For different reasons before
and after Geneva, the French had had a vested interest in
maintaining that there wasn't much chance for an independent
Vietnam.
He turned for support to the group around the IRC, in particular Harold Oram.
Oram knew the head of the Catholic Relief Services in Washington who in turn
introduced Buttinger to Francis Cardinal Spellman.

81. Joseph Buttinger, Vietnam: The Unforgettable Tragedy (New
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The telephone operator in the Chancery was used to such things, but
even she blinked a little when Cardinal Spellman picked up the phone
and said: "Get me Joe Kennedy." When these two men got on the
line one winter afternoon in 1955, they settled quickly, as men of
decision do, the steps that had to be taken to swing the wavering
Eisenhower Administration solidly behind the young regime of
Premier Ngo Dinh Diem.
Spellmen sent Buttinger to meet with Joseph P. Kennedy who introduced him to
Senator Mike Mansfield and Kenneth Young, head of the Southeast Asia Office
in the State Department. Senator John Kennedy was away in California, but
Buttinger did meet at length with his assistant Ted Sorenson. He also met with
Representative Dr. Walter H. Judd, an Asian affairs specialist.

In the

meantime, Spellman had arranged meetings for Buttinger with "the editorial
board of the New York Herald Tribune, the chief editors of Life and Time
{Cardinal Spellman was a walking companion of Henry Lucel^ and several
editors of The New York Times."^
To assess the efficacy of these meetings, one should note that on
January 28, 1955, the day after Buttinger's visit,T h e N e w Y o r k T i m e s ran a
page one story with the headline, "Hopeful Outlook for Free Vietnam." The
paper reported, "Gloom over the future of free Indochina is giving way to
cautious optimism here (Washingtoril. . . .Premier Ngo Dinh Diem is emerging
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as a sound and tenacious leader, and a true nationalist."^
Times editorial, "Hope in Vietnam!" stated,

The next day, the

. . Premier Ngo Dinh Diem is

increasing in stature and influence as a nationalist leader. . .

This follows

less than a week after very gloomy reports by C. S. Sulzberger from Saigon.^®
Time Magazine that month ran features "Ovation for Diem,"^ and "Signs of
Improvement."^
Buttinger, himself, took pen in hand and wrote a letter to the editor of
The New York Times, condemning Sulzberger's negative assessment of Diem as
merely parroting French propaganda.

Buttinger countered that there was a

"shift of popular feeling from the Vietminh toward support of the new regime
of Ngo Dinh Diem."^

He also wrote an article for the Reporter, "An

Eyewitness Report on Vietnam," defending the Diem regime against its critics,
and praising Diem as the genuine nationalist alternative to Communism for
Vietnam.

Furthermore, in this article, Buttinger called for an indefinite

postponement of the scheduled 1956 re-unification elections, saying more time
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was needed for the "consolidation of freedom."^

Buttinger's colleague, Leo

Cherne, did his part that month, writing an article for Look, "To Win Indochina,
We Must Win These People." He argued that on the question of whether the
Communists could be stopped on South Vietnam or would grow into an
"irresistible force," all depended on whether the Vietnamese people could be
"aroused to resist Communism." He warned that "battered and shunted about
by war, they are too weary to resist the Peds without us."^

Additionally, in

June 1955, the New Leader devoted an entire special edition* authored by
Joseph Buttinger, to the question, "Are We Saving South Vietnam?" Buttinger
detailed the circumstances of the crisis in Vietnam and appealed for more
American aid to South Vietnam, and more American support of Diem in
particular.^

The American Friends of Vietnam
During much of 1955, Buttinger and Cherne dedicated themselves to
lobbying among politicians, academics, religious leaders, and businessmen for
support of the Diem regime.^

Their effort came to fruition in December

with the formal organization of the American Friends of Vietnam, whose stated
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purpose was '"to enlighten American public opinion1 on United States' interests
in the survival of South Vietnam as a 'bulwark of freedom in Southeast
Asia',"^ and "to extend more broadly a mutual understanding of Vietnamese
and American history, cultural customs, and democratic institutions."^

One

of its 1956 publications listed its founding members; a group that in addition to
Cherne and Buttinger, included five U.S. Senators (notably John F. Kennedy);
thirty-two members of the House of Representatives including Edna Kelly,
Emanuel Celler, and Thomas Dodd; five governors, and other notables such as
Walter Annenberg, Admiral Pichard Byrd, Dr. Thomas Dooley, Ambassador
Angier Biddle Duke, Prof. Samuel Eliot Morison, Edmund Muskie, Adam Clayton
Powell, Mrs. Kermit Roosevelt, Dr. Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., and Norman
Thomas.

Additionally, its co-chairmen were General William J. "Wild Bill"

Donovan, former head of the OSS, who had just completed a tour as U.S.
Ambassador to Thailand, and General John W. "Iron Mike" O'Daniel, former
head of the U.S. Military Assistance Advisory Group (MAAG) in Vietnam.'0®
Later members would also include Senator Mike Mansfield, Rep. John
McCormick, and publisher Henry Luce.'®'
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The power in this organization resided in its fourteen member executive
committee: Leo Cherne, Joseph Buttinger, Norbert Muhlen, Sol Sanders, Elliott
Newcomb, Harold Oram, Gilbert Jonas, Gary MacEoin, Christopher Emmet, Dr.
N!. L. Anson, Admiral Byrd, Gen. O'Daniel, Ambassador Angier Duke and
Consignor Joseph J.

Harnett.^

Harnett, the head of the Catholic Relief

Services, was Spellman's representative in the group.^

Nine of the fourteen

members were also on the board of directors of the International Rescue
Committee or its employees.*®^

Two members, Sol Sanders and Norbert

Muhlen, were staff writers of the New Leader. As Robert Scheer noted, "The
political philosophy of that magazine, militant anti-Communism plus sympathy
for government inspired social reform, best summarized the philosophy of most
of the members of the executive committee."^

It was a philosophy that has

been described as one "willing to believe the best about anything or anyone
anti-Communist."^^

Sol Sanders was one of the very first American

journalists to write about the Third Force in Vietnam and, since 1951, he had
been one of Diem's first American friends.^
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Another executive member, Elliott Newcomb, later became the group's
treasurer.

Newcomb and Harold Oram (who had introduced Buttinger to

Catholic Relief Services officials) were partners in a public relations business.
In October 1954, their firm had signed a contract with Diem's government to
handle its public relations in the United States for $3,000 a month, plus
expenses, "with a third of it earmarked for a full-time campaign director."10**
This position was filled by Gilbert Jonas, Oram's account executive and
executive treasurer of the AFVN. Newcomb eventually left the firm, but Oram
and Jonas were registered with the U.S. Justice Department as foreign agents
acting for the Republic of Vietnam.10^

Jonas later became the IRC's public

relations director and served on John Kennedy's presidential campaign staff in
I960.110
Prior to this point in time, Vietnam had not received much attention in
the U.S. press or thorough treatment in American scholarship;

only two

academics in the U.S. could read Vietnamese. However, with the establishment
of the Diem regime, the U.S. had taken on a greatly expanded role in Indochina,
which generated a demand for knowledge about Vietnam. Those who were most
directly involved in the American program in Vietnam naturally became the
chief sources of information and opinion. However, as Robert Scheer points
out, "most of them were committed protagonists and their writing soon became
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propaganda for the cause."^'

Furthermore, other historians of the period have

noted that because there were "so few Vietnam specialists in the U.S., Diem's
advocates had an almost open field and exerted a disproportionate influence on
American opinion."^

There were too few people in the U.S. with sufficient

knowledge who could fairly or objectively evaluate the propaganda generated by
the experts of the Vietnam Lobby.
The official lobby, the American Friends of Vietnam, and the less
formal Vietnam Lobby supported Ngo Dinh Diem in two crucial areas helping
him establish and consolidate his political power in South Vietnam and to win a
constituency in the United States. It is unclear how much direct influence they
had in the actual determination of U.S. foreign policy on Vietnam. U.S. policy
from late 1954 and 1955 was ambivalent toward Diem and his chances for
survival, much less success.

No one in Washington seriously considered

abandoning the crusade to save South Vietnam from Communism; the question
was whether to support or drop Ngo Dihn Diem, that is, whether South
Vietnam's survival was helped or hindered by Diem's policies.^
The American Friends of Vietnam were able to demonstrate a strong
show of U.S. public support on behalf of Diem behind a lobby of some very
influential citizens. Like the China Lobby, the Vietnam Lobby "fused liberal
and right-wing elements in the impassioned promotion of an anti-Communist
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leader (for Diem, read Chiang Kai-shek). . .

There were, in fact, some

notable cross-overs from the China Lobby to the Vietnam Lobby, such as Sen.
William Knowland.*^

John F. Kennedy's April 6, 1954, Senate speech on

Vietnam received the "wholehearted" and unexpected support and endorsements
of Sen. Knowland, a staunch conservative Republican.'^
Secondly, the Vietnam Lobby served to coordinate the efforts of those
in the U.S. government who favored Diem, such as Senator Mansfield and Col.
Lansdale, with private groups including the Catholic Relief Services and the
IRC.

Wesley Fishel served as the pivot behind these various groups and

individuals and Diem.

These groups, beyond their genuine humanitarian

interests, also lent a hand specifically helping in Diem's consolidation of
political power.

As early as 1958, Joseph and Stewart Alsop noted that

Cardinal Spellman and Senator Mansfield "formed a combination that Secretary
Dulles was extremely reluctant to defy by withdrawing support from Diem."^
For many of those actively involved in the Vietnam Lobby, their
support of Ngo Dinh Diem simply stemmed from the conviction that there
seemed to be no alternative. Because of his own active lobbying between 1951
and 1953, Ngo Dinh Diem was simply the best known anti-Communist
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Vietnamese nationalist, and had he not won the favor of an intensely loyal and
influential lobby of Americans, he would have simply been another emigre
politician. Robert Scheer contends that "when Diem assumed power in 1954 he
was perhaps better known in the U.S. than in Vietnam.^

Diem's Catholicism

seemed to have been a crucial factor on at least two levels. Some observers
saw Vietnamese Catholics with their own militia as a ready-made and militant
part of a Third Force that would need to be galvanized against the Viet Minh,
and Diem had the backing of this group of Americans. Secondly, the forces
arrayed behind Cardinal Spellman naturally were disposed to favor a Catholic
nationalist, and Diem's family connections through his brother, Bishop Thuc,
were an indispensable link to the American Cardinal. A third, though more
speculative connection, is that many of Diem's American friends also were
Catholic, which may have helped give him ingress, and a bond of familiarity
with his co-religionists. It is important to recall that Justice Douglas said that
Diem was "the kind of Asian we can live with," not necessarily the kind that
the Vietnamese could live with. Here also is an instance where the parallel
with Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek is altogether too similar.

118. Scheer, How the U.S. Got Involved, p. M.

CHAPTER THREE
NGO DINH DIEM'S APPOINTMENT AS PRIME MINISTER

The circumstances surrounding the appointment of Ngo Dinh Diem as
Prime Minister by Bao Dai are still shrouded in mystery.

Many of the

principals are deceased and those still alive have never revealed the full story.
The essential question that needs to be asked is, how much influence did Diem's
American Friends have in influencing Bao Dai's decision? Although much of
the evidence is circumstantial, a careful review of the available information
does point to the inescapable conclusion that American influence was critical
to Diem's appointment.
There are numerous and conflicting accounts as to who and what
influenced Bao Dai.

Some have claimed that Diem was the choice of the

French, some point to Vietnamese expatriates living in France who had Bao
Dai's ear and lobbied for Diem, others say Diem was the choice of the
American CIA or the American lobby of Catholics, capitalists and Cold
Warriors led by Cardinal Spellman, while others, including Diem, have claimed
that there was simply no competition for the job.
The official narrative tells of Diem's unique qualifications and his long
history of service to the nationalist cause, and how every group, including the
French, the Japanese, Ho Chi Minh, and previously Bao Dai, had all asked Diem
to either lead or serve in their Vietnamese governments. According to this
line, Bao Dai was only bowing to the inevitable; in fact, Diem saw his choice
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as the fulfillment of his personal, and Vietnam's national, destiny. As one of
hisbiographers stated: "He felt that the day was coming for him to look after
his country's fate."'

Diem saw the hand of God at work in bringing him to

power in June 1954.

Less divine hands, however, were at work pulling strings

behind the scenes bringing pressure to bear on Bao Dai.
Certainly, Diem was the choice of many Americans, but were they in a
position to influence Bao Dai's decision-making? Bao Dai, after all, owed his
position to the French, and some have argued that it was the French who
persuaded him to appoint Diem to head what they believed would be the last
non-Communist government in Vietnam after Geneva.

John Mecklin

contended that the appointment of Ngo Dinh Diem was a maneuver by the
French to avoid having to admit that they were finished in Indochina, hoping to
manage him as they had his predecessors.

•a

Some have argued that the French

chose Diem because they were certain that he would fail, thus strengthening
their position and leaving them free to appoint a more pliable candidate.^
In a parallel argument, Philippe Devilliers and Jean Lacouture have
argued that according to "direct and well-informed sources" Bao Dai had never
liked or trusted Diem, and that his appointment under the circumstances was a

1. Warner, Last Confucian, p. 90, also see p. 84.
2. Paul M. Kattenburg, The Vietnam Trauma in American Foreign
Policy, 1945-1975, (New Brunswick: Transaction Books, 1980), p. 53.
3. John Mecklin, Mission in Torment (Garden City, N.Y.s Doubleday
and Co., 1965), p. 10.
4. See Herring, Longest War, p. 49.
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way of eliminating him politically. They quote Bao Cai as saying at the tiTT'e
that Diem "would be 'finished in three to six months' and totally discredited."5
Others reported that "when Bao

~ai

had given Ngo Dinh Diem the post of

Prime Minister, it had been with the idea of breaking Ngo Dinh DiE;m's back."6
Bernard Fall also notes that in addition to the ATPerican and French pressure,
Bao Dai believed that Diem would be a convenient scapegoat for a hapless
situation. "7
Chester Cooper, a member of the U.S. delegation to the Geneva
Conference, while acknowledging the American partiality toward Diem, argued
that it alone would not be enough to sway Bao Dai's decision.8

Yet at the

same time he noted the French "capabilities to influence or shape a postGeneva Vietnam government were rapidly eroding,"9 and they had lost all hope
of salvaging their former political and economic position. The French simply
bowed to the emerging reality and accepted Bao Dai's choice. Joseph Buttinger
claimed that the choice was a matter of indifference to the French goverments

5. Devillers and Lacouture, End of a \llar, p. 224.
6. Tezenas du Mcneel (French Minister of the Associated States)
quoted in U.S. Department of State, Forei n Relations of the United States
1952-54, Volume XVI, The Geneva Conference \Vashington, D.C.: U. S.
Government Printing Office, 1981); p. 895; hereafter cited as FR US, 1952-54,
XVI.

7. Fall, Two Vietnams, p. 244.
8. Cooper, p. 127.
9. Cooper, p. 127.
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of both Lanier and Mendes-France.^

While Cooper argued that the French

capacity to influence Bao Dai was "rapidly eroding," he also contended that Bao
Dai was not looking to the U.S. exclusively for help and that "an American
endorsement would probably not have cut much ice."^

One must ask, if indeed

the French influence was so low, where else but to the United States was Bao
Dai to look for support to build a base for a non-Communist regime in
Vietnam?
Cooper contended that Bao Dai was truly interested in establishing a
strong and genuinely nationalist government for the newly independent state of
Vietnam. He noted that Bao Dai was ready to remove his cousin, Buu Loc, as
Prime Minister and he needed to find someone who would be able to unite the
non-Communist elements in Vietnam. He also rejected the French choice of an
earlier Prime Minister, Tran Van Huu, as too weak and too pro-French, as well
as the candidacy of the French leftists, Bui Hoi. The latter was rejected for
being too closely allied to the Viet Minh. Even as late as 1955, Mendes-France
was lobbying in Washington to promote Bui Hoi, a cancer specialist, as an
alternative to Diem.12

Cooper claimed that at this point Bao Dai began to

look more favorably on Diem and that the key figure in the negotiations was
not some shadowy American, nor a member of the Ngo clan, but Nguyen De,"^

10. Buttinger, Dragon Embattled, p. 848.
11. Cooper, p. 127.
12. Sol Sanders, "Crisis in Indo-China," New Leader, March 21, 1955, p.
41.
13. Cooper, p. 126.
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an influential member of Bao Dai's cabinet since 1932.

De, like Diem, a

Catholic, had known Diem since childhood and urged Bao Dai to disassociate
himself from the French-controlled pre-Geneva governments. "Bao Dai may
have been ready to settle on Diem in any case, but De apparently was at least
the catalyst in the final selection."'1'

Cooper, however, neglected to cite any

evidence to support his claims to Nguyen De's critical influence. He tried to
give the impression that Diem was the choice of the Vietnamese independent of
any American pressure or influence, that the Americans merely "provided
backstage noises and a claque in the balcony. . . . EU.S. Ambassador! Dillon
may have indicated that Diem would be acceptable to the United States."^
Chester Cooper and Joseph Buttinger in particular have tended to
downplay as minimal the role of any American group in Bao Dai's selection of
Diem. This stands in sharp contrast to the view of three particular groups:
the French right, the American left, and the American fringe right.

The

French right believed that Bao Dai was forced by the Americans to accept
Diem in their effort to create a third bastion of anti-Communism in Asia in
addition to Chiang Kai-shek and Syngman Fhee. One author, Georges Chaffard
of the French right, believed that Bao Dai was pressured into accepting Diem
by the U.S. State Department, Cardinal Spellman, and the Catholic Lobby
exerting influence through members in the Catholic Mouvement Republicain
Populaire.16

The John Birch Society published Background to Betrayal: The

14. Cooper, p. 126.
15. Cooper, p. 127.
16. Buttinger, Dragon Embattled, pp. 848, 1096-1097.
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Tragedy of Vietnam,^ by Hilaire du Perrier which detailed how a conspiracy
of American liberals and Catholics deliberately sold out South Vietnam to the
Communists by sponsoring and supporting Diem.
In 1965, Ramparts published Robert Scheer's and Warren Hinckle's
article on "The Vietnam Lobby."^

The article, which Scheer later expanded

into a booklet,^ made no specific allegations about the actual selection of
Diem as Prime Minister, but it did emphasize the important role of private
Americans lobbying for Diem within the United States.

Buttinger, while

conceding that the article is factually correct, argued that "the basic
assumption of the article is absurd."^

Furthermore, he contended that "the

influence of the organization on public opinion has been highly overestimated
by its critics."^

Moreover, "the role of Cardinal Spellman was a "case of

unsubstantiated conjecture."^

The early lobbyists and supporters of Diem,

such as Buttinger, stress the notion that Diem was swept into office by the
force of events.

17. Hilaire du Berrier, Background to Betrayal;
Vietnam (Boston: West Islands, 1965), passim.
18. Scheer, "Lobby," pp. 16-24.
19. Scheer, How the U.S. Got Involved, passim.
20. Buttinger, Dragon Embattled, p. 1109.
21. Buttinger, Dragon Embattled, p. 1129.
22. Buttinger, Dragon Embattled, p. 1097.

The Tragedy of

While the U.S. State Department, CIA, and private lobbyists may not
have forced Ngo Dinh Diem on Bao Dai completely against his will, neither
were they entirely passive about his appointment. As early as January 1954,
the Dulles brothers had begun developing plans for the U.S. to work directly
with the "native leadership" of Vietnam to be directed by Colonel Edward G.
Lansdale.^

Lansdale had been in Indochina the previous summer and had rret

with a number of Vietnamese nationalists whom he had sought to encourage in
an effort to win popular support away from the Viet Winh. Lansdale had found
the French paternalistic control too stifling and he believed radical changes had
to be made to get the Vietnamese nationalists involved.^

Coincidentally,

within two months (September 1953) of his visit, Ngo Dinh Nhu, Diem's brother,
organized the Movement of National Union for Independence and Peace which
led to an unofficial Congress of National Union and Peace. Nhu and five others
formed the party to "organize urban laborers and rural farmers in a joint
national movement with the intelligencia throughout the country, forming
neighborhood, village, and hamlet chapters."^

This party was the genesis of

what became the Can Lao Party during Diem's presidency.
In May 1954, Nhu created a new political organization, the Front for
National Safety. This front, composed of Catholics, some from the religious
sects of the Caodai and Hoa Hao (pronounced wah-haw) and some northerners
of the Dai Viet party, staged numerous demonstrations "calling for the

23. USG&VN, p. 259.
24. Lansdale, Wars, p. 111.
25. Lansdale, Wars, p. 340.

immediate establishment of a new regime to fight the Communists and insisting
that only Ngo Dinh Diem was qualified to lead it."^

Devillers and Lacouture

claimed that the "successive arrivals in Saigon of Colonel Lansdale on June 1
and General Donovan on June 3 were directly connected to this move by
Nhu"^ as a means of throwing American support behind the "native leadership"
that had rallied to Diem's banner. The American Charge at Saigon, Robert
McClintock, reported to the State Department on June 11,
In Hue, anti-Commies opposing national government still consider
Ngo Dinh Diem, whom they continue to expect to arrive in
Vietnam, best candidate to head such a government and have
continued activity to promote his advent to power, many trips to
Saigon being made to propagandize with this objective in mind. . . .
This element . . . clings to him as one "pure" symbol capable of
attracting Vietnamese masses.^
Throughout the month of May, Bao Dai held several meetings with
Diem to discuss the appointment to the post of Prime Minister.^

Diem,

lacking the "talent to charm, was guided by his younger and more worldly
brother, Luyen."-'®

Ngo Dinh Luyen had worked closely with Bao Dai when

the former had been Emperor,^' and was his personal representative to the

26. Devillers and Lacouture, p. 224; also see Buttinger, Dragon
Embattled, pp. 849-850.
27. Devillers and Lacouture, p. 224.
28. FRUS 1952-54, XIII, p. 1681.
29. Buttinger, Dragon Embattled, p. 847.
30. Buttinger, Dragon Embattled, p. 847.
31. Shaplen, p. 101.
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Geneva Conference and intermediary with the American delegation.^

in this

capacity, he used his influence on his older brother's behalf. On May 18, 1954,
Ngo Dinh Luyen met with U.S. Under Secretary Bedell Smith and Philip Eonsal
(the State Department's Director for Southeast Asia) to discuss Bao Dai's
interest in naming Diem as Prime Minister.
ILuyenl gave the strong impression that, if Bao Dai were in fact
free to choose, he would now call Ngo Dinh Diem to power. He
intimated the French would oppose his brother's nomination
because of Ngo Dinh Diem's well known independent policy and
that Bao Dai believed this opposition would under present
circumstances be decisive. 3
What Luyen meant by "under present circumstances" became more apparent in
a meeting the next day (May 19) with Smith and Bonsai. Luyen reported that
"Bao Dai is most anxious to change the Vietnamese Government. He would
bring in Ngo Dinh Diem as Prime Minister. . . . Bao Dai would like to know,
however, to what extent he can count on U.S. support."^

The Americans'

analysis of the meeting stated that Bao Dai "might well play the Ngo Dinh
Diem card if he were sure we would support him; otherwise not. ... It is
recommended that direct contact with Ngo Dinh Diem be established ~ he is
now in Paris."-^

Apparently Diem was staying in a third class hotel in Paris

very much incognito. C. L. Sulzberger reported that William M. Gibson, the

32. FRUS, 1952-54, XVI, p. 830.
33. FRUS, 1952-54, XVI, p 845.
34. FPUS, 1952-54, XVI, p. 848.
35. FPUS, 1952-54, XVI, p. 846.

First Secretary at the U.S. Embassy in Paris was his only direct American
contact. "He calls up Gibson under a code name, and they meet in places like
park benches. He is a completely unreal figure, but at least he is scrupulously
honest."^
At a third meeting, on May 20, between Luyen and Bonsai, N'go Dinh
Luyen reported that Bao Dai was "anxious to take an entirely new political
stand. ... He has however, not fully decided to proceed actively at this time
and would do so only with U.S. support."^

Luyen further repeated that Bao

Dai would welcome political suggestions." Furthermore, Bao Dai was "anxious
to obtain direct U.S. assistance for the Vietnamese army."^
In the face of the French withdrawal from Vietnam, Bao Dai was
seeking to reconcile himself to all factions of political strength that would
bolster his position vis-a-vis the Viet IWnh.

It was to that end that he

appointed Ngo Dinh Luyen as his secret personal representative at Geneva.^
Bao Dai, keenly interested in obtaining American political and financial

.

support, believed the way to win that support was by promoting N'go Dinh
Diem. Vietnamese officials at Geneva told the press that Eao Dai hoped that
the appointment of Diem would "meet with favor in Washington."^®

Although

36. C. L. Sulzberger, Seven Continents and Forty Years (New York:
Times Books, Co., 1977), p. 182.
37. FRUS, 1952-54, XVI, p. 860.
38. FRUS, 1952-54, XVI, p. 860, 861.
39. FRUS, 1952-54, XVI, p. 830, 861.
40. New York Times, dune 15, 1954, p. 2.

Ngo Dinh Luyen often acted more as a champion of his brother Diem's cause
than as a spokesman for Bao Dai, a subtlety not lost on the Americans,^ this
did in fact facilitate the American interest in placing Diem in a position of
power.
During May, while negotiations were underway in France and Geneva,
the American Charge in Saigon, McClintock, was urging that if Bao Dai did not
return to Vietnam, contingency plans be made to depose him by placing the
"utmost pressure on local elements," and to establish a Council of Regency.
The Regents would be "figureheads and we would write their constitution."^
Among those suggested to head this council was Ngo Dinh Diem. McClintock,
anticipating objections to the theory of sovereignty replied, "that Vietnamese
will be far worse off under government presided over by Ho Chi Minh and that
in case of bankruptcy which we now confront, bankers have the right to
organize a receivership."^

U.S. Ambassador Douglas Dillon met with Diem on

May 24 and 25 after Diem had apparently secured his appointment from Bao
Dai. Like most American observers at that point, Dillon's belief in Diem was
heavily qualified — that Diem was both exceptionaly honest and naive. "He
impresses one as a mystic who has just emerged from a religious retreat into
the cold world which is, in fact, almost what he has done."^

41. FRUS, 1952-54, XVI, p. 894.
42. FPUS, 1952-54, XIII, p. 1576-1577.
43. FRUS, 1952-54, XIII, p. 1577.
44. FRUS, 1952-54, XIII, p. 1609.

Diem's

prospects for success seemed almost ridiculous except when compared to the
exceptionally low standard set by his predecessors.

Despite his personal

limitations, the Americans believed that Ngo Dinh Diem was a "step in the
right direction and tal diametric change from Ethel prototype of suave
Europeanized money-seeking dilettante represented by Buu Loc, Tran Van Huu
and General Xuan, all of whom have failed so miserably."^
The Americans, particularly John Foster Dulles, were looking for a
strong nationalist anti-Communist candidate for Prime Minister as a counter
weight to Ho Chi Minh in Vietnam. Chester Cooper has argued that the U.S.
had no predisposition toward Diem prior to Way 1954 when he arrived in Paris,
and that Diem's "official contacts seemed to be confined to Democrats," who
would have had a negligible influence during a Republican administration.*^
Diem was not the only strong nationalist anti-Communist candidate available to
Bao Dai, and Bao Dai clearly had to overcome much longstanding, deep-seated
antipathy toward Diem.

What made the choice of Diem desirable, indeed

necessary, was that Ngo Dinh Diem was the best known of the Vietnamese
nationalists to Americans of both the Democratic and Republican parties.
Joseph Buttinger noted that Diem was the only Vietnamese who had made
himself known to the U.S.^

Although most of Diem's influential friends were

Democrats, they did not only lobby for influence among themselves. In April,

45. FRUS, 1952-54, XIII, p. 1619.
46. Cooper, p. 124.
47. Buttinger, Dragon Embattled, p. 850.

1954,*^ at a Washington cocktail party, Justice William O. Douglas buttonholed
Robert Amory, a deputy director at the CIA, and told him, "Do you know who's
the guy to fix you up in Vietnam? He's here in this country, that's Ngo Dinh
Diem."^

Amory wrote the name down as "Z-I-M Z-I-M" and asked the

biographic researchers at the CIA to find out what they could, but drew a blank
under that spelling. However, at the next morning meeting, Amory brought it
up to Allen Dulles and Frank Wisner as a "suggestion out of the blue. . . . But
Wisner picked it up and looked at the thing and that's how 'Ngo Zim Zim'
became our man in Indochina. . . . The long hand of Mr. Justice Douglas."^
Sanford Gottlieb, Executive Director of the National Committee for a Sane
Nuclear Policy, reported that "after a meeting of the Association of Asian
Studies in late March and early April 1953, the CIA asked for a copy of a
speech that Diem had made."^

Diem was well known in the American circles

that were aware of the situation in Indochina, and had been viewed as a likely
candidate to succeed Bao Dai as early as 1950 by some in the American
political, intelligence, and diplomatic communities.^

48. It is likely that the year was actually 1953 because Diem left the
United States in May, 1953 to live in a monastery in Belgium. See USGfrVN, p.
262.
49. USG&VN, p. 262; also see Hoopes, p. 251.
50. USG&VN, p. 262, based on an interview with Robert Amory of the
CIA.
51. Cooper, p. 121.
52. FRUS, 1950, VI, pp. 884-886; also see FRUS, 1951, VI, pp.548-550,
348, 359-360, 385, 445, 467, 479-480.
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Bao Dai's choice of Ngo Dinh Diem was not necessarily the result of a
carefully orchestrated conspiracy by the CIA and the Ngo brothers. Diem was
the best known of any of the Vietnamese to Americans interested in galvanizing
the Third Force in Indochina. He was known by both sides of American partisan
politics. Through the lobbying of his American friends, the Dulles brothers
were familiar with Diem and interested in promoting his candidacy. Their
sending Col. Lansdale to Saigon to promote Diem through his brother Nhu bears
witness to their advocacy.
Bao Dai, for his part, was anxious to win American support for his
position in the face of imminent French withdrawal.

His cognizance of

American interest in Diem was apparent by his appointment of Ngo Dinh Luyen
as his personal representative in dealings with the Americans. By appointing
Diem as Prime Minister, he was likely to obtain American aid, and by sending
Diem into a situation in which he was likely to fail made it all the more
appealing; it was an offer he could not refuse.
Bao Dai made Diem swear a solemn oath of allegiance to him and on
his knees swear to Empress Nam Phuong that "he would do everything in his
power 'to preserve the throne of Vietnam for Crown Prince Bao Long,' son of
Bao Dai."^

Diem further pledged that "he would submit the monarch's fate

to the Vietnamese people, and would not use his grant of powers to depose him

53. Fall, Two Vietnarr.s, p. 2W.

arbitrarily."^

Bao Dai was taking a risk in appointing Diem with full plenary

powers and hoped by his swearing of solemn oaths on his knees that Diem, an
honorable man, would protect his interest. Bao Dai had also hoped to extend
some remote control of Diem through General Hinh, and Bay Vien, the Binh
Xuyen (Vietnamese criminal underworld) general who was also Saigon's Chief of
Police, and Surete.^

Bao Dai had not reckoned with Diem's designs and

ambitions nor with the full extent of the influence of Diem's American friends.

54. Wesley Fishel, "Problems of Democratic Growth in Free Vietnam,"
in Problems of Freedom: South Vietnam Since Independence, ed., Wesley Fishel
(New York: Free Press of Glencoe, Inc., 1961), p. 16; hereafter cited as Fishel,
"Problems of Democratic Growth."
55. Lansdale, Wars, p. 147; also see However, FRUS, 1952-54, XIII, p.
1609.

CHAPTER FOUR
CREATING A VIETNAMESE CONSTITUENCY FOR DIEM
While still in residence at the Maryknoll Seminary in Lakewood, New
Jersey, Hgo Dinh Diem had written his family, "We must continue the search
for the Kingdom of God and Justice. All else will come of itself."*

On June

24, 1954, he left Paris, prepared to carry on his quest for the kingdom of God
back in Vietnam.

Diem was accompanied only by members of his family,

having been unsuccessful in winning the support of other exiled nationalists,
such as Nguyen Ngoc Bich and Nguyen Manh Ha, who rejected his concept of a
one-man-rule government.^

Upon his arrival in Saigon on July 25, he was

greeted by an underwhelming show of support by the masses who largely stayed
at home.-'

Those who did show up to welcome him were taken aback by his icy

aloofness. He faced the largely Catholic crowd at the airport without even the
trace of a smile and his motorcade to his palace sped past the spectators, with
the windows closed, and under police escort.^

At a private ceremony at Gia

Long Palace, Diem told his guests that he was "destined to open the way to

1. Quoted in Warner, Last Confucian, p. 84.
2. Buttinger, Dragon Embattled, p. 850.
3. New York Times, June 24, 1954, p. 4.
4. New York Times, June 26, 1954, p. 4; also see Lansdale, Wars,
157-158; and Buttinger, Dragon Embattled, pp. 850-851.
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national salvation and to bring about a revolution in all fields."^

Firsthand

observers reported that they thought "he would seek to play alone the role of
savior of Vietnam."^
On paper at least, Bao Dai had given Diem plenary power but that
document carried very little tangible authority in the face of the actual
situation that confronted him in Saigon. Diem's own description is most telling,
if not prophetic; "Vietnam looked like France at the time of Joan of Arc."^
His earlier statements give some indication of the role he himself was playing
in this drama. Power in the State of Vietnam did not reside in its government;
and, as Leland Barrows, Head of the United States Operations Mission (USOM)
noted, when Diem assumed office in 1954, "his authority did not extend beyond
the Presidential Palace."^
Actual political and military authority, fractured by the uncertain
French position after Dien Bien Phu and Geneva, was dispersed among the Cao
Dai and Hoa Hao religious sects; the Binh Xuyen underworld; the French
military and financial interests; Bao Dai, the absentee though legitimate chief
of State, and Diem, his premier.^

Furthermore, Diem faced the problem that

New York Times, June 26, 1954, p. 4.
6. New York Times, June 26, 1954, p. 4.
7. Quoted in Warner, Last Confucian, p. 113.
8. Quoted in Felix Greene, Vietnam! Vietnam! (Palo Alto:
Publishing Co., 1966), p. 133.
9. Buttinger, Dragon Embattled, p. 852, 1098.
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Vietnam's economy and economic infrastructure lay devastated after nine years
of warfare, and was about to be strained by the influx of close to one million
refugees from the north.*®

Diem's call for a national "revolution" failed to

win the support of even the few Vietnamese bourgeoisie or landlords. They
feared he would be unable to protect their interests against the Communists;
therefore, many continued to support the French presence. Most of the old
fence-sitting attentistes, the latent Third Force, continued to wait on the side
lines, fearful of an early collapse of Diem's regime and a takeover by the
Vietminh.N

Virtually everyone in Vietnam regarded Diem's chance of survival

as nil.

Colonel Edward Lansdale
In this milieu of pessimism, the "thought occurred" to one American that
"perhaps he fPiem] needed help."^

He drew up a set of proposals aimed at

developing the basis for a viable government in Vietnam and suggestions for
"the personal behavior of a prime minister who could generate the willing
support by the majority toward accomplishing these ends."^

10. Shaplen, Lost Revolution, p. 114;
Embattled, p. 852.
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also see Buttinger, Dragon

11. Buttinger, Dragon Embattled, p. 853.
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a translator, he recounted that he found the Gia Long Palace devoid of either
guards or civil servants. In an upstairs office, surrounded by a stack of papers
was a "roly-poly figure dressed in a white sharkskin double-breasted suit, his
feet not quite touching the floor. ... I met his eyes, lively and friendly, and
suddenly he was a different person to me, the alert and eldest of the seven
dwarfs deciding what to do with Snow White." They explained they were
looking for the Prime Minister. The man replied, "I am Ngo Dinh Diem."^
His guest, Colonel Edward Geary Lansdale, recalled: "To me he was a man
with a terrible burden to carry and in need of friends, and I tried to be an
honest friend of his."^
Colonel Lansdale, formerly an advertising agent,^ believed that the
communists were outselling the U.S. in the Third World, and in a 1964 article
for Foreign Affairs he noted: "The Vietnamese needed a cause and we have not
supplied it."18

He had worked for the CIA in the Philippines, nominally as an

Air Force Colonel, from 1950 to 1953.^

There he had helped Ramon

Magasaysay, a former guerrilla fighter against the Japanese and later

15. Lansdale, Wars, p. 157-158.
16. Quoted in Shaplen, Lost Revolution, p. 104.
17. Halberstam, Best, p. 124; also see Karnow, p. 220; and Scheer,
"Lobby," p. 20.
18. Edward Lansdale, "Vietnam: Do We Understand Revolution,"
Foreign Affairs 43 No. 1 (October 1964), pp. 75-86.
19. Lansdale, Wars, pp. 1-125; also see William Colby and Peter
Forbath, Honorable Men (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1978), pp. 104, 142; and
Shaplen, Lost Revolution, p. 102.
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Philippine Secretary of Defense, defeat a Communist-led Fuk (Hukbalahap)
insurrection. Journalist Robert Shaplen, a friend of Lansdaie's, reported:
Magasaysay was a firm believer that a guerrilla war could only be
won by positive counter-guerrilla methods, that 'one has to learn
from one's enemy,' and that the way to beat a rural-based
Communist insurrection was to get troops out into the hills and keep
them there in pursuit of the enemy while at the same time proving
to the people that the duly constituted government had more to
offer them in terms of protection and in social and economic
benefits. After the Huks had been defeated in 1952, Magasaysay,
again with Lansdaie's encouragement became a candidate for the
Presidency of the Philippines, and he won in November, 1953.
Australian journalist Denis Warner reported:
Once in the Philippines when Lansdale was out on a sweep with one
of Magasaysay's forces, the Filipino soldiers lopped off the head of a
captured Huk. Lansdale picked up the head by the hair and started
to ask it questions about its organization. The Filipino soldiers, all
devout Catholics, were shocked. They thought Lansdale had become
insane.
Lansdale did, indeed, seem to have lost control of his senses. He
began to shout at the head and to slap it on the face when it failed
to answer.
"Colonel, Colonel, it is dead, it cannot talk to you," said an
officer, clutching Lansdale by the arm.
"No, you stupid son of a bitch, of course it can't," said Lansdale,
throwing the head on the ground. "But it could have if you hadn't
been so fornicating stupid as to sever the head from the body."
It was the sort of approach that Lansdale and Conein fa fellow
CIA agenp now brought to the task of preparing to save South
Vietnam. *
Moreover, Lansdale hoped that in Diem he had found another Magasaysay.
20. Shaplen, Last Revolution, p. 102; and Lansdale, Wars, pp. 32-125.

21. Denis Warner, Certain Victory (Kansas City: Sheed, Andrew and
McMeel, Inc., 1977), pp. 103-104.

Landsale had been in Vietnam in 1953 to advise the French on
techniques of unconventional warfare and to make contacts with the native
leadership.

In late May, 1954, while in the Philippines advising President

Wagasaysay, he received an urgent telegram from Secretary of State 3ohn
Foster Dulles instructing him to "proceed without delay by first available
transportation" to Saigon.^

With the fall of Dien Bien Phu, Dulles wanted to

see what could be salvaged from the chaos in Vietnam. The cable closed with
an auspicious if not ominous message: "God Bless You."^^
At the urging of Allen Dulles, Director of the CIA, Lansdale had been
attached to General O'Daniel's Military Assistance Advisory Group (MAAG) as
an Assistant Air Attache in the Philippines.^

As the Alsop brothers described

it, Lansdale was transferred to Saigon in "an intelligence capacity with an
extremely transparent cover." Their account reads like a review of a film or
spy novel.
His new job was to try to save something of the wreck in Vietnam.
It was remarkably exciting, it was downright inspiring to see this
still young, decidedly dashing American officer, helped by only a few
untrained and almost beardless lieutenants borrowed from our forces
in Korea, yet laboring with utmost vigor and self-confidence to stave
off ruin that so obvious threatened. ^
22. Lansdale, Wars, p. 128.
23. Lansdale, Wars, p. 128.
24. FRUS, 1952-54, XIII, pp. 1006, 1072.
25. Joseph and Stuart Alsop, The Reporter's Trade (New York: Peynal
and Co., 1958), p. 240.

Lansdale arrived in Vietnam on 3une 1, 1954, to begin assembling the
Saigon Military Mission (SMM) whose function was to "prepare the means for
undertaking paramilitary operations in Communist areas."^

According to

Lansdale, his role in going to Vietnam was defined only as helping the
Vietnamese people; Secretary Dulles had ordered him there to help the
Vietnamese the same way he helped the Filipinos.^

Thus, Col. Lansdale

undertook the mission of trying to beat the Geneva timetable; that is, he tried
to help build a government in the South that the people would feel an
allegiance to and vote for, instead of Ho Chi Minh.^

The French would be

vacating almost all the administrative posts in the countryside, leaving a void
before the scheduled 1956 re-unification elections; therefore, Lansdale saw a
desperate need to find capable and loyal Vietnamese to fill those posts.

29

T
He

hoped that part of these problems could be alleviated by facilitating the move
south of "the masses of people living in North Vietnam who would want to take
advantage of the Geneva-given chance to move out before the Communists

26. Pentagon Papers, Volume I, Senator Mike Gravel edition (Boston:
Beacon Press, 1971), p. 574; hereafter cited as PP, I.
27. Michael Charlton and Anthony Moncrieff, Many Reasons Why (New
York: Hill and Wang, 1978), pp. 42-43.
28. Charlton, p. 44, based on an interview with Lansdale; also see
Lansdale, Wars, pp. 163-167.
29. Lansdale, Wars, pp. 165-166; also see Charlton, pp. 44, 47.
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took over.•t3°

Lansdale believed that the estimates that Po Chi Minh would

win eighty per cent of the 19 56 plebiscite would only prove true if Ho ran
against the puppet-emperor Bao Dai, which was not the same as mass popular
approval of Ho and the Communists.31
His first work involved meeting with local Vietnamese political leaders,
including Dr. Phan Huy Quat, the defense fTiinister and member of the Dai Viet
Nationalist Party, and Vietnamese Army Chief of Staff, General Nguyen Van
Hing.

These two men arranged for Lansdale, working with George Hellyer,

Chief of the U.S. Information Service (USIS) to devise a new psychological
warfare (psywar) campaign for the Vietnamese Army.32

They began with

rumor campaigns about Chinese regiments raping Vietnamese village girls, and
the increasing number of Chinese divisions in North Vietnam.33
The Saigon Military Mission was reinforced on July 1, with the arrival of
Lansdale's old friend, Major Lucien Conein. Conein had served with the French
Foreign Legion prior to 1940 and then with the French Resistance before joining
the American OSS in World War II where he had been a teammate of Howard
Hunt at Kunming. He was a member of the OSS mission that parachuted into
Vietnam and made contact with Ho Chi Minh's Vietminh who were fighting the

30. Lansdale, Wars, p. 165.
31. Charlton, p. 46.
32. PP, I, p. 575; also see Lansdale, Wars, pp. 136-137.
33. PP, I, p. 57 5; also see Lansdale, Wars, pp. 138-139.

Japanese in 1945.^

SMM split into two teams for work in North and South

Vietnam, with Conein leading the northern team. He was given responsibility
for developing a paramilitary organization in the North before the Vietminh
took over, and his team moved to Hanoi as part of the MAAG staff working on
the refugee problem.
In September, Conein's team engineered a three day work stoppage by
printing leaflets which said the Vietminh had declared a holiday in honor of
their take-over of Hanoi. They tried to destroy the presses that printed the
Vietnamese currency but when that was thwarted they printed leaflets falsely
declaring that the Vietminh intended to seize all property and change the
currency. According to Lansdale: "The day following the distribution of these
leaflets, refugee registration tripled. Two days later Vietminh currency was
worth half the value prior to the leaflets."^

They bribed soothsayers and

astrologers to predict good luck for Diem and bad luck for Ho. In October,
they contaminated the oil supply of the Hanoi bus company and sabotaged the
railroad, a job which required help from a special CIA technical team from
Japan.^

34. PP, I, p. 575; also see Lansdale, Wars, p. 162; and Kendrick, p.
100.
35. PP, I, p. 577.
36. PP, I, pp. 578-579.
37. Kendrick, p. 101; also see Halberstam, Best, p. 126.

One of the most important tasks for SMM was to stimulate the flow of
refugees to the south.^

The U.S. State Department wanted to make sure as

m any people as possible, particularly anti-Communist Catholics, would be
moved South, and that this effort be given top priority.^
refugees would serve three purposes.

The evacuation of

First, it would help to balance the

population in the two sectors in the event of a re-unification election. Second,
it would strengthen Diem's political base with an increase of Catholic
supporters.

Third, it would show that nearly one million Vietnamese had

voluntarily voted against Ho Chi Minh with their feet by fleeing south which
would serve as a valuable U.S. propaganda ploy against the Communists.1'®
The U.S. Navy's Seventh Fleet relocated hundreds of thousands of
Vietnamese to the south in an operation known as "Passage to Freedom."^
One of its participants and later chief publicist was Navy doctor Lt. (.j.g.)
Thomas A. Dooley.^2

Lansdale's SMM involved the CIA's proprietary airline,

Civil Air Transport (CAT), by obtaining a French contract for the refugee

38. PP, I, p. 576.
39. FPUS, 1952-50, XIII, pp. 1920-1921, 1920.
00. USG&VN, p. 265.
01. Lindholm, in First Five Years, pp. 63-76.
02. USG&VN, p. 265.
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airlift. In return, CAT provided Lansdale's group with secret air travel.**3
Civil Air Transport, created at the end of World War n by General Clair
Chennault and members of his Flying Tigers, became the parent company for
Air America which operated throughout Southeast Asia during the Vietnam war
as an arm of the CIA
The SMM-USIS operation, as reported by George Hellyer to an executive
session of the House Foreign Affairs Committee, consisted of stimulating the
people to flee, persuading them that their best hope was in the South away
from the Communists, countering Vietminh propaganda, and trying to overcome
their disillusionment once they arrived in the resettlement areas.^ Hellyer
also showed the committee samples of the posters that had been distributed to
encourage refugee movement with the message, which he translated as, "Come
to the South for happiness and a good life."^

Col. Lansdale, in a later

interview, described his team's work on the refugees in the North:

43. PP, I, p. 576.
44. Michael Schaller, The U.S. Crusade in China, 1938-1945 (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1979), pp. 68, 83-84.
45. U.S. House of Representatives, Committee on Foreign Affairs,
Historical Series , Volume XVII, "U.S. Policy in the Far East," Part I, April 28,
1955 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1980), p. 335;
hereafter cited as HFAC, Hist. Ser. XVII.
4 6 . HFAC, Hist. Ser. XVII, p. 336..ej

These were people whose homes meant practically everything to
them. . . . This is where their ancestors had lived, this is where their
families had very deep roots into the ground. Most of the
propaganda if you will, information work, that I did in the North was
to cause these people to look at what they knew from having seen
the enemy, and at themselves. If they were saying 'well I'll do it
tomorrow' or something, I merely upped the schedule and have them
do it today, and make up their minds and leave.^
In another interview, he commented:
Some people were very reluctant about leaving home, so that efforts
on the propaganda were informative and also, uh, sort of urging
them or nudging them real hard to come to a decision quickly. . . .°
Most of the work was really information work of being fairly
clear about the future, sometimes dramatized a little bit. But
people don't leave their ancestral homes that they care a lot about
without very good reason, particularly in Asia. So it took
tremendous personal fear to get them to leave. . .
He conceded elsewhere.
Members of the International Control Commission (the group set up to
oversee the implementation of the Geneva Accords) reported:
There was general panic in the North . . . the people's minds
were dominated by fear. Most people left because . . . their leaders
and priests left and asked them to leave. A large number of people
decided to leave because of a vague fear of atomic attacks on the
North. The International Commission's Teams came across a great
number of people who really believed that if they remained in the
North, the Americans would drop atomic bombs.50

47. Quoted in Charlton, p. 45.
48. Quoted in Television History, p. 3.
49. Quoted in USG&VN, p. 266.
50. B. S. N. Murti, Vietnam Divided (Bombay:
1964), p. 83, also see pp. 70-92.
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The Resettlement of the Vietnamese Refugees

According to Bernard Fall:
Although there is no doubt that hundreds of thousands of Vietnamese
would have fled Communist domination in any case, the mass flight
was admittedly the result of an extremely intensive, well-conducted
and, in terms of its objective, very successful American
psychological warfare operation. Propaganda slogans and leaflets
appealed to devout Catholics with such themes as 'Christ has gone
to the South,* and the 'Virgin Wary has departed from the North';
and whole bishoprics — Bui Chu and Phat Diem, for example —
packed up lock, stock and barrel from the bishops to almost the last
village priest and faithful.^
Previously, the bishops of Phat Diem and Bui Chu had organized Catholic
militias to fight alongside the French army against the Vietminh. When these
areas were determined, at Geneva, to become part of the Vietnminh controlled
territory, they naturally feared serious

reprisals.^

The exact number of refugees is difficult to assess with absolute
certainty; however, it is reasonable to put the figure at approximately
900,000.^

Of these, between 600,000 and 790,000 were Catholic, and

approximately 200,000 were members of the Vietnamese Army and their
dependents.^

Furthermore, as Bernard Fall had noted, "Although 65 per cent

of the Catholic population left North Vietnam, more than 99.5 per cent of the
non-Catholics stayed put.^

The influx of this group into the South more than

51. Fall, Two Vietnams, pp. 153-154.
52. USG&VN, pp. 265-266; also see Kendrick, p. 97.
53. Buttinger, Dragon Embattled, pp. 900, 1116-1117.
54. Buttinger, Dragon Embattled, pp. 900, 1116-1117.
55. Fall, Two Vietnams, p. 154.
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tripled its Catholic population, bringing it to slightly over one million or about
seven per cent of the population.^

It was an exodus that had been officially

encouraged by the Vietnamese Catholic hierarchy as well as by Diem and his
American friends.^
American Catholic groups, particularly the Catholic Relief Services
(CRS) headed by Consignor Harnett, were active in the refugee resettlement
program. The CRS along with the Catholic Auxiliary Resettlement Committee
were the only private institutions that were official members of the
Vietnamese government's refugee commission.^

It was their connection with

this work that brought Leo Cherne and Joseph Buttinger of the International
Rescue Committee to Vietnam.
Monsignor Harnett's group was responsible for helping plan the
distribution of some $35,000,000 in U.S. aid over the next three years.^

This

was in addition to the $58,000,000 spent by the USOM in fiscal 1955 alone.
Harnett reported that this worked out to about $89 per refugee in 1955, and for
that sum, the refugee was brought from the North, resettled in a new village
in Free Vietnam, fed, housed, and provided with schools and medical

56. Kahin, p. 75.
57. Donald Lancaster, The Emancipation of French Indochina (New
York: Octagon Books, 1974), pp. 343-344.
58. Harnett, in First Five Years, pp. 77-82.
59. Harnett, in First Five Years, pp. 77-87.
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assistance.^®

(The figure of $89 per refugee should be viewed from the

perspective of knowing that the annual per capita income in Vietnam at that
time was $85.)^

This aid was carried out through an administrative structure

using about thirty village priests as its base unit. The priests would report the
needs of their village to the Catholic Relief Agency which in turn would ship
surplus American food directly to them in Agency trucks.^

Some of their

projects were coordinated with the Michigan State University Group in Saigon
at this tinned
By and large the Northern refugees did not assimilate into the mainsream
of life in the South.^

The predominantly Catholic refugees were resettled in

areas that were overwhelmingly non-Catholic, most within a fifty mile radius
of Saigon.*^

Catholic strength in Vietnam historically had been in the North,

in the Annam and Tonkin areas.

The Church in the North had owned an

estimated thirty per cent of all the land.^

As Bernard Fall has noted, "The

arrival of that tightly knit community of Northern Catholics in South Viet-Nam

60. Harnett, in First Five Years, p. 84.
61. Scheer, "Hang Down Your Head Tom Pooley," Ramparts, January
1965, p. 27; hereafter cited as Scheer, "Dooley."
62. Harnett, in First Five Years, pp. 85-86.
63. Harnett, in First Five Years, p. 87.
64. Clean Lacouture, Vietnam: Between Two Truces (New York:
Vintage Books, 1966), p. 104; also see, Bernard B. Fall and Jean Le Pichon,
"Commentary," in First Five Years, pp. 92-93, 96-100.
65. Alfred Cardinaux, "Commentary," in First Five Years, pp. 87-88.
66. Kendrick, p. 97.
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that is largely Taoist, spiritual, and Buddhist created new political tensions
there."^

The refugees were marked from the beginning as outsiders not only

by their religion but by things as fundamental as patterns of speech and were
viewed by the locals with mistrust and apprehension.^

The refugees

comprised nearly fifty per cent of Diem's Army Officer Corps, the majority of
his new civil service, and his Civil Action Program leaders.^

This use of the

refugees as pools of talent exactly fits Leo Cherne's plan to use them as "the
reservoir of leadership and administrative skills sorely needed by the new
government." However, as Bernard Fall noted, their preferential treatment in
getting relief and obtaining government jobs created serious tensions with the
local people; moreover, most of the refugees as late as 1957, "were still living
from hand-outs rather than by the fruit of their labor."'7®

This welfare

program, designed by Americans with the best of intentions, really only served
the needs of a tiny minority while antagonizing and alienating the non-Catholic
majority from the Diem regime.

67. Fall, Two Vietnams, p. 154.
68. Tran Von Don, Our Endless War (San Pafael, Cal.: Presidio Press,
1978), p. 6.
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Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1968), pp. 165-166; also see Lansdale, Wars, p. 211;
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Dr. Tom Dooley
One of the Navy's most notable participants in its "Passage to Freedom"
was Thomas Dooley. As Kendrick noted, Dooley "took his work seriously not
only to expedite it but to create it. On All Saints Day at the cathedral at Phat
Diem he helped organize 35,000 Catholics to "demand evacuation."'7'
Tom Dooley wrote stirring descriptions of the plight of "the hordes of the
refugees from terror-ridden North Vietnam"^ that aroused the imagination
and emotions of the American people; his account, Deliver Us from Evil, was a
best seller, going into over twenty printings.^

He described how his ship

approached one group of refugees and, upon
. . .recognizing us as friends and not foes, they hoisted, on a broken
spar their own drenched flag; a flag they had hidden for years . . .
their symbol, their emblem, their heraldry.
To the top of their highest mast they hauled the Papal banner, a yellow
and gold flag displaying the Pope's tiara and the keys of St. Peter.^
It was an undeniably moving scene. The difficulty, however, as Robert Scheer
points out is that "the symbolism of the Pope's tiara and the keys of St. Peter
would be meaningless to nine-tenths of the Vietnamese population, and to
imply, as Dooley did that the grievances of the Catholic minority were general
to the population, was, quite simply, deceitful."^5

71. Kendrick, p. 101; also see Thomas A. Dooley, Deliver Us From Evil
(New York: Berkeley Publishing Co., 1956), pp. 92-100.
72. Dooley, p. 6.
73. Kendrick, p. 133; also see Barnet, p. 200.
7 k . Dooley, pp. 86-87.

75. Scheer, "Dooley," p. 17.

As one of his admirers has noted, "Dooley practiced a highly political form of
medicine. He was not just handing out pills, he was 'doing a little public relations
for America.' Dooley lectured 'thousands of refugees, in individuals and in groups,1
about the joys of capitalism."^

Dooley was like a missionary; his medicines were

his eucharist. He explained that, "with every one of the thousands of capsules of
terramycin and with every dose of vitamins on a baby's tongue, these words were
said: 'Dai La My-Quoc Vien-Tro' (This is American Aid)."^

He told his readers

that the American presence was based on compassion. "We had come late to
Vietnam, but we had come, and we brought not bombs and guns but help and
love."^

Dooley contrasted the American role against godless Communists, whose

atrocities he reported in grisly minutiae: "Vietminh guards jamming chop sticks
through children's eardrums; teacher's tongues being cut out; priests having nails
driven into their heads.

His use of atrocity stories buttressed his portrayal of

Communists as devils bent on world domination. According to Dooley, Ho Chi Minh
was "a Moscow-trained puppet from the start" who had begun his war against the
French on December 19, 1946, "by disemboweling more than 1000 native women in
Hanoi because they had been working for, married to, or living with the French. . .
Such nationalists were winning the struggle with colonial powers all over Asia."^

76. Jim Winters, "Tom Dooley: The Forgotten Hero," Notre Dame
Magazine, May 1972, p. 17.
77. Dooley, p. 62.
78. Quoted in Kendrick, p. 133; also see Scheer, "Dooley," p. 18.
79. Dooley, pp. 123, 128.
80. Dooley, p. 53.

Such rumors had circulated in Vietnam, but there was never any factual
evidence to substantiate them. In fact, the most authoritative French writer
and historian of the period, Paul Mus, after an exhaustive investigative work:
"I am today in a position to state and to prove that four-fifths of the stories or
reports of awful atrocities inflicted by the Vietnamese on our compatriots in
Hanoi, December 19, 1946, are either made up or in error."*^

The actual

number of French deaths at that time totaled 43, a figure that pales in contrast
to the 6,000 to 20,000 Vietnamese killed when the French bombarded Haiphong
in November 23, 1946.^2

Even more damning was a report made by six U.S.

government personnel, including a Marine Corps captain and an Air Force
lieutenant-colonel, all of whom had worked with Dooley in Haiphong. They
criticized Dooley's book as "non-factual and exaggerated." They cited Capt. N.
J. Frank, senior American naval officer in the area who wrote, on January 3,
1955, "Reported incidents of actual brutality have been few." The report
concluded, "The book jjDeliver Us From Evil! is not the truth."^
After his work on "Passage to Freedom," Dooley resigned suddenly from
the Navy despite a promotion, and went into Laos and established a bush
hospital five miles from the border of China at Nam Tha. This was arranged
under the auspices of the International Rescue Committee.^

His books, his

81. Quoted, in Scheer, "Genesis," p. 244; also see Scheer, "Dooley," p.
18.
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American lecture and fund raising tours made him an American folk hero. In
1955, the U.S. daycees listed Dooley as one of the ten Outstanding Young Men
of America.*^

In addition to receiving major coverage in both the television

and print media, Dooley had his own radio show, That Free Men May Live,
broadcast from Laos.^

After his third book was published, he was listed in a

1959 Gallup Poll along with Churchill, Eisenhower, Schweitzer and Pope John
John XXIII as one of the ten most admired men in the world; and, consequently,
his mother was chosen as Mother of the Year.^
"Supported by volunteers and fan clubs, by students of parochial schools,
by the Maryknoll Fathers and Cardinal Spellman," Alexander Kendrick says,
"Dooley represented another link in the Catholic chain of concern for, and
implication in, Indochina."*^

Coupled with his connections to the IRC, Cherne,

and Buttinger, it is not surprising to find Dr. Thomas A. Dooley as a charter
member of the American Friends of Vietnam.^

Dooley publicly championed

the cause and extolled the leadership of Premier Ngo Dinh Diem, as the "man
who never bowed to the French. . .

Diem appreciated Dooley's very

85. Winter, p. 11.
86. Winter, p,. 11.
87. Kendrick, p. 135; also see Winters, p. 10.
88. Kendrick, p. 134.
89. America's Stake in Vietnam, p. 111.
90. Dooley, p. 17.

visible support and in May 1955, awarded him Vietnam's highest award, the
"Officier de l'Ordre National de Vietnam."^'

In his 1958 Christmas broadcast

from Laos, Dooley declared, "I believe that the ultimate destiny of all the
world will be closely related to the struggle for the teeming masses here. As
Asia goes, so goes democracy."^

The next summer, speaking before an

American audience, Dooley said, "We Americans must back a just show of
force.

We must not allow the weakness of the righteous to reinforce the

malice of the wicked."^
He died two years later, on January 18, 1961, the day after his thirtyfourth birthday. It is hardly surprising then that a movement began to have
Dooley canonized. In this too, however, Dooley enjoyed a singular distinction,
being the only person whose investigation for sainthood has uncovered extensive
links to the CIA.^

Father Waynard Kegler, while researching Dooley's

biography as required by the Vatican for canonization, obtained nearly five
hundred CIA documents through the Freedom of Information Act.

These

documents confirm long held suspicions of a Dooley-CIA link. Dooley kept the
CIA informed of troop movements and villagers' sentiments about the
Americans and the Communists. Additionally, every time he went into Laos he

91. Dooley, p. 17.
92. Quoted in Winters, p. 17.
93. Quoted in Winters, p. 17.
94. Winters, p. 10.
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would be briefed by the State Department and debriefed on his return.^
Although some of the documents released to Father Kegler contained blacked
out portions and undoubtedly some Dooley papers remain classified, it should be
noted that none of the information released indicated that Dooley was on the
CIA payroll or that his primary purpose in Laos was

espionage. 96

Dooley's

cooperation with the Agency was not unlike the arrangment many journalists
made in those days.
Dooley viewed the situation in Vietnam with a N'anichaean simplicity,
and portrayed it to his readers in caricature: murderous, godless Communists
versus noble Americans, in a struggle for the life of the free world.9^
Because of his position of prominence and influence, Dooley helped shape
America's impressions of the nature of the conflict in Vietnam; and, as
columnist Nicholas von Hoffman has said, "This young doctor unknowingly
played a part in creating a climate of public understanding which made the
Vietnam war possible."^

Certainly, Dooley did not invent the assumptions

that led America into Vietnam, but like most Americans he embraced them."
Moreover, he clothed those assumptions in an overly simplistic, and at times
deceitful, guise of a noble crusade for making the world a safer and more

95. Winters, p. 16.
96. Winters, p. 17.
97. Dooley, p. 55.
98. Quoted in Winters, p. 17.
99. Winters, p. 17.

humane place, a place worthy of God's Kingdom on Earth.

CHAPTER FIVE
OVERCOMING DIEM'S OPPOSITION
General Nguyen Van Hin

Much of the trouble that Diem faced in building an attractive
alternative to Communism in the South stemmed from opposition in the
government left in place by Bao Dai. Beginning in September, 195^, the Army
Chief of Staff, General Nguyen Van Hinh began to openly oppose Diem's
leadership. Hinh was the son of former Prime Minister Nguyen Van Tam, had
been educated in France, married a French woman, and enjoyed dual
citizenship.'

Hinh believed that Vietnam would be much better served if he

were in control instead of Diem. Defying Diem's order for him to take a six
week vacation in France, Hinh surrounded Diem's new residence, Independence
Palace, with tanks. The Palace's only protection was from the Saigon police
who were under the authority of the Binh Xuyen underworld, forcing Diem to
move loyal units of the militia to Saigon from Annam.^

Hinh and the Binh

Xuyen were joined in their opposition by leaders of the Hoa Hao and Cao Dai.
At this juncture their coalition dissolved as quickly as it had formed under the
solvent of what one observer described as "exceedingly generous amounts of

1. Buttinger, Dragon Embattled, p. 859; also see Lansdale, Wars, p.
136.
2. Buttinger, Dragon Embattled, pp. 859-860.
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American currency."^

According to Bernard Fall, "Diem displayed an uncanny

ability to divide his enemies by a series of intricate maneuvers."4*

It was a

skill that would help to carry him thorough at least his first few years in
office. In exchange for positions in the government, the Cao Dai and Hoa Hao
leaders withdrew their support of Hinh, and Cao Dai General Trinh Minh The
agreed to integrate his troops into the Vietnamese National Army.^
However, by October, Lansdale reported: "Contention between Diem and
Hinh had become murderous."^

U.S. Ambassador Donald Heath did not seem

to be helping matters either. During September, he had met with sect leaders,
and while he emphasized U.S. support for Diem and would not condone Hinh's
proposed coup, he did acknowledge Diem's limitations and if his "government
did not produce results and show progress within a reasonable period of time,
U.S. would naturally wish to re-examine its position."^
planned another coup for the end of October.

Not surprisingly, Hinh

Wesley Fishel, then in

Washington, was asked by Dulles to send a cable to Diem urging him to
compromise with Hinh, at least temporarily, to buy time.**
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Lansdale invited General Hinh and his staff officers to make a trip to the
Philippines to see the inner workings of Magsaysay's operation against the Huks
and to tour the nightclubs of Manila.^ Hinh reluctantly declined the tour but
his staff eagerly accepted. Lansdale loaded them on the MAAG C-47 transport
for Manila and through arrangements made with Magasaysay, kept Hinh's
officers occupied until the coup was called off.*®
In late September Mike Mansfield cabled Dulles, reporting:
Only a govt of the kind Diem envisions—and it would be a govt
worthy of our support— has much chance of survival. . . because only
such a govt can hope to achieve a degree of popular support as
against the Vietminh. If Diem fails, the alternative is a govt
composed of his present opponents, no combination of which is likely
to base itself strongly in the populace."
A government made up of a coalition of Diem's opponents could only last as
long as the Vietminh acquiesced to its survival.

As the crisis in Saigon

worsened, Mansfield issued his report to the Senate on October 15. Noting the
gravity of the situation, Mansfield said that if Diem were forced out of office,
he doubted the salvageability of U.S. policy toward Vietnam, and concluded
that if Diem's government fell, "the United States should consider an
immediate suspension of all aid to Vietnam and French Forces there, except
that of a humanitarian nature, preliminary to a complete reappraisal of our
present policies in Free Vietnam."^

Diem ordered and distributed 100,000

10. Lansdale, Wars, p. 175; also see PP, I, p. 580.
11. FRUS, 1952-54, XIII, p. 2056.
12. Quoted in FPUS, 1952-54, XIII, p. 2350.
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copies of Mansfield's report.l3
The Eisenhower Administration felt that a stronger show of support for
Diem was now in order. On October 24, the President sent Diem a letter that
had originally been composed in August but was withheld pending a propitious
moment.l4

Eisenhower told Diem:

\Ve have been exploring ways and means to permit aid to Viet-Nam
to be more effective and to make a greater contribution to the
welfare and stability of Government of Viet-Nam •••• provided that
your government is prepared to give assurances as to the standards
of performance it would be able to maintain in the event such aid
were supplied •••• The Government of the United States expects
that this aid will be met by performance on the part of the
government of Viet-Nam in undertaking much needed reforms ••••
Such a government would, I hope, be so responsive to the nationalist
aspirations of its people, so enlightened in purpose and effective
performance, that it would be respected both at home and abroad
and discourage an5 who might wish to impose a foreign ideology on
your free people)
significantly, Eisenhower's letter avoided mentioning any specific U.S.
commitment to Vietnam, but rather emphasized that Diem's government would
need to undertake major reforms in order to survive and to win the loyalty of
the Vietnamese people and continued U.S. aid.

In 1965, Lyndon Johnson

frequently cited this letter as the basis for the U.S. military commitment to
South Vietnam. Johnson suggested that the U.S. must fight in Vietnam to keep
its word of honor, and that U.S. "military actions in Vietnam were . the

13. FR US, 1952-54, XIII, p. 2379.
14. PP, I, p. 223.
15. FRUS, 1952-54, XIII, pp. 2166-2167.

consequence of a Republican commitment given 11 years ago."'^

Eisenhower

rejected such suggestions saying "We said we help that country. We were not
talking about military programs but foreign aid. . . .there was no commitment
given in a military context. . .

The Collins Mission

The Administration felt that a change of ambassadors in Saiaigon was in
order, while Secretary Dulles was not openly critical of Ambassador Donald
Heath, he did suggest that "there was a need for closer coordination and
direction of the operating branches of the agencies in Saigon."^

Therefore,

Eisenhower appointed General J. Lawton "Lightning Joe" Collins as a special
interim Ambassador to Vietnam. According to Collins, Dulles told him "the
chance of success of my mission was only one in ten, but the importance of
checking the spread of Communism in Southeast Asia was worth the effort."^
Collins arrived in Saigon on November 8, 1954, and found that General Hinh

16. New York Times, August, 1965, p. 1.
17. New York Times, August, 1965, p. 1.
18. Quoted in 3. Lawton Collins, Lightning Joe (Baton Rouge:
Louisiana State University Press 1979), p. 381.
19. Collins, p. 379.
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continued to present Diem with serious problems.

At this point, Hinh was

making denunciations of Diem over a government radio supported in part by
U.S. funds.^®

Collins met with Hinh to urge him to leave the country at once.

Hinh continued to denounce Diem as incompetent, saying that Diem would have
to be removed either by Bao Dai's dismissal or a coup that he would lead
himself. Collins also met with his French counterpart general Ely, with whom
he had previously served in NATO. They agreed that all pressure should be
brought to bear on Bao Dai to recall Hinh immediately. Hinh left Vietnam for
Paris on November 29, never to

return.^

However, as general Collins recalled: "The Removal of Hinh had been a
help, but I soon realized that Diem's difficulties went far beyond Hinh."^

The

Americans' chief task in late 1954 was to encourage Diem to broaden the base
of support for his government beyond his Catholic constituency. They feared
that he would become too reliant on the Catholic minority and his immediate
family. Cardinal Spellman visited Vietnam (as was noted in Chapter Four) in
January, 1955, and his trip was followed in March with visits by Cardinal Gilroy
and Archbishop O'Brien from Australia. Banners in French, English, Latin, and
Vietnamese with slogans such as "Long Live the Catholic Church" were erected

20. Collins, p. 385; also see Lansdale, Wars, p 172; and Television
History, p. 4.
21. Collins, pp. 384-386; also see Lansdale, Wars, p. 176; and FPUS,
1952-54, XIII, pp. 2282-2283, 2302-2303.
22. Collins, p. 388.

around Saigon by zealous refugees, but were attributed to Diem's "Catholic
government" or "Catholic Party" in the local press. Collins suggested to Diem's
brother, Archbishop Thuc, that "a moratorium on visits by Catholic cardinals or
bishops be called for at least six months. Any advantages that might have been
gained from such visits would have been outweighed by the opportunities
afforded the sects and the Viet Minh for anti-Diem propaganda."^

Graham

Greene noted at the time that, in the beginning, Diem's Catholicism could have
worked to his advantage, "for the South is tolerant toward any religion (or how
else could Victor Hugo be a saint?), and in the North where Catholicism is more
native, serious, and ardent, a Catholic leader might offer an appeal to the
imagination and the emotion to rival Ho Chi Minh's."^

However, he went on

to say: "The accusation you hear frequently from Vietnamian Catholics is that
the Church has been made a political tool, that the name of God is being used
to get votes." Moreover, "Mr. Diem may well leave his tolerant country a
legacy of anti-Catholicism."^
After less than six weeks in Vietnam, General Collins began to despair of
his being able to strengthen sufficiently Diem's government. Most of Collins'
negotiations centered on bringing Dr. Phan Huy Quat back into the government
as Defense Minister, believing that Quat was one of the ablest Vietnamese

23. Collins, p. 398.
24. Graham Greene, "Last Act in Indo-China," New Republic, May 9, p.
10.
25. Greene, "Last Act," pp. 10-11.
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leaders, and that his Dai Viet connections would rei'nforce and broaden Diem's
appeal. these negotiations proved futile when Quat's nomination was rejected
by Diem's brothers Luyen and Nhu who believed it might antagonize the Cao
Dai and Hoa Hao. Moreover, they were afraid of turning the armed forces over
to Quat or any other strong person who might be in a position to become a
potential successor to Diem.26

Throughout most of these negotiations with

Diem, \l;'esley Fishel acted as intermediary for Collins and the American
mission, as he had since September. 2 7

On l:'ecember 13, 1954, Collins sent a

most prophetic cable to the State Department reporting his growing doubts
about Diem's capacity to unite the divisive factions and about the Ngo
brothers' obstruction toward bringing any strong outside leadership into the
cabinet. He listed three possible courses of action for the U.S. in Vietnam.
First, to continue to support Diem; second, to support the establishment of
another government that might be able to save the situation; third, to withdraw
gradually from Vietnam. " 'hile Collins realized that the abandonment of Diem
would embarrass the U.S., he believed:
••• such embarrassment would grow insignificant compared to !the 1
blow to anti-communism in Asia and throughout the world if
U.S.-supported free Vietnam were lost to Comm.unism. I believe it
would be better to take !a 1 slight loss of prestige in !the 1 near
future while time to attempt other solutions remains, rather than
continue !tol support Diem should failure appear relatively certain.
We have not reached this ~oint, though I have grave misgivings re
Diem's chances of success. 8
26. Collins, pp. 390-391; also see FR US, 1952-54, XIII, p. 2363.
27. FR US, 1952-54, XIII, pp. 2006, 2014, 2015, 2033, 2038, 2043, 2054,
2056, 2061, 207 5, 2106, 2118, 2137' 2138, 2196, 2352, 2363, 2372, 2396.
28. FR US, 19 52-54, XIII, pp. 2362-2366.
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Although Collins clearly favored the second choice of finding an alternative to
Diem, and that the third choice, gradual withdrawal from the area, was the
least desirable, he warned that "in a.ll honesty and in view of what I have
observed here to date, it is possible this may be !thel only sound solution."29
Two days later, he wired Washington urging the State Department to "make a
sober re-evaluation of the situation here before we commit over $300 million
and our national prestige !to Diem's government! under current conditions."30
Collins' attitude cast him in the uncomfortable role of a Jeremiah, and his
warnings found a similarly unreceptive audience in the Dulles State
Department; they wanted to hear what was possible. Dulles agreed that Diem
was not ideal, but he believed that:
!Thel problem must not be approached in !al spirit of defeatism.
Only serious problem we have not yet solved is that of indigenous
leadership. " 'e cannot expect it to be solved ideally because there is
no tradition among indigenous people for self-government •••• Our
indications were that Diem was the best man in spite of his failings •
• • • !The U.S. wasl not committed to Diem in any irrevocable sense.
We have accepted him, we knew no one better •••• If the U.S.
should decide that there is no good alternative to Diem we will .have
to consider how much more investment we will be prepared to make
in Indochina •••• Congressional committees ••• would have to be
consulted. Mansfield believes in Diem •••• Even a slight chance of
success in Vietnam was worth considerable investment.31
Dulles' biographer, Townsend Hoopes, has noted that Dulles was primarily
concerned with securing a bastion of anti-communism in South Vietnam, and
"was drawn to Diem's ascetic, intransigent, anti-communism." "Believing that
a sustained and substantial investment of resources was essential to prevent the

29. FR US, 1952-54, XIII, p. 2366.
30. FRUS, 1952-54, XIII, p. 2382.
31. FRUS, 1952-54, XIII, pp. 2400-2505.
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'further expansion of Communism1 in Vietnam, Dulles was not prepared to press
Diem for reforms or overturn him, for that might lead to a congressional cutoff
of the entire Vietnam

program."^

Here again, Mansfield's patronage proved crucial at a critical juncture.
As noted above, Secretary Dulles took Diem's privileged position with Mansfield
into account in his deliberations. Furthermore, Mansfield, in his discussions
with the State department, went on record as seeing "no alternative to Diem,"
and pointed out that "the refugees and many of the Catholic bishops and church
officials would oppose the replacement of Diem." Mansfield felt that "Diem
represented what small hope there may be in building something in Vietnam. . .
lancQ was against relinquishing even the small hope we have with Diem for
some unknown and untried combination."^

He was equally adamant in

opposing the return of Bao Dai to Vietnam.
the United Sects Front
With the final dismissal of General Hinh, Diem was now in a position to
consolidate his hold over the Vietnamese National Army (VNA), making it a tool
of, rather than rival to, governmental authority.

The problem remained of

integrating the private armies of the Cao Dai and Hoa Hao into the National
Army. Some moves in that direction had been made in September, 1954, at the
end of Hinh's first coup attempt. Under the agreements negotiated by Collins
and Ely, the U.S. took over the training as well as the direct financing of the

32. Hoopes, pp. 255-257.
33. FRUS, 1952-54, XIII, p. 2351.
34. FRUS, 1952-54, XIII, pp. 2393-2394.

Vietnamese Army in February, 1955.^

At the same time, the French

terminated their subsidies to the sect armies,

by February, only about 6,000

sect troops out of a total 40,000 had been absorbed into the VNA.
Furthermore, the sect leaders wanted government subsidies for their soldiers
who were forced to retire, government recognition of their spheres of
influence, and Diem's promise not to encroach on their territories.^
Additionally, Diem faced the problem of the Binh Xuyen, whose position in
Saigon tended to rival and undermine his authority.
The Binh Xuyen, an entirely non-religious secret society that grew out of
the Black Flag pirates which had existed for generations, espoused an ethos of
fierce nationalism. They received assistance from the Japanese Occupation
forces in World War II in developing into an armed force. The Binh Xuyen
leader, Le Van Vien (Bay Vien), allied with the Vietminh to fight the French,
but in 1947, like the Cao Dai, Bay Vien switched sides, and won a commission in
the first Vietnamese National Army, the French used the Binh Xuyen militia to
protect the Saigon-Cholon area. Bay Vien controlled the gambling, prostitution,
and opium concessions in the region as well as a host of legitimate enterprises.
As noted before, in June, 1954, Bao Dai had made Bay Vien Saigon's Chief of
police and head of the Vietnamese Surete (secret police).

In addition to

controlling the police force of Saigon-Cholon, Bay Vien had a private army of

approximately 2,500 men, 37

35. Collins, p. 387.
36. PP, I, p. 230.
37. PP, I, p. 230;
Fitzgerald, p. 70.

also see Lansdale, Wars, pp. 147-148;

and

The Hoa Hao was begun in 1939 as a reform sect of Hinayana Buddhism
by Huynh Phu So, a mystic faith healer. In 1940, the French committed So to
an insane asylum where he ended up converting his psychiatrist. The Hoa Hao
also enjoyed Japanese protection in forming their own army. The Hoa Hao took
up arms against the Vietminh in 1945, and in 1947 the Vietminh assassinated So,
an act his followers referred to as his disappearance. Hoa Hao general Tran
Van Soai joined his forces with the French. In return he was commissioned as
General in the French Expeditionary Corps, and his troops' salaries were paid
by the French. In 1954, this sect had some 1,500,000 followers and their army
of 10,000 to 15,000 controlled most of the Mekong Delta.^8
The Cao Dai were an eclectic religious sect founded in Vietnam in 1919,
whose pantheon of saints included Jesus Christ, Lao-tse, Confucius, Sun Yat
Sen, Joan of Arc, and Victor Hugo. In the 1920s, the sect, primarily composed
of civil servants who consulted with spiritual mediums, took on a formal
ecclesiastic hierarchy including a Pope, Pham Cong Tac. In 1943, the Japanese
organized a secret Cao Dai army of 3,000 men. The Cao Dai fought with the
Vietminh against the French in 1945 and 1946, but switched sides in 1947. In
1951, their chief of staff, General Trinh Minh The broke away from the sect
with approximatley 1,500 of his own men, and fought both the French and the
Communists. In 1954, the Cao Dai had between 1,500,000 to 2,000,000 followers
and an army of 15,000 to 20,000 controlling an area northwest of Saigon.^^

38. PP, I, pp. 294-295; also see Lansdale, Wars, pp. 152-153; and
Fitzgerald, pp. 57-59.
39. PP, I, pp. 293-294;
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In many ways, Trinh Winh The proved to be the pivotal character, not
only in Diem's battles with the sects, but also in the American's developing
notions about Vietnamese nationalism. The achieved a degree of prominence in
Vietnamese politics due to his rapid rise in the Cao Dai Army. His personal
hatred of graft and self-indulgence in addition to his capacity for ruthless
action set him apart from many of his feudal peers who seemed to be
motivated chiefly by self-interest. On June 7,1951, he went into "dissidence,"
that is, breaking with the Cao Dai Pope, and set up his guerrilla force, the
quoc-gia Lien Winh (National Alliance Force), near the Cambodian border.1'0
According to Joseph Buttinger, The was thus the first and best known of the
many "sect leaders whose political dissatisfaction led them to attempt the
formation of a 'third' political force between the Vietminh and the Frenchcontrolled Bao Dai regime."^

Thus, as British historian Donald Lancaster has

noted:
. . . The, in the absence of nationalist leaders of established
reputation and requisite moral stature, had acquired a considerable
following even among the Saigon bourgeoisie, who considered that he
possessed the qualities and antique virtues which they were
reluctantly compelled to admire in the Viet Minh. the creation of a
nationalist maquis !i.e., guerilla or underground movement 1 was
therefore welcomed in these circles on the grounds that it might
provide a refuge from French-inspired attempts to dragoon them
into active participation in the war against the Viet Minh. 2
The French, aware of this latent sympathy for The, sought to cut him off from
his Cao Dai supporters. The retaliated by instigating terrorist attacks in

40. Buttinger, Dragon Embattled, p. 784; also see Lancaster, p. 233.
41. Buttinger, Dragon Embattled, p. 784.
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Saigon. In one attack, bicycle frames were packed with plastic explosives and
then wheeled into the courtyard of the Vietnamese security headquarters. In
other attacks, plastic explosives in cars were detonated in public parking lots.
According to Lancaster, these incidents employing this modern explosive and
the ingenuity in its use inevitably gave rise to the rumors "that The had
acquired this 'know-how' from agents of the American Central Intelligence
Bureau who, in their desire to promote a third force, had provided the Cao Dai
Colonel with some technical assistance in addition to moral support.^

(Those

incidents are duplicated almost exactly in scenes from the Quiet American.)*^
The French also blamed The for the assassination of General Chanson, the
French Commissioner in South Vietnam in 1951.^
In the autumn of 1954 with Ngo Dinh Diem's political fortunes at their
nadir, he was in desperate need of allies who could enhance his reputation as

43. Lancaster, p. 234; also see New York Times, 3une 25, 1952, p. 3.
44. Greene, Quiet American, pp. 184-187, 211-212; also see Greene,
Ways of Escape, pp. 160-165.
45. Lansdale, Wars, p. 187.
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a strong nationalist. In particular, according to Lansdale, Diem was eager to
win the support of Trinh Minh The, whom he considered a genuine Vietnamese
patriot with prestige among the non-communist nationalists whom he needed to
win to his side.^

Because the French still considered The a criminal, Diem

and his brothers were not at liberty to meet with him directly, so the job of
persuading The to integrate his troops into the national army fell to Col.
Lansdale.

Apparently The's terrorist attacks against the French that often

caused more casualties among Vietnamese civilians did not seem to be a
lliability in the eyes of Diem or Lansdale; in fact, Lansdale regarded The as a
Vietnamese Robin Hood rather than a terrorist.*^

The advocated a strong

Vietnamese nationalism that stressed individual liberty and public justice,
qualities that reminded Lansdale much of his protege Ramon Magsaysay.^
Lansdale consistently denied all suggestions that The brought his Lien Minh
troops to Diem's side for any reason other than his sense of patriotism, despite
evidence in his own SMM report which stated: "Diem made an agreement with
General Trinh Minh The, the leader of some 3,000 Cao Dai dissidents ... to
give General The some needed financial support. ... At Ambassador Heath's
request, the U.S. secretly furnished Diem with funds for The through
It is, however, unclear whether those funds were for more than simply paying

46. Lansdale, Wars, p. 185.
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the salaries of the Lien Minh troops who were to be integrated into the VNA on
February 13, 1955. It is not possible to say with certainty what kind of financial
inducements were given; however, it should be noted that contemporary
journalist Joseph Alsop put the figure at over $500,000 while Bernard Fall
estimated the price at $2,000,00.50

Regardless of the cost, Diem had secured

the backing of an important Cao Dai faction that had represented the nucleus
of a third force between Communists and collaborators.51
Ngo Dinh Diem felt sufficiently strengthened to move against his
opposition by the early spring of 1955. Aware of the confrontation it would
provoke, he refused to renew Bay Vien's gambling license for the Grande
Monde, Saigon's largest casino. Bay Vien prepared for a showdown with Diem
by reforging Binh Xuyen alliances among the Cao Dai and the Hoa Hao, forming
the United Sects National Front. PhafT' Cong Tac, the Cao Dai Pope, served as
the nominal head of the Front, which also won the support of several
nationalist groups who opposed Diem.52

The Front initially had the blessing of

Bao Dai, who had originally urged the sects to unify.53

Bao Dai may have

been genuinely disturbed by the chaos in South Vietnam and felt that urging
unity among the sects \\rould introduce a measure of calm. Nevertheless, it

50. Quoted in Buttinger, Dragon Embattled, pp. 1105; also see Fall,
Two Vietnams, pp. 245-246.
51. Buttinger, Dragon Embattled, p. 867.

52. Lansdale, Wars, pp. 245-246; also see PP, I, p. 230; Buttinger,
Dragon Embattled, p. 868; and USG&VN, pp. 293-294.

53. Lancaster, pp. 382-383; also see Lansdale, Wars, pp. 246-247.
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should be noted tht this absentee chief of State was heavily obligated to Pay
Vien and the Binh Xuyen.

Col. Lansdale reported: "The Binh Xuyen were

participating in one of the world's major arteries of the dope traffic, helping
move the prize opium crops out of Laos and South China. The profits were so
huge that Bao Dai's tiny cut was ample to keep him in yachts, villas, and other
comforts in France."^

The sects petitioned Bao Dai to remove Diem from

office.^
On March 1, Secretary Dulles flew to Saigon to give Premier Diem public
assurance of full U.S. support.^

President Eisenhower followed this up by

sending a personal letter to Bao Dai on March 8, reaffirming U.S. support of
Diem.^

On March If, New York Times correspondent C. L. Sulzberger wrote:

"Bao Dai rests on democracy's conscience about as comfortably as the
putrifying albatross tied around the neck of Coleridge's Ancient Mariner. . . .
Those in charge of this country's destinies promise that when a Constitution is
devised South Vietnam will be in a position to drop Bao Dai."^

In the face of

such personal villification and public U.S. support of Diem, Bao Dai stood back
from the fray for a while.

54. Quoted in Alfred Mccoy, The Politics of Heroin in Southeast Asia
(New York: Harper & Row, 1972), p. 118, from a 1968 report to Ambassador
Bunker.
55. New York Times, March 11, 1955, p. 2.
56. New York Times, March 2, 1955, p. 1.
57. New York Times, March II, 1955, p. 2.
58. New York Times, March 14, 1955, p. 22.
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Nevertheless, on March 21, the sects issued an ultimatum to Diem to
organize a government of national union in which the sects would have
control.^

Diem ignored their ultimatum, and meeting nightly with Lansdale,

formulated a plan of attack. On March 28, a company of paratroopers loyal to
Diem captured the Binh Xuyen police headquarters.^®

The next night the Binh

Xuyen counter-attacked with mortar attacks against the palace. Fears of full
scale civil war prompted the French to intervene in securing a temporary truce
which held until the end of April.^

In the interim, Diem, aided by American

dollars, was able to drive a wedge between various sect leaders. Bernard Fall
described how, "in a succession of swift moves that left each sect leader
wondering whether his sworn ally of yesterday had not sold him out for a
substantial sum," Diem was able to purchase the support of not only The but
also Cao Dai General Nguyen Thanh Phong and Hoa Hao General Tran Van Soai
for between eight to twelve million dollars. "By the time the greedy sect
leaders realized they had been out-maneuvered and began to fight back, theirs
was a lost case."^

At the end of April, the Binh Xuyen had been relatively

isolated.
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By April 7, U.S. Ambassador Collins and French General Ely had agreed
that Diem must go.^

Collins left for Washington on April 17, to persuade

Eisenhower and Dulles that Diem would have to be replaced.^

Collins wrote:

I had come to admire Diem's spiritual qualities, his personal
incorruptibility, dogged patriotism, and tenacity but these very
qualities, linked with his stubborn reliance on the venal ambitions of
his brothers, his lack of political sense, his inability to compromise,
and his distrust of anyone who disagreed with him, convinced me he
would never make the grade as leader of this country. ... In
discussing the possibility of changes in his cabinet, Diem said he
would select only men having the same political concepts as himself
.... I felt Diem was not indispensable, and that it would be better
to support a change in the presidency before we became wedded to
him. *
On April 21, Collins met with President Eisenhower who apparently
agreed that Diem would have to be replaced.^

A working group, with

members from the State Department, Department of Defense, and the CIA was
established to develop a policy for replacing Diem.^

A compromise was

proposed that would name Dr. Phan Huy Quat and Tran Van Do as President and
consultative council until a permanent government structure was established by
a provisional national assembly.^

This plan is not too unlike the one proposed

by Charge IVcClintock the previous year (see Chapter Five, p. -). A recent
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U.S. government report notes that "Dulles first opp.o sed but then accepted this
proposal, and it was also accepted by Allen Dulles, Mansfield, and Collins
himself. n69
On April 27, Dulles sent a cable to Paris and Saigon outlining the new
American position that the U.S. would officially support Diem, "until and unless
Vietnamese leaders develop lanl alternati-ve proposal which Bao Dai would
support." However, behind this public osture the cable acknowledged: "While
the Vietnamese in Saigon should appear to be the framers of the new
government, Collins and Ely will probably have to be in practice the catalysts •
• • • ·we should make every attempt to keep the Vietnamese label.70

Dulles

hoped that Diem could be persuaded to remain on as an advisory chairman,
without portfolio, but that the plan would proceed with or without Diem's
consent. 71

Bao Dai tried to reassert a measure of his control over events in

Saigon, announcing on April 21 his plan to saummon the various representatives
to Cannes and to name Dr. Phan Huy Quat as premier. On April 26, he said he
would implement the plan unilaterally unless the U.S. responded by the next
day, the same day Dulles sent the above cable to Paris and Saigon.72

69. USG&VN, p. 295.
70. Pentagon Papers, Department of Defense Edition. (\l:' ashington,
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1971), Book 10, pp. 941-942; hereafter
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The Battle for Saigon-Cholon

Diem realized that the truce which had been imposed on Saigon by the
French, dividing the city into armed sectors, was rapidly eroding his authority
and his time was running out under the status quo. His survival would depend
on bold, decisive action. On April 24, Diem dismissed Bay Vien's appointee, Lai
Huu Sang, as Chief of Police and Head of the Surete, in an all-or-nothing move
calculated to force a final confrontation with the Binh Xuyen. Since the end of
March when all the sect ministers had resigned from his cabinet, Diem's
cabinet was a family junta of the four Ngo brothers, Diem, Nhu, Luyen, and
Archbishop Thuc, Mme. Nhu, and a nephew by marriage, Tran Trung Dung.^
This family junta was aided and advised by Col. Lansdale and Dr. Fishel who
believed that Diem alone could save South Vietnam from collapse. The Binh
Xuyen took the bait, and on April 28, the battle for control of Saigon-Cholon
broke out.^

That same day Diem received a cable from Bao Dai ordering him

to return to France and to turn over the army to Binh Xuyen sympathizer
General Vy. Diem simply refused; he refused to go to Cannes, refused to turn
the army over to General Vy, and refused even to let General Hinh into the
country carrying messages from Bao Dai. Backed by troops of General The and

73. Buttinger, Dragon Embattled, p. 875; also see Fall, Two Vietnams,
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Phong, Dierr's army pushed the Binh Xuyen out of the city by May 3. It had
been a costly victory; more troops were involved in this battle than in the 1968
Tet offensive.^

In the six days of house to house fighting, over 500 people

were killed, 2,000 wounded and an estimated 20,000 left homeless.^
Col. Lansdale, not one to let Diem's success go unnoticed, sent cables to
Washington on April 29, notifying Dulles of the change in the course of events
in Saigon.^

Secretary Dulles ordered another cable sent to Paris and Saigon

suspending action on the earlier cable.^

Congress also reacted strongly at

this time. A State Department memo dated April 30, declared:
Senator Mansfield issued a long statement in support of Diem on
April 29. If Diem is forced out, Mansfield would have us stop all aid
to Viet-Nam except out of a humanitarian nature. Senators
Knowland and Humphrey have also backed Diem. A large number of
members of the House Foreign Affairs Committee after hearing
Collins have informed the Department through Congresswoman Kelly
that they would not favor the State Department withdrawing support
from Diem.79
(Of the above mentioned group of legislators, all except Humphrey would
become founding members of the American Friends of Vietnam.) This report
recommended that the U.S. should continue to support Diem. Its conclusion
gives some impression of how ill-conceived U.S. policy toward Vietnam was.

75. Ouoted in McCoy, original from memo from Lansdale to Bunker.
76. Lancaster, p. 389.
77. Lancaster, p. 300.
78. I'SG&VN, p. 297.
79. PP, DOD ed., Book 10, p. 946; also see New York Times, April 30,
1955, p. 1.
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We are in a bewildering, fluid situation. I believe more strongly than
ever we should stick with Diem now. Collins says he is a terrible
administrator and it will wreck Free Viet-Nam if we leave him in.
That may be true but it is not the issue at present. If Diem can lead
the nationalist forces to a conclusive settlement, we should continue
to support him.80
While the Eisenhower-Dulles strategy was thinking in grand terms of saving
territory and peoples from being swallowed up by a relentless Fed menace,
their tactics seemed to be dictated by fear of Congressional backlash from
Diem's American friends in Congress and in Saigon.

As Joseph and Stuart

Alsop put it: 'The Lansdale messages to brother Allen gave Foster Dulles the
excuse he needed to delay a little longer, and so avoid an open attack from
Mansfield and a covert onslaught by Cardinal Spellman."^
Meanwhile, in Saigon, Diem's brother Nhu with help from the CIA
organized the National Revolutionary Congress of the Vietnamese people as a
counter to the United Sects Front.^

Nhu's Revolutionary Congress was

backed by the labor unions and the coalitions that he had used to form the
Movement of National Union for Independence and Peace in 1953. Lansdale
convinced Generals Trinh Minh The and Nguyen Thanh Phong to participate in
the Revolutionary Congress which issued a declaration repudiating Bao Dai and
called on Diem to form a new government and elect an assembly to draft a
constitution.^

The Revolutionary Congress was the direct antecedent of the

Can Lao Party.

80. PP, DOD ed., Book 10, p. 906.
81. Alsop, p. 200.
82. PP, I, p. 230; also see USG&VN, p. 298.
83. PP, I, p. 230; also see Lansdale, Wars, pp. 301-300.
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Thus when General Collins returned to Saigon on May 2, he found the
situation had been radically altered.

Not only had his plans to have Diem

replaced been undermined and reversed while he was in transit from
Washington, but he now found diem more firmly entrenched than before. He
had little to do but to sit and wait for his replacement, Ambassador Frederick
Reinhart, to arrive on May 14.
The battle for Saigon-Cholon, in addition to establishing Diem's position
vis-a-vis the Americans, also had been a war by proxy. As Alfred McCoy notes,
"the Binh Xuyen and Diem's APVN IVNA3 were stand-ins, mere pawns, in a
power struggle between the French 2erne Cdeuxiemel Bureau and the American
CIA."^

Lansdale's team had to break the hold of the Binh Xuyen and their

allies, the french Deuxieme Bureau and the Corsican underworld in Saigon.
This alliance was cemented by their control of the lucrative opium traded
Diem's victory engendered a three year hiatus in large scale opium trafficking
in Vietnam, that began with a dramatic public burning of opium pipes and the
closing of opium dens.*56

When the Communists began large scale insurgency

actions against the Diem government in 1958, Diem's brother, Nhu, pressed for
additional funds to expand his counter-insurgency efforts, revived the opium
trade. Within months, hundreds of opium dens had been reopened and by 1963
there were an estimated twenty-five hundred dens openly operating in

84. McCoy, p. 119.
85. McCoy, pp. 115-125.
86. McCoy, pp. 159-160.
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Cholon.^

Revenues derived from the opium traffic financed Nhu's Can Lao

party which was responsible for political control in South Vietnam by means of
a network that attempted to duplicate the Binh Xuyen's methods of controlling
urban guerrilla warfare in Saigon.^

By the mid-1960s, the CIA's air line, Air

America (formerly Civil Air Transport), became directly entangled in the opium
traffic in Southeast Asia, squeezing out the Corsicans.^9

87. McCoy, p. 160.
88. McCoy, pp. 126, 161.
89. McCoy, pp. 2^7-308.

CHAPTER SIX
CONSOLIDATING THE REGIME
The 1955 Plebiscite
After the success of Nhu and Lansdale in forming a coalition of the
various nationalist groups into the National Revolutionary Movement (also
known as the Movement of National Revolution, MNR), coupled with his own
success at eliminating the independent military power of the sects, Diem was in
a position to consolidate his political hold over South Vietnam. His first step in
that direction was to establish his authority independently of Bao Dai's. During
the confrontation with the sects, Bao Dai had openly sided with the interests of
the Binh Xuyen and the sects against Diem, as shown in his telegram on April
28, 1955 recalling Diem to France (which the Binh Xuyen had read over the
radio during the crisis). ^

Diem's resolve to disobey Bao Dai was strengthened

by Colonel Lansdale who urged him to "think of the larger good," for the people
of Vietnam.^

Diem's American friend recalled telling him:

If Diem left Vietnam, the police powers undoubtedly and wrongly
would go back to the Binh Xuyen. In the eyes of the people, there
would be no moral basis upon which the government could govern.
The Vietnamese goverment must not be based upon ideas despised by
the people. Given a solid base of ethics in government, the people
would want to participate in it more fully and should do so.
Otherwise freedom would flounder
1. Lansdale, p,. 300.
2. Lansdale, p. 299.
3. Lansdale, p. 299.
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Clearly Col. Lansdaie encourged Dienn's personal sense of mission for the fate
of Vietnam, and there is every indication that Lansdaie shared a belief in that
mission himself. If Diem was to lead Vietnam to its destined path then Bao
Dai's influence and interference would have to be eliminated.
Diem and Nhu used the WNR to give their anti-Bao Dai program the
appearance of a popular movement. On April 30, the Revolutionary Committee
convened a General Assembly of 200 delegates from 18 political parties and
duly approved a platform that demanded the ouster of Bao Dai and the
establishment of a new government headed by Ngo Dinh Diem.^

On May 15,

Diem abolished Bao Dai's 5000 man Imperial Guard and incorporated it into the
National Army.^

In early June, another of Diem's brothers, Ngo Dinh Can,

orchestrated public demonstrations by a revolutionary committee against Bao
Dai in the Annam region centering in the old Imperial city of Hue. According
to David Lancaster, the demonstration culminated with the "symbolic gesture
of forcing open the central doors of the triple gateway in the Imperial City !the
Great Within 1, an entrance reserved for the exclusive use of the Emperor."^
In a move recalling Ho Chi Minh's action in 1945, Ngo Dinh Diem, desiring to
lend the aura of legality to the removal of Bao Dai, summoned the imperial
clan to Hue on June 15, 1955. They meekly acquiesced to the dethronement of
Bao Dai and declared Diem the champion of the nation's destiny.''

U. New York Times, p. 1; also see Fall, Two Vietnams, p. 256;
Lansdaie, Wars, pp. 331-332.
5. Buttinger, Dragon Embattled, p. 891.
6. Lancaster, p. 398.
7. Lancaster, p. 398.
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On July 7, 1955, the first anniversary of his official installation as Prime
Minister, Ngo Dinh Diem announced that a national referendum would be held
on October 23 on the issue of whether South Vietnam would continue as a
monarchy or a republic.

Even Diem's most ardent supporters saw that his

election procedures blatantly disregarded any pretension of fairness or the
democratic process.**

Bao Dai was not given a chance to plead his case in the

censored press of South Vietnam. On October 15, 1955, Bao Dai sent a telegram
to Diem revoking the charge that he had given him stating that the "full powers
given to the Roman Catholic Premier have been cancelled."^

The local press

in South Vietnam, which was already subject to government control did not
report this incident. The government only issued a communique accusing Bao
Dai of trying to sabotage the referendum and simply noted that Bao Dai had
withdrawn military powers from Diem.*®

Bao Dai was in an untenable position

in that he was unwilling to return to Vietnam to campaign against Diem for
control of South Vietnam since he claimed to be the legitimate Head of State
for all of Vietnam, not just the southern half. His position was that he would
bestow legitimate power on a National Assembly to be established through free

8. Buttinger, Dragon Embattled, p. 890; also see Bouscaren, p. 54;
Lansdale, pp. 331-334; Scigliano, Nation Under Stress, p. 23; Fall, Two
Vietnams, p. 257; Lancaster, pp. 398-399; and John Osborne, "The Tough
Miracle Man of Vietnam," in Life, May 13, 1957, pp. 156-158 passim.
9. Quoted in Murti, p. Ml; also see New York Times, October 19,
1955, p. 6.
10. Murti, p. MI.
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elections of the Vietnamese people; therefore, he remained in Cannes to await
the pre-arranged outcome. He was quoted as saying on October 22, '1 can even
tell you that I know the percentage of favorable vote that Mr. Diem has
decided to obtain.
Diem's first campaign to establish a republican form of government in
South Vietnam could not have had a more auspicious beginning or have given
observers any clearer indication of what his regime portended. As described by
David Lancaster:
03he government controlled press proceeded to overwhelm him
IBao DaQ with scurrilous abuse, special editions of local newspapers
being devoted to giving very biased accounts of his life. The press
campaign was supported by broadcasts and by posters and effigies
depicting Bao Dai as a gambler, or associating him with a pig's head
or in the process of caressing a woman with a sack of piasters on his
back. In addition, police agents and canvassers went from door to
door explaining the unpleasant consequences which failure to vote
would be likely to entail.
On the day of the election, voters were given the choice of two ballots, one
with the picture of Ngo Dinh Diem against a red background (symbolic of good
fortune) and the other with a picture of Bao Dai in old fashioned robes against
the unlucky green colored background. As an additional precautionary measure,
the vote was counted by government officials without any outside supervision.^

11. Quoted in Murti, p. 142.
12. Lancaster, p. 398.
13. Lancaster, p. 398; also see Murti, p. 143.
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When all the votes were tallied, Diem had received 98.2 per cent of the
vote (5,721,735) compared to Bao Dai's 1.1 per cent (63,017).^

The margin was so

lopsided as to compare, even to his supporters, with elections held in Communist
states.^

In Saigon alone, the 450,000 registered voters cast 605,000 votes.

Joseph Buttinger noted such methods "to secure victory of a good cause boded ill
for the future of a regime whose leader liked to advertise his acts as morally
inspired."^

Denis Warner more accurately observed that this election land all

subsequent elections during Diem's regimel "was not intended to be an exercise in
democratic procedures. ... It was intended to be a collective demonstration of
loyalty to the ruling authority."*7

The U.S. State Department issued a statement

the day after the election declaring, "The people of Vietnam have spoken, and we
of course recognize their decison."

The Department was gratified that the

election "was conducted in such an orderly and efficient manner and that the
people of Vietnam have made their choice unmistakably clear."^

At the same

time France acknowledged Diem's triumph by withdrawing its support of Bao Dai
and recognizing Diem as Head of State.^

14. Buttinger, Dragon Embattled, p. 891.
15. Buttinger, Dragon Embattled, p. 891; also see Scigliano, Nation
Under Stress, p. 23.
16. Buttinger, Dragon Embattled, p. 891.
17. Warner, The Last Confucian, p. 86.
18. Quoted in New York Times, October 25, 1955, p. 1.
19. New York Times, October 25, 1955, p. 1.

On October 26, 1955, Ngo Dihn Diem declared South Vietnam a republic
wit h h i m s e l f a s i t s f i r s t P r e s i d e n t . A s G r a h a m G r e e n e h a d f o r e w a r n e d i n W a y
of that year: "The South, instead of confronting the north with evidence of
freedom, has slipped into an inefficient dictatorship; newspapers suppressed;
strict censorship; men exiled by executive order. . .

Diem adopted the

methods of those he sought to oppose rather than presenting the people with a
model of a genunie alternative, even in an election that by all acounts he would
have won easily. By being unwilling to take any chances, Diem denied the
Vietnamese people any chance of an alternative between the authoritarian
nationalism of the Viet Minh and the authoritarian Diem regime whose
independence from foreigners or programs for reform were still unknown
quantities. Diem, believing that he knew what was best for his people and
wishing to help them avoid errors of judgment, simply decided for them. This
approach, which was to typify the Diem regime, closed down the legitimate
avenues for reform and redress of grievances in South Vietnam.

Cancelling the 1956 Election

Almost as soon as the 1956 reunification election was announced at
Geneva, rumors regarding its cancellation begain to circulate throughout
Vietnam.^'

U.S. policy toward the election vacillated between calling it a

sell-out to the Communists and seeing it as an opportunity to demonstrate the

20. Graham Greene, "Last Act in Indo-China, II," in New Republic, May
16, 1955.
21. Devillers and Lacouture, pp. 387-389.
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Vietnamese people's preference for democratic institutions as represented by
Ngo Dinh Diem versus totalitarianism as represented by Ho Chi Minh.22
Colonel Lansdale recalled counselling Diem to adopt more democratic policies
and reform measures to give the Vietnamese people a viable alternative to
Ho.

Initially, Diem had bene opposed to the partition of his country;

however, he now began to concretize the division between North and South.
For example, in November, 1954, Diem, fearing the abuse of communication
channels for DRV propaganda, vetoed Hanoi's proposal to re-establish even
postal service between the two halves of the country.2**

Diem hoped that in

combination with his control over the National Army, the elimination of the
sects' independent power, and the ouster of Bao Dai, the cancellation of the
election would go a long way toward establishing the separate sovereignty of
the RVN'.25

22. Buttinger, Unforgettable Tragedy, p. 46; also see Herman and
DuBoff, pp. 16-18; and Franklin B. Weinstein, Vietnam's Unheld Elections; The
Failure to Carry Out the 1956 Reunification Elections and the Effect on Hanoi's
Present Outlook (Ithaca, N.Y.: Southeast Asia Program, Department of Asian
Studies, Cornell University, 1966), pp. 22, 28-31.
23. Lansdale, pp. 162, 328-330, 345.
24. Devillers and Lacouture, p. 390; also seen Duncanson, p. 224; and
Felix Greene, p. 132.
25. Duncanson, p. 223.
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The exact technical legality of cancelling the 1956 reunification election
has been widely debated and is beyond the scope of this inquiry.

The fact is

that Diem acted as though it was his right to do so and proceeded accordingly.
On June 6, 1955, Premier Pham Van Dong announced that the DRV was ready to
hold the scheduled preparatory talks with representatives of the South.^
Diem, responding in a July 16 radio address, declared:

"We are not bound in

any way by those agreements Ethe Geneva Accordsl signed against the will of
the Vietnamese people."^

He went on to say, "We do not reject the principle

of free elections. . . . However, if elections constitute one of the bases of true
democracy, they will be meaningful only if they are absolutely free. . . .

7

Since the South was outnumbered by the North by 2,000,000 people, and
because he could not be assured of winning any votes away from Ho in the
North, Diem decided that he had nothing to win and much to lose by putting
the issue to a vote.-'®

26. Robert Randle, Geneva 1954 (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1969), pp. 435-454; also see Gunter Lewy, America in Vietnam (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1978), pp. 8-10;; Wurti, passim, especially pp.
1-45, 163-175; and Weinstein, passim.
27. Poole, p. 46.
28. Quoted in Kahin and Lewis, p. 80; also see Poole, p. 46; and John
McDermott, "Profile of Vietnamese History - Part II," in Viet Report, 1, No. 2,
August-September, 1965, p. 7.
29. Quoted in Nguyen Thai, Is South Vietnam Viable? (Manila,
Philippines: n.p., 1962), pp. 8-9.
30. New York Times, June 19, 1955, IV, p. 5; also see June 8, 1955, p.
28.
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The U.S. State Department would have preferred that Diem had at least
paid lip service to the Geneva Accords by going through the motions of meeting
with the DRV representatives for the preliminary consultations; however they
did not press him too strenuously on the matter.^*

Indeed, Secretary Dulles

argued that unless specific preconditions were met, which would guarantee the
-JO

free expression of the national will, the elections should not be held.

The

U.S. government, Diem, and Diem's supporters have all subsequently tried to
fix the blame for the cancellation of the election on Hanoi. Claiming that
because Ho would never have allowed an absolutely free election, Diem's only
recourse was to proclaim the Republic-of South Vietnam.^
They publicly argued that because no Communist government had ever
allowed a free election before, there was no reason to expect that this one
would be any different.

Therefore, it was not necessary to carry out the

provisions of the Geneva Accords, especially since neither the U.S. nor South
Vietnam had signed those accords.^

In private, however, their reasons were

more candid. Even President Eisenhower admitted in his memoirs that he had
never spoken or corresponded with a single person knowledgable about Vietnam
who did not think that Ho Chi Minh would get at least 80 per cent of the vote

31. Kahin and Lewis, p. 81; also see Poole, pp. 46-47.
32. Kahin and Lewis, p. 81.
33. Marguerite Higgins, Our Vietnam Nightmare (New York: Harper
and Row, 1965), pp. 10-11; also see Bouscaran, p. 53; and Weinstein, pp. 1-2.
34. Weinstein, pp. 2-3.
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if the election had been held.^

Thus, with the U.S. supporting his decision to

cancel the election, Diem's political position was now more firmly secured. As
Dennis Duncanson has described: "In the space of two years, Ngo Dinh Diem
transformed himself from a powerless and expendable chancellor of a
discredited absentee monarch into the executive head of state of a sovereign
republic."^
Diem's consolidation of power in South Vietnam presented an image of a
man in control of his country. It was, however, a control that was possible only
with the infusion of massive amounts of U.S. aid being channeled directly to
Diem. Furthermore, as Diem received more aid from the United States, the
less compelled he was to develop that base of support from among his own
people. Rather than moving to broaden his base of support and conciliating the
opposition, Diem began to eliminate it. A Movement for the Defense of Peace
had been formed in April 1954 to agitate against the cancelling of the
reunification election. Despite clear evidence to the contrary, Diem labeled
the movement subversive and had its leaders arrested and jailed.^

This

action signaled the beginning of widespread goverment repression of any
opposition or dissent in the Republic of Vietnam.
The most successful opposition leader in South Vietnam was Dr. Phan
Quang Dan, a Harvard educated physician. He was the most visible leader of
the non-Communist opposition to Diem. As a result of his criticisms of the

35. Eisenhower, p. 449; also see Weinstein, pp. 14-15, 28.
36. Duncanson, p. 225.
37. Devillers and Lacoutre, pp. 384-86.
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regime, he was arrested before the 1956 National Assembly election and forced
to resign his medical post at the University of Saigon. In 1959, after winning by
the largest plurality of any candidate in the National Assembly election, he was
once again arrested on his way to take his seat in the Assembly and was
disqualified from taking the seat by a court order.^
The new state, although confirmed by a contrived plebiscite, was the
personal creation of the Ngo family and their American friends, and in no sense
was it a reflection of the popular will. Each step in Diem's consolidation of
power entailed a minor coup against his opposition, and taken as a whole, they
represented a palace revolution, which would be directed from the top down in
the best interest of the people as he saw fit. In an article written before his
rise to power, Diem argued; "Society functions through proper relations among
men at the top." He believed that a nation's leader should behave as a father
to his people in upholding the moral values of the country. Furthermore, "A
sacred respect is due to the person of the sovereign. ... He is the mediator
between the people and Heaven as he celebrates the national cult.

The

magistrate in his official capacity must conduct himself as one participating in
a national rite."^

38. Warner, Last Confucian, pp. 91-93; also see USG&VN, pp. 333-334;
and Buttinger, Dragon Embattled, pp. 868, 943, 1141.
39. Quoted in Fitzgerald, p. 87.
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Persona lism and the Can Lao Party

Some of Diem's American friends were worried about this tendency
toward authoritarianism in their anointed one. Lansdale's continual chiding of
Diem led to his being no longer the welcome and honored guest in South
Vietnam. Back in Washington, Lansdale urged the Eisenhower administration to
put more pressure on the Diem regime to carry out democratic reforms, such
as granting political freedom to opposition parties. Lansdale argued that only a
popular and democratic government, such as Magasaysay's, could stop the
growth of Communism among the South Vietnamese people.

However, the

consensus in Washington at the time was that it was more important for Diem's
regime to be strong and anti-Communist than for

it

to be

democratic.^®

Lansdale's whole key for success, whether for the short term goal of
winning the election or for the long term mission of preserving South Vietnam
from Communist domination, was based on the implementation of reforms in
order to win over the populace. He believed the peasants needed some tangible
reason to support Diem's regime, and that they would not be won over by
arguments over ideology.^

However, once Diem had won political control, he

showed very little interest in implementing either political or economic
reforms.

Only his nationalism and his anti-Communism were radical.

His

nationalism focused on removing foreign influence and establishing a genuine
Vietnamese regime that would not serve as a puppet for any foreign power.

40. Lansdale, pp. 341-344; also see Poole, p. 47$
Unforgettable Tragedy, p. 46.
41. See Fitzgerald, p. 151.

and Buttinger,
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Diem was unwilling and uninterested in changing the country's class structure,
and in fact, his approach to economic reform was the opposite of the policy of
the Viet Minh or the North Vietnamese.^
Instead, Diem began eliminating the traditional Vietnamese political
village organism that had been created through village elections. He replaced
locally elected village chiefs with men appointed by the Saigon government.
Not only did this disrupt long-standing cultural patterns and relationships, but it
also placed a burden on the central government that it was unequipped to
handle. Although it was intended to give the central goverment more control
over life in the villages, most scholars agree that the abolition of the
traditional selection of village chiefs seriously undermined local village
sympathy and loyalty to the Diem regime.^

The political organization

responsible for the selection of government appointments, including village
chiefs, was the Can Lao Party (also known as the Personalist Labor Party).
Like the WNR, the Can Lao Party was essentially the creation of Diem's
brother, Ngo Dinh Nhu, and it was guided by the Ngo family's adopted political
philosophy of Personalism. As espoused by Nhu, Personalism was an odd blend

42. Poole, pp. 52-53; also see Shaplen, p. 133; and Joseph Buttinger,
"Vietnam at War>" in 3ohn R. Boettiger, ed., Vietnam and American Foreign
Policy, Problems in American Civilization, (Boston: D. C. Heath and Co.,
1968), p,. 12; hereafter cited as Buttinger, Vietnam at War.
43. Buttinger, Dragon Embattled, pp. 944-949; also see Kendrick, p.
112; and PP, I, pp. 291-346.
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of Western and Eastern philosophies that purported to stress the development
of individual character as the basis of community democracy in Vietnam.1^
As Robert Shaplen has described:
It IPersonalisml sought to mesh the individual's spiritual growth with
the community's social needs, and together these would stimulate
the nation's emerging political life. At first glance, personalism
seemed, more than anything else, to be a convenient mixture of
thought that was all things to all men. It embraced elements of
French Catholic personalisme as expressed by the late Emmanuel
Mounier, who sought to blend Marxism with certain concepts of
Christianity, and several other philosophies and religions that ran
the gamut from Confucianism to Existentialism and Moral
Rearmament.
The Catholic Church, responding to the changes in industrial society and
the anathemas of Marxism and Socialism, concluded that there were few if any
institutions left that mediated between the individual and the state. In the late
Nineteenth and early Twentieth centuries it issued encyclicals that taught that:
A State chiefly prospers and thrives through moral rule, wellregulated family life, respect for religion and justice, the
moderation and equal allocation of public taxes, the progress of the
arts and of trade, the abundant yield of the land — through
everything in fact, which makes the citizens better and happier.*^
It was these teachings of the Catholic Church, which were compatible with
those of Mounier's Personalism, that were used as the philosophical basis for
much of the Ngo family's political orientation.

It stressed moral order and

44. Shaplen, pp. 129-131; also see John C. Donnell, "Personalism in
Vietnam," in Problems of Freedom, pp. 29-67; Poole, p. 53; Buttinger, Dragon
Embattled, pp. 946-949, 1139; David Halberstam, The Making of a Quagmire
(New York: Pandom House, 1964), p. 50; PP, I, p. 301; and Joseph E.
McCarthy, Illusion of Power: American Policy Toward Viet-N'am, 1954-1966
(New York: Carlton Press, 1967), pp. 57-59.
45. Shaplen, p. 131.
46. Quoted in Joseph McCarthy, pp. 57-58, from the Rerum Novarum
of 1891, also see Quadragesimo Anno of 1931.
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discipline in society as directed from the top down and as understood by the
ruling family. As Nhu himself explained, "The personalist conception holds that
freedom in an underdeveloped society is not something that is simply given or
bestowed. . . . Human rights and human dignity are not static phenomena. They
are only possibilities which men must actively seek and deserve, not just beg
forOne can easily see how such a creed, which held that human rights and
democracy were simply potentials and had to be earned, could be readily used
to serve on behalf of an authoritarian regime that openly acknowledged that it
believed that it knew what was best for the people of Vietnam.
Personalism was supposed to act as the political credo of the Can Lao
Party, which was widely regarded as the Diem regime's counterpart, complete
with secret cells, to the Communist Party of the North.

But, as Joseph

Buttinger has noted "unlike the Communist Party, about which there was never
anything artificial, the Personalist Labor Party was not the organizational
expression of conscious political aspirations of either the masses or by an
avante-garde."^

It was developed for the purpose of protecting the Diem

regime and it did not limit itself to acts of political organizing and propaganda.
Primarily it served as a political intelligence agency for Nhu. He used the Can
Lao chiefly to detect and denounce Communists and suspected Communists. A
person could be arrested and brought to trial (solely on the word of any one of
the seven Can Lao bureau chiefs). This kind of intimidation was used as a
weapon in obtaining and maintaining loyalty or at least subservience to the

47. Shaplen, p. 131.
49. Buttinger, Dragon Embattled, p. 947; also see Shaplen, p. 131.
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regime. Its membership was restricted almost exclusively to civil servants in
key positions, and all its activities were conducted in private.1^

Nhu admitted

in an interview with Robert Shaplen that the party structure was used "to build
up the paramilitary control of the countryside, to stifle any opposition, and to
inhibit the formation and operation of any independent political parties."^®

As

mentioned before, it was to finance these operations of the Can Lao Party that
the opium trade was revived in South Vietnam.
Lansdale and others of Diem's American friends, such as Joseph
Buttinger, tried to persuade him to allow the old Vietnamese political parties to
function openly and to build his own front in cooperation with them. Obviously,
the Can Lao Party was not designed to operate in this way. Moreover, the
minor parties that remained in the South only served as fronts for the ruling
group and were entirely dependent on the Ngos' good will for their existence.^
In an interview with Jean Lacouture, Nhu argued, "In political actions one is
occasionally forced to dirty one's hands. . . . First of all, you do not coexist
with those who want to exterminate you. . . We do not permit ourselves to be
incited or destroyed. . .

in fact, the Ngos did not permit the opposition or

the National Assembly to act except as a rubber stamp for their policies.

49. Buttinger, Dragon Embattled, p. 947; also see Shaplen, pp. 130-131;
PP, I, pp. 253, 302; and Lansdale, pp. 340-343.
50. Shaplen, p. 131.
51. Lansdale, p. 342; also see Buttinger, Dragon Embattled, pp. 946,
1141; Buttinger, Unforgettable Tragedy, p. 46; and Shaplen, p. 132.
52. Jean Lacouture, Vietnam:
Vintage Books, 1966), p. 20.
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Col. Lansdale tried to dissuade Diem from this course of action by trying
to get him to think of himself in terms of being the George Washington of his
republic and to unify all the political factions, not simply eliminate them. The
tactics of the Can Lao would force the opposition underground or into the arms
of the Viet Minh. Lansdale's arguments fell on deaf ears. He later recalled:
The new party, the Can Lao, would be in charge of the police, the
military, and the economic functions of the government. The
midnight arrests of the political oppositionists showed how far these
powers could be used. The Can Lao party might grow to a fair size,
but the body politic would be badly wounded. . . A viable, open
system of democracy — a goal that U.S. officials felt was desirable
— simply couldn't grow from such a beginning.^
Wesley Fishel and the Michigan State Group
Even after Lansdale and Buttinger began privately to despair, the work of
other of Diem's American friends, especially those led by Dr. Wesley Fishel, was
just beginning in earnest. As discussed earlier, Fishel's connections with Diem,
which had begun in Tokyo in 1950, had taken on much greater significance in the
summer of 1954 when Diem invited his American friend to Saigon as a special
advisor. Fishel also served as a member of Special Ambassador Collins1 personal
staff at the same time. Very shortly thereafter, Diem requested that Michigan
State University (MSU) help his government in its current difficulties.^

53. Lansdale, p. 343.
54. Wesley R. Fishel, "The Role of the Michigan State University
Group in Vietnam," Viet My, No. 2 (1957), pp. 39-42; also see Robert Scigliano
and Guy H. Fox, Technical Assistance in Vietnam: The Michigan State
Experience (New York: Frederick A. Praeger Publishers, 1965), p. 1; Scheer,
"MSU," p. 55; and Martin Nicolaus, "The Professor, the Policeman, and the
Peasant, Part I," Viet Report, 2, No. 2, February 1966, p. 17; hereafter cited as

Nicolaus, Viet Report, Part I.
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MSU President John Hanna (an important figure in the Republican Party,
a director of the American Overseas Development Program, AID, Chairman of
the Chicago Federal Reserve Bank, and a former Assistant Secretary of
Defense^) sent four faculty members, headed by the chief of their Police
Administration School, Arthur Brandstadter, to Saigon for a two-week
inspection tour. During the time of their tour, Diem was engaged in his first
showdown with the sects for control of Saigon.

The visitors learned that

although Diem was suspicious of most of the American Mission in Saigon, the
one American that he did trust was Wesley Fishel. When this team returned in
early October, 1954, it recommended a massive technical assistance contract
between MSU and the Diem regime. The contract called for MSU to do
everything for Diem from Training his police force to writing the
constitution.^6

The first MSU professors joined Fishel in Vietnam in May 1955

to form the Michigan State University Group (MSUC). This group came into
existence with the signing of two contracts, one between the Diem government
and MSU, and the other between MSU and the U.S. government.^
The MSUG filled a special need for U.S. foreign policy at that time. The
U.S. government not wishing openly to violate the provisions of the Geneva
Accords, whifch forbade the introduction of all types of arms or the building up
of troop strengths in Vietnam, used the MSUG to provide cover for some of its

55. Kendrick, p. 103.
56. Scigliano and Fox, p. 2; also see Scheer, "MSU," p. 55; and
Nicolaus, Viet Report, Part I, p,. 17.
57. Nicolaus, Viet Report, Part I, p. IS.
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operations, especially those of the Central Intelligence Agency.

eg

Several CIA

men were given academic rank and were paid by the University project while
engaging in counterespionage and counterintelligence.

According to Robert

Scheer,
The CIA unit was self-contained, and appeared on an organizational
chart of the MSU Project as "VBI IVietnamese Bureau of
Investigationl INTERNAL SECURITY SECTION." This five man
team was the largest section within the police administration
division of the MSU Vietnam operation. The police administration
division was by far the largest of the three divisions of the MSU
Group.59
However, what the apparently transparent cover did not conceal tended to
bring the whole MSU project under suspicion.

The CIA operated under the

MSUG cover until 1959 when Michigan State severed its connection with the
Agency in their next contract. Within weeks the entire VBI Internal Securities
Section had moved its offices into the U.S. Mission.^®
Besides training and supplying the police force, the VBI, and the Civil
Guard (a rural based militia of 40,000 men), the MSUG took on other
responsibilities for building a governmental structure. The MSU team helped
write the constitution, drew up the budgets, redesigned parts of the
bureaucracy, developed a school of public administration and the beginnings of

58. Scheer, "MSU," p. 56.
59. Scheer, "MSU," p. 56.
60. Scigliano and Fox, pp,. 60, 11; also see Nicolaus, Viet Report Part
I, p. 21; and Scheer, "MSU," p. 57.
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a public service."^

There can be little doubt of the good intentions of and

much fine work done by most of the people who served in the MSUG as they
attempted to develop institutions to meet the problems confronting the Saigon
goverment. They even developed primers to help Americans reach a better
understanding of Vietnamese culture.6^

The reports of the MSUG failed to

mention that it was most often the Ngo family itself that blocked the
implementation of the suggested reforms. As Scheer has described, "The MSU
team constructed a beautiful paper government that never was translated into
reality."^
i

The American professors involved in the MSUG acted as America's
missionaries to Vietnam.

Their nineteenth century counterparts established

schools for training a native elite to run the country in the interests of the
ruling colonial power. In addition to spreading the good word of their religion,
the missionaries also sought to enlighten the native people with the cultural and

61. Scheer, "How the U.S. Got Involved," p. 62; also see Michigan
State University Viet Nam Advisory Group, Budgetary Administration in VietNam: A Report to the President and Cabinet of the Pepublic of Vietnam
(Saigon; n. p., 1957), passimT
62. Nguyen Van Thai, An Approach to Better Understanding of
Vietnamese Society: A Primer~for Americans (Saigon: Michigan State
University Advisory Group, 1962), passim; also~see Nguyen Van Thai, Rites of
Passage (Saigon: Michigan State University Advisory Group, 1962), passim; and
Michigan State University Vietnam Project, What to Read on Vietnam: A
Selected Bibliography (New York: Institute of Pacific Relations, 1959), passim.
63. Scheer, "How the U.S. Got Involved," p. 36; also see Martin
Nicolaus, "The Professor, the Policeman, and the Peasant, Part II," Viet Report,
2, No. 3, March-April 1966, pp. 4-5; hereafter cited as Nicolaus, Viet Report,
Part II.
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economic values of the colonial power they represented on earth.

Martin

Nicolaus has noted about these academic missionaries!
The Americans would not think of calling the Vietnamese "natives"
or "heathen." Rather they used the more accurate term, "peasants"
— who needed not to be converted but educated. To the professors,
Vietnam was not a colony, but an underdeveloped nation. Their
mission was not to assist in bringing the country into the domain of
a European empire, but to act as midwives to the process of
"development. ^
Instead of Christianity and empire, their mission was containment of
Communism and nation building.

Their doctrine, democracy, was almost as

sacred to them as the gospel was to the missionaries of an earlier century.
Many of the participants in the MSU Project tended to function more like
government operatives than academic advisors, and their close involvement in
the running of the Saigon government blurred their objectivity toward the Diem
regime. In some cases, in order to keep reports acceptable to President Diem,
Project professors had their reports rewritten by the Project head. One such
professor, Milton Taylor, who questioned this practice, was told that there were
higher considerations at stake; other universities were hungry for the Vietnam
contract.^'

Some found that it was necessary to compromise ethical

principles for the continuation of the Project. Another professor involved in
the MSUG, Adrian Jaffe, recalled witnessing the daily scene of large numbers
of men, women, and children being shipped off to Diem's re-education camps.

64. Nicolaus, Viet Report, Part II, p. 3.

65. Scheer, "MSU," p. 62,

m
Even though the MSU staff were intimately aware of the nature of the
Vietnamese security operations, they remained silent at best and others helped
Diem come up with excuses to justify and cover up the abuses of the regime.*'*'
The people involved in the MSU Project were the best informed
Americans about the current conditions inside Vietnam. Their failure to speak
out against the abuses, which they personally witnessed, contributed to the
false perception of the nature of the Diem regime that was being portrayed to
Americans at that time. As Robert Scheer concluded in his investigation of the
MSU Project, "Professors, presumed to be men of principle, were on the scene
in Vietnam and had to be accepted as the best unprejudiced source of
information. David Halberstam, after all, could have been mad at Madame
Nhu."67
The professors' silence in the face of the authoritarian practices of the
Diem regime was coupled with an active promotion of the miracle of Vietnam
by other members of the team, especially by Dr. Fishel.

Ignoring the

repressive legislation and the prison camps, they tried to concentrate on the
positive aspects and accomplishments of the regime. Wolf Ladejinsky, the land
reform expert who went to Vietnam to help Diem work on an agrarian program
even argued:

66. Scheer, "MSU," p. 62.
67. Scheer, "MSU," p. 62.
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The overwhelming majority of people in South Vietnam are not
affected by the regime's authoritarianism. They have never enjoyed
greater freedom in the conduct of their life and work or benefited in
a greater variety of ways. Impatience with the government on the
part of those intellectuals who want power for the asking doesn't
extend to the peasantry.^
Their work took on the aspect of artful international public
relations. The MSU Group wrote about their work in terms of "developing
administrative structures" and "functional value systems."69

Such

language was meant to communicate an image of respectability and
solidity surrounding the American mission in Vietnam, as well as implying
that those who did not possess such first hand expertise could not speak
with any authority on the subject. Fishel tried to explain that no one
could truly understand the nature of political development in Vietnam
without understanding its whole history and culture.

Therefore, those

without sufficient background were not in any position to make qualified
assessments about the nature of political freedom, civil or human rights in
Vietnam.''®

68. Wolf Ladejinsky, "Vietnam: The First Five Years," Reporter,
December 24, 1959, p. 21; also see Louis 3. Walinsky, ed., The Selected Papers
of Wolf Ladejinsky: Agrarian Reform as Unfinished Business (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1977), pp. 215-229, 239-255, 299-313.
69. Quoted in Fitzgerald, p. 86.
70. Fitzgerald, p. 86; also see Wesley Fishel, "Free Vietnam Since
Geneva," Yale Review, 49, No. 1, (Autumn, 1959), pp. 68-79; Wesley Fishel,
"Vietnam's Democratic One-Man Rule," New Leader, November 2, 1959, pp.
10-13; hereafter cited as Fishel, "Democratic One-Man Rule,"; and Fishel,
"Problems of Democratic Growth," pp. 9-27.
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The work of the Michigan State University Group fulfilled a two-fold
purpose. Not only did it help Diem consolidate his power over his new Republic
of (South) Vietnam by helping him develop the governmental bureaucracy
necessary to run the country, but it also engaged in an effort to make the Diem
regime seem understandable and acceptable to most Americans. This is not to
say that Fishel and the other academics who worked in Vietnam deliberately set
out to mislead or deceive the American public.

No doubt most of them

believed in the righteousness and correctness of their policies, and they
assumed Diem shared those beliefs.

As Frances Fitzgerald noted, "Many

officials would go so far as to repress their own awareness of Diem's
repressions, while others would rationalize them on the grounds that such
measures were necessary in this moment of crisis."^

Nevertheless, the effect

of their actions and selective inaction was to contribute to the impression that
all was well in South Vietnam and continuing to improve.

Their efforts,

combined with the direct public relations campaign by Diem's official lobbyists
in the American Friends of Vietnam group (some of whom, such as Fishel, were
also involved in the MSU Project), served to heighten the impression of Diem's
success that had become known as the "Miracle of Vietnam."

71. Fitzgerald, p. 92.
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As Joseph Buttinger has noted, "The story of U.S. policy toward the Diem
regime illustrates the power of wishful political

thinking."^

In principle,

there was nothing wrong with the American decision to help South Vietnam
survive as an anti-Communist state, if that was what the Vietnamese people
wanted. However, there is little evidence that would show that the U.S. knew
or even cared what the Vietnamese people wanted. Both the U.S. and Diem's
policies were based on the assumption that they alone knew what was best for
the people of Vietnam.

72. Buttinger, "Vietnam at War," p. 9.

CHAPTER SEVEN
CREATING AN AMERICAN CONSTITUENCY FOP DIEM
While the reality and strength of Diem's support among the Vietnamese
remains an uncertain quantity, there is little doubt that what support he did
enjoy was in no small part due to the backing he received from his American
friends. Most Americans involved in or aware of South Vietnam believed that
U.S. support of Diem was the best way of insuring a better future for the
Vietnamese people. After viewing the inadequacies and abuses of the Diem
regime, and from the perspective of witnessing how badly things went for both
the Diem regime and U.S. interest in Vietnam, perhaps it is natural to ask, how
could Diem manage to maintain firm support of the U.S. government?
Moreover, how could so many well-intentioned people of good will, who were
interested in building a showcase of democracy in Southeast Asia, continue to
support his autocratic regime?'
The American Friends of Vietnam and the "Miracle of Vietnam"
To many observers, Diem's consolidation of power in South Vietnam did
seem like at least a minor miracle. When he assumed office in mid-1954, few
were willing to give him much chance of surviving, much less emerging
victorious over his opposition.

It did appear at first glance that Diem had

managed to bring order out of the chaos that marked post-Geneva Vietnam.
Certainly the predictions of Ho's imminent take-over of all of Vietnam

1. Buttinger, "Vietnam at War," p. 9.
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following the Geneva Conference had failed to materialize. It was as though
the Third Force, finally activated by Diem's leadership, was responsible for this
miraculous turnaround. Nevertheless, none of those successes would have been
possible without the help of Diem's strategically placed American friends. As
one enthusiast wrote; 'The revival of Vietnam's political life is indeed the
main reason why the Communists failed to conquer the south."^
Joseph Buttinger believed that part of the American enthisiasm for Ngo
Dinh Diem could be understood as an outgrowth of the popularly held conviction
that "any cause embraced by America must be good, and to a general
unwillingness to even consider that a country for which the Americans stood up
might in the end be lost to Communism."^
Henry Luce's "American Century."^

Such ideas found fertile soil in

Part of the conventional political wisdom

of the 1950s assumed that it was the American mission to share its institutions
of democracy, private enterprise, and civil liberties with the Third World. As
one author has noted:
Democracy provided not only the moral basis for American
opposition to Communism but the practical method for making that
opposition work. Whether American officials actually believed the
Asians and Africans wanted or needed democracy — and many
officials did not — they saw lip service to it as necessary to selling
American overseas commitments to the American people.
But even Joseph Buttinger would later admit:
2. Buttinger, "The Miracle of Vietnam," in Lindholm, The First Five
Years, pp. 9-31.
3. Buttinger, Dragon Embattled, p. 927.
k. Henry Luce, "The American Century," pp. 61-66.
5. Fitzgerald, p. 87.
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"lMluch of Diem's success in retaining popular support in the
United States must be ascribed to organized propaganda. As early
as the end of 1955, a group of mostly selfless and highly motivated
citizens found the American Friends of Vietnam .... ltheyl
became Diem's most effective defenders. . . . They were in a better
position than any Vietnamese agent to convince the American public
and government that Diem's achievements were real, that under him
the South would become prosperous and eventually democratic.^
Buttinger's description of this group of "mostly selfless and highly motivated
citizens" evokes an eerie reminder of Graham Greene's description of Alden
Pyle:

"1 never knew a man who had better motives for all the trouble he

caused."^
In the propaganda developed by the lobby, the gap between Diem's
promise and his performance was filled with praise of his achievements, which,
although they were hopeful beginnings, failed to make a positive impact on the
O

lives of the majority of the Vietnamese living under his regime.

Because

Buttinger was one of Diem's most active lobbyists, it is important to note his
own later reaction to the propaganda effort on behalf of Diem.
It seemed that American optimism in regard to the Diem regime was
nourished chiefly by the very need for it: Only good news from
Saigon would sustain the belief that the miracle of Vietnam was real
and not a mirage. This need for good news continually prompted all
worried anti-communist observers to overlook or at least play down,
the shortcomings of Diem that threatened to make his achievement
politically worthless.
6. Buttinger, Dragon Embattled, p. 927.
7. Greene, Quiet American, p. 72.
8. Buttinger, "Vietnam at War," p. 11;
Embattled, p. 927.
9. Buttinger, "Vietnam at War," p. 10.

also see Buttinger, Dragon
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Between 1955 and 1957, Buttinger and other members of Diem's
American Friends such as Mike Mansfield, Sol Sanders, John O'Daniel, John
Lawton Collins, and Leo Cherne used their influential connections and wrote
articles themselves to win good press coverage for Diem. In some cases, such
as Time, Look, the New York Times, America, the New Republic, New Leader,
and U.S. News & World Report, they helped win favorable editorial support for
the Diem regime, overcoming what had been criticism or skepticism about him
^

before.

The greatest triumph of the American Friends of Vietnam (AFVN)

was their orchestration of Diem's state visit to the U.S. in 1957; it was the high
point in the celebration of the Miracle of Vietnam. Diem was flown in on
President Eisenhower's personal plane, Columbine III, and as noted in the New
York Times, Diem was only the second foreign leader Eisenhower personally
met at the airport.*'

During his visit Diem addressed a joint session of

Congress and rode in a ticker-tape parade in New York City, where he was
lauded by such notables as Bishop Flannery, Cardinal Spellman, Bernard Baruch
and Mayor Wagner. Wagner presented Diem with the City's Medal of Honor

10. "Ovation for Diem," Time, January 17, 1955, p. 37; "Signs of
Improvement," Time, January 31, 1955, pp. 23-24; Joseph Buttinger, "Saigon
Intrigue," New Republic, February 28, 1955, pp. 9-10; Joseph buttinger, "Are
We Saving These People," New Leader, June 27, 1955, pp. 2-15; 'Too Much
Vietnam Gloom," America, January 29, 1955, p. 442; "Hopeful Signs in
Vietnam," America, February 26, 1955, p. 550; "No Neutrality for Mr. Ngo,"
America, May 25, 1957; "Hopeful Outlook for Free Vietnam," New York Times,
January 28, 1955, p. I; "Hope in Vietnam," New York Times, Editorial, January
29, 1955, p. 14; Leo Cherne, "To Win in Indochina, We Must Win These People,"
Look, January 25, 1955, pp. 61-64; John Lawton Collins, "What We're Doing in
Indo-China," U.S. News & World Report, March 4, 1955, pp. 82-88; Mike
Mansfield, "Reprieve in Viet Nam," Harper's, January 1956, pp. 46-51.
11. New York Times, May 9, 1957, p. 1.
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and described him as a man "to whom freedom is the very breath of life," "a
man history may yet judge as one of the great figures of the twentieth
century," and labeled his accomplishments as a "political miracle."^
While in New York, the AFVN and the International Rescue Committee
celebrated his visit with a banquet in his honor, at which he was presented with
the first ever Richard E. Byrd Memorial Award for his "inspiring leadership in
the cause of the free world."^

On accepting the award, Diem rather candidly

said, "Your aid enables us to hold this crucial spot and to hold it at less expense
to you and at less danger to the world than you could have done yourself."^
During his miracle tour in the United States, Joseph Buttinger acted as Diem's
translator, and along with Sol Sanders wrote many of his speeches.^

The American Press and Diem
The American press of the day enthusiastically and almost unanimously
jumped on the Diem bandwagon during the tour. The New York Times noted in
its editorial, "Diem on Democracy," that he had "added a strongly spiritual,
rather than political note in his definition lof democracyl. This could have
been expected from a man of deep religious bent." It added that it believed

12. New York Times, May 13, 1957, p. 22.
13. New York Times, May 13, 1957, p. 22.
14. New York Times, May 13, 1957, p. 22.
15. Buttinger, Dragon Embattled, p. 1156; also see Scheer, How the
U.S. Got Involved, p. 39; and Scheer, "Lobby," p. 21.
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that Thomas Jefferson would have no quarrel with Diem's conception of
government and political democracy.

Furthermore, it lauded Diem for his

uncompromising stance against neutralism.'^
Collier's, Saturday Evening Post, Reader's Digest, U.S. News & World
Report, Newsweek, Time, and Life, all featured stories about the miracle of
Diem's Vietnam. Life's story, "The Tough Miracle Man," reported that Diem
was respected in his country "for the miracles he has wrought. Order has
replaced chaos. Communism is being defeated."^

Diem's 1955 plebescite and

his cancelling of the 1956 reunification election were hailed as courageous.
"Diem saved his people from the agonizing prospect lof voting in an election
that the Communists would winl simply by refusing to permit the plebiscite and
thereby he avoided national suicide."^

That view was duplicated almost

exactly in the Reader's Digest article "The Greatest Little Man in Asia,"^ and
the Saturday Evening Post's feature, "Bright Spot in Asia," which also stressed
the role played by Wesley Fishel and Wolf Ladejinsky in aiding Diem work his
miracle.

OA

Time lauded the success in Vietnam as proof of the efficacy of

16. "Diem on Democracy," Editorial, New York Times, May 12, 1957, IV,
p. 10.
17. Osborne, p. 156.
18. Osborne, p. 164.
19. O. K. Armstrong, "The Greatest Little Man in Asia," Reader's
Digest, February 1956, pp. 144-148.
20. Demaree Bess, "Bright Spot in Asia," Saturday Evening Post,
September 15, 1956, pp. 36 passim.
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U.S. foreign aid, noting Diem's stress on the importance of that aid, and how
grateful the Vietnamese were for the U.S. help.^l

Newsweek joined the chorus

singing the praises of "A Man Named Diem," and describing his regime as proof
of what U.5. backing of an "authentic patriot, shrewd and resolute, can
accomplish."^
U.S. News & World Report, one of the most enthusiastic promoters of
the miracle of Vietnam, issued stories of how Communism had been stopped
cold in Vietnam. In language that was very similar to what was used in most of
the other mainstream presses, U.S. News reported that Diem, backed by plenty
of U.S. aid and cash, had things under control in South Vietnam, and although
his methods were somewhat authoritarian, they were necessary in a country
under hostile attack from within and without.^

It even quoted Diem as

saying, "If we continue to improve and show we are superior, then the internal
contradictions and the unpopularity of the Communists will cause them to
crack up.

Then Vietnam will be unified and it won't be under the

Communists."^
Collier's proclaimed: "Two years ago at Geneva, South Vietnam was
virtually sold down the river to the Communists.

Today the spunky little

21. "Foreign Aid Repaid," Time, May 20, 1957, p. 25.
22. Ernest Lindley, "A Friend Named Diem," Newsweek, May 20, 1957,
p. 40.
23. "One Dam Holds Against the Red Tide," U.S. News & World
Report, March 23, 1956, p. 40.
24. "Indo-China: Another Place Where the Reds Are Losing," U.S.
News & World Report, March 1, 1957, p. 83.
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country is back on its own feet, thanks to a 'mandarin in a sharkskin suit' who's
upsetting the Red timetable."^

it praised Diem for refusing to hold the

"suicide election," and while it acknowledged his authoritarian tactics, it
accepted his explanation that control of the press was necessary to prevent the
Communists from confusing the people.
In the period between 1955 and 1957, many American journalists, like the
members of the Michigan State University team, acted less like members of
their respective professions thari agents or at least boosters of the American
mission. Their reports out of Vietnam either tended to ignore or make excuses
for the abuses of the Diem regime. Col. Lansdale noted in his report on the
activities of the Saigon Military Mission (SMM):
Till and Ped Durdin of the N.Y. Times, Hank Lieberman of the N.Y.
Times, Homer Bigart of the N.Y. Herald-Tribune, 3ohn Mecklin of
Life-Time, and John Roderick of Associated Press, have been warm
friends of SMM and worked hard to penetrate the fabric of French
propaganda and give the U.S. an objective account of the events in
Vietnam. The group met with us at times to analyize objectives and
motives of propaganda known to them, meeting with us at their own
request and U.S. citizens. These mature and responsible news
correspondents performed a valuable service for their country. . . .
Landale failed to mention that these reporters had failed to penetrate the
fabric of American propaganda that his group was in the process of weaving.
All of the glowing reports that explicitly used the term "miracle" to
describe Diem's regime were to some extent based on misinformation or lack of

25. Peter Kalischer, "Upsetting the Red Timetable," Collier's, 3uly 6,
1956, p. 28.
26. Kalisher, p. 31.
27. quoted in PP, I, pp. 581.
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information, but mostly on wishful thinking. Most participants and observers
who waxed so effusively about Diem regarded his modest achievements as the
mere beginnings that would be followed by more dramatic and substantial
progress in the near future.

They failed to acknowledge that the abuses

already apparent might also grow into something more dramatic in the
future.2**

Diem's Critics
Even the New Republic praised Diem's agenda of politically unifying the
country of South Vietnam before concentrating on economic development. It
noted that any economic program that was not firmly grounded would simply
have been written in water.However, by late 1957 the New Republic's
enthusiasm for the miracle began to fade as it had for its liberal companions
the Nation and the Reporter. These liberal magazines shared the common
criticisms that the U.S. aid was not helping South Vietnam become
economically self-reliant, and that the U.S. concept of Vietnam as a showcase
for Western style democracy and economics showed too little concern for the

28. Buttinger, Dragon Embattled, pp. 1133, 1137.
29. "The Two Vietnams," New Republic, 3uly 1, 1957, p. 7.
30. David Hotham, "South Vietnam —Shaky Bastion," New Republic,
November 27, 1957, pp. 13-16; David Hotham, "Vietnam: Trouble in North, in
South, and in Future," Reporter, February 21, 1957, pp. 36-38; David Hotham,
"U.S. Aid to Vietnam — A Balance Sheet," Reporter, September 19, 1957, pp.
30-31; "High Cost of Empire Salvage," Nation, April 6, 1957, pp. 286-287;
"Piaster Diplomacy," Nation, May 4, 1957, pp. 383-384; and Bernard Fall, "Will
South Vietnam Be Next?", Nation, May 31, 1958, pp. 489-493.
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liberal camp involved in initially supporting Diem had high expectations for this
showcase of democracy in Asia, the realities of the Diem regime stood in
greater contrast for them at an earlier time than those who were more
interested in simply containing Communist expansion.
When criticism of Diem began to appear members of the AFVN issued
explanations of why the criticisms were misguided and why Diem's policies
were right for his country.^

In particular Wolf Ladejinsky and Wesley Fishel

worked hard to rehabilitate Diem's image in America. Ladejinsky, noting that
Vietnam had no legacy of democratic traditions or institutions, wrote that
while Diem "believes in democracy, he is compelled to ration it."^

Diem

feared that by granting more democratic freedoms while "in the midst of a life
and death struggle against the Communist conspiracy. . . . that the enemy
would try to pervert them for the ultimate destruction of the new state."^
In his article "Democratic One-Man Rule," Wesley Fishel argued that
every age had its shibboleths and fetishes, and in contemporary times they were
"democrat," "Communist," and "dictator." Moreover, Americans were prisoners
of their own political vernacular, and words like democrat and dictator lost

31. Fishel, "Democratic One-Man rule," pp. 10-13; Ladejinsky, pp.
20-23; and John W. O'Daniel, "Free Vietnam: Modern Miracle," american
Mercury, March 1959, pp. 146-152; Leo Cherne, "A Masterpiece of Deception:
The Letter from the 'Little Vietnamese Girl'," Vital Speeches, April 1, 1958, pp.
361-364.
32. Ladejinsky, p. 19.
33. Ladejinsky, p. 21.
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their meaning when taken out of the American context.

Although Diem had

the power of a dictator, he had not created a dictatorship. Diem spoke the
language of democracy, and in fact, he ruled in accord with the Vietnamese
constitution. Critics of the Diem regime, Fishel argued, viewed Asia through
Western eyes, and applied Western standards to situations that bore little
resemblence to the West. Diem had rejected both absolute individualism and
absolute state authority and put less stock in Western ideals of "government by
law" than by the Confucian "ideal of government by virtue."^

The benighted

criticism grew from the fact that Western political vocabulary too narrowly
reflected Western experience to appreciate fully the efforts of Ngo Dinh
Diem.^

Diem did talk a great deal about democracy, but despite the New

York Times claims to the contrary, what he meant by democracy bore little
resemblence to the Jeffersonian ideal.
In private many members of Diem's lobby were privately dismayed by
the incresingly repressive tactics of his regime. Most tried to place the blame
for the abuses on Diem's brother-in-law, Nhu, and Nhu's wife, Madame Nhu.
They hoped that eventually Diem could be separated from the Nhus and be
made to set things right again in their showcase. However, they were afraid to
press Diem too hard or too publicly for fear that that criticism would be used

34. Fishel, "Democratic One-Man rule," p. 10.
35. Fishel, "Democratic One-Man rule," pp. 10-11.
36. Fishel, "Democratic One-Man rule," p. 13.
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"DJQhile I am just as entitled to righteous indignation vis-a-vis the
regime as any other member of the Executive Committee of the
Friends EAFVN3, we must temper it with the thought of the danger
of a Communist take-over. The ranks will have to be closed, even
though we cannot publicly endorse EDiem'&l personal regime. We
cannot condemn it publicly either; after all, the malady is as old as
the regime and I am of the opinion that we have not done nearly
enough condemning when things were going much better and yet the
danger of the shape of things to come was quite apparent to us.
The Vietnamese peasants cared very little about the service Diem was
apparently rendering the free world by maintaining his regime's hold on South
Vietnam.

While Diem had boundless energy for devoting to his national

projects, the nation's development was paralyzed.^

Fearful of betrayal after

assassination and coup attempts, Diem gathered all national power to himself
and his family, from personally signing all exit visas to directing all military
movements in the country. Outside this diminishing circle there was little
authority to proceed on any level. The peasants were concerned with what the
regime was doing for them, and they needed no expert bureaucrats to evaluate
the immediate value of Diem's achievements. They could judge for themselves
whether the land reform in their district was a reality or a sham and whether
the local administrators and police were civil servants or simply a new class of
exploitive masters.^0

One U.S. intelligence report noted that the Diem regime

tended "to treat the population with suspicion or coerce it, and has been
rewarded with an attitude of apathy or resentment."^

38. Quoted in Buttinger, Dragon Embattled, p. 1158.
39. Scigliano, Nation Under Stress, p. 56.
40. Buttinger, Dragon Embattled, p. 935.
41. PP, DOD ed., Book 10, pp. 1267-1280.
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By and large, the American public was much slower to become aware of
the true nature of the regime in Saigon. Although Senator John F. Kennedy had
called for America to give the Vietnamese a better revolution than anything
the Communists could offer them, Diem, despite his rhetoric, was not
interested in any sort of revolution in what he regarded as his country.*^
Many of Diem's liberal supporters clung to the notion that even after Diem had
destroyed all hope for meaningful reforms the United States had no choice but
to continue to support him.

This line of reasoning became the basis for

American policy summed up in the phrase, "Sink or Swim with Ngo Dinh
Diem."^
Even as the United States became more involved in Vietnam, candid
reporting about the Diem regime was slow in coming back to the United States
for a number of reasons. The first American correspondents to file reports
critical of the Diem regime were attacked by both officials of the U.S. Mission
and by representatives of the regime, especially Madame Nhu who insisted all
criticism of Diem was Communist inspired. She persuaded Diem to expel
Homer Bigart of the New York Times, Francois Sully of Newsweek, and dames
Robinson of NBC.^

Bigart was replaced by David Halberstam — no big

42. Buttinger, Dragon Embattled, pp. 937, 1176, 1177.
43. Buttinger, Dragon Embattled, pp. 938, 1137.
44. Buttinger, Dragon Embattled, p. 989.
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improvement in the eyes of the Ngo family.

Members of the U.S. press in

Saigon often were attacked and physically abused by Nhu's secret police, their
phones were tapped, and they were prevented from sending uncensored
dispatches out of the country. 45
The U.S. !\I! ission was less than forceful in defending the journalists
against these abuses, and, in fact, it was almost apologetic to Diem in trying to
explain that the reporters were merely trying to live up to the American
concept of freedom of the press. 46

In Washington, government officials

complained about what they considered slanted and irresponsible reporting
coming .out of Saigon.

They claimed that these reporters were damaging

U.S.-Vietnam relations, and that they also were wrong about Diem. American
reporters in South Vietnam not only had to contend with an unfriendly U.S.
Mission and a hostile Diem regime, they also had to face editors back home
who often seemed more interested in their editorial policy than in the accurate
reporting of the facts.
Time provided the most clear cut case of this process as reporters sent
in stories about the worsening conditions in South Vietnam only to have them
rewritten to fit the magazine's editorial policy of support for the regime and
the U.S. efforts there.

Time management accepted the U.S. government

assertions that all was going well and that the chief problem was a young,

45. Buttinger, Dragon Embattled, pp. 989, 1179.
46. Buttinger, Dragon Embattled, pp. 989, ll79-1182; James Aronson,
"The Media and the Message," PP., V, pp. 41-47; and John Mecklin, Mission in
Torment (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday and Co., 1965), pp. 9-25.
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immature American press corps that was myopically anti-Diem.*^

It came to

a point where Time attacked the U.S. correspondents, including its own, who
were covering Vietnam as biased, distorted and uninformed. It charged that the
reporters had become part of the confusion surrounding Vietnam, covering a
complex story from only one angle, taking sides against Diem and sympathizing
with his opponents.^
By and large these journalists critical of Diem were isolated voices in
the wilderness. They had the formidable obstacles of the U.S. government, the
Diem regime, and the favorably orchestrated propaganda of the American
Friends of Vietnam to overcome. The American public was not quick to give up
hope or belief in miracles that its government said were true.

As 3ames

Aronson noted, those journalists "strove mightily to make the public aware that
the 'Miracle of Vietnam1 was a costly myth, and that a change was needed."^
However, it should be noted that they were calling for a change in U.S. tactics,
not a change in U.S. policy.

Their goal was not an end to American

intervention, but a reform of that intervention to secure the success of
American goals in Southeast Asia.

47. David Halberstam, "Time Inc.'s Internal War Over Vietnam,"
Esquire, January 1978, p. 119.
48. "The View From Saigon," Time, September 29, 1963, p. 62.
49. Aronson, p. 46.

CHAPTER EIGHT
CONCLUSION

By I960, the nature of the U.S. mission in Vietnam changed from
building a showcase of democracy to simply keeping the Communist rebels from
taking over South Vietnam as large parts of the countryside became involved in
the insurrection against the Diem regime. American policy had truly taken on
the dimension summed up in the phrase "Sink or Swim with Ngo Dinh Diem,"
and many observers concluded there was the very distinct possibility of
America sinking along side of Diem. The Miracle of Vietnam stood revealed as
a threadbare illusion created by public relations legerdemain.
Many of the reporters in Vietnam had raised the question of what had
gone wrong with the American crusade in Vietnam. They questioned the tactics
used to pursue American goals: however, they failed to question the basic
assumptions behind that goal or whether or not that goal was necessary or
worth pursuing. Moreover, the problem was not so much what had gone wrong,
but as Wolf Ladejinsky noted, "it was a question of what had been wrong all
along."!
Most members of Diem's lobby pursued their goal of nation building
with the zeal of true believers. They were convinced that a Third Force of
independent nationalism could be galvanized by inspired leadership and that Ngo

1. Ladejinsky, p. 21.
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Dinh Diem was the person best able to provide that leadership to Vietnam.
They kept their private doubts to themselves and provided excuses and counter
arguments when others did publicly raise doubts about Diem.
American perceptions of Vietnam were colored by viewing it from the
perspective of a global Cold War conflict. Vietnam was the stage on which the
conflict between the forces of good and evil were to be played out; it was the
showcase for democracy; it was the finger in the dike; it was the cornerstone
of the arch of Western civilization and democracy; and Vietnam was Am3rica's
offspring. Rarely, however, was Vietnam ever seen as a place where actual
people lived, people who should be allowed to determine their fate for
themselves.
Americans were active in the selection of Diem as Prime Minister, and
they played a crucial role in consolidating power in his hands by helping him to
overcome and eliminate his opposition. Diem was seen as the right man for the
job because of the uncompromising stances he had held in dealing with the
French, the Japanese, and the Communists. It was this same unwillingness to
compromise with any sort of opposition within his own country that was to
plant the seeds that would later reap the whirlwind in Vietnam.
The character of Alden Pyle serves as an illuminating metaphor for th.e
other Americans in search of the third Force in Vietnam. Like Alden Pyle,
Diem's American Friends were idealists who wanted to fight for liberty. Pyle's
notions about a Third Force were fully developed before he ever came to Asia.
When Greene's older and more cynical character, Fowler, tried to warn Pyle
about trying to impose his American concepts on a foreign situation, he made
little impression on him. Fowler told him:
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'You and your like are trying to make a war with the help of people
who just aren't interested.'
'They don't want communism.' EPyle replied^
'They want enough rice. .. . They don't want to be shot at. They
want one day to be much the same as another. They don't want our
white skins telling them what they want.'
'They'll be forced to believe what they are told; they won't be
allowed to think for themselves.'
'Thoughts are a luxury. Do you think the peasant sits and thinks of
God and democracy when he gets in his mud hut at night?'
'You talk as if the whole country were peasant. What about the
educated? Are they going to be happy?'
'Oh no, we've brought them up in our ideas. We've taught them
dangerous games, and that's why we are waiting here, hoping we
don't get our throats cut.'^
Most of the Quiet Americans who supported Diem also were unable to
see the situation from the point of view of the peasant in a country that was
overwhelmingly peasant. They hoped that by winning over the educated elite,
which they considered the country's natural leadership, then the rest of the
country would follow along. Diem shared that assumption with his American
friends, because for Diem, like the Americans, the peasants were almost an
unknown if not invisible quantity.

The Quiet American in Vietnam was

"impregnably armoured by his good intentions and his ignorance,

"incapable

of conceiving the pain he might cause others. . . . Yet he was sincere in his
way; it was coincidence that the sacrifices were all paid by others. . .
Pyle, like the Americans who followed after him in Vietnam, was absorbed "in
the dilemmas of democracy and the responsibilities of the West; he was

2. Greene, Quiet American, p. 216.
3. Greene, Quiet American, pp. 7^-75.
4. Greene, Quiet American, p. 13.

determined to do good, not to any individual person, but to a country,
continent, a world."^

5. Greene, Quiet American, p. 13.
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